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SUMMARY.
A new high speed diesel engine sim ulation for a parallel com puter using the 
‘filling and emptying* m ethod is presented. The new simulation has a distributed 
structure which allows the accurate representation o f the filling and emptying 
m ethod equations and a high processor utilisation and throughput.
The design of a com puter data acquisition system for an instrum ented diesel 
engine is described.
M easurements from  the parallel sim ulation are presented and these are compared 
w ith an equivalent serial com puter engine sim ulation and with the results from 
the instrum ented engine.
New methods for increasing the parallelism o f the engine simulation are discussed 
and initial results for these new methods are presented.
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A Area
BMEP Brake mean effective pressure.
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PM EP Pumping mean effective pressure.
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1.1. The microprocessor revolution.
The use and application o f computers has gone through a revolution since their 
firs t appearance after the second world war. They have progressed from  being 
large unreliable machines made of electronic valves to being common place 
components in a large range of everyday equipm ent. The developm ent o f the 
microprocessor has probably had the most significant effect on the diversification 
in the uses fo r computers. Initially microprocessors were not very pow erful with 
only simple logic and arithm etic sequencing functions. The im provements in 
fabrication techniques, and the expanding m arket for m icroprocessor devices has 
lowered the price of these components. Simultaneously the com putational power 
o f microprocessors has increased. Today’s microprocessor incorporates the 
features of both mini and m ainfram e com puters, w ith a subsequent blurring in 
the distinctions between micro, mini and m ainframe com puters. The M otorola 
68030 microprocessor has an equivalent processing power to a m edium  sized 
m ainfram e com puter of the early 1970s, on just one chip.
The developm ent in dynamic RAM , the prim ary storage medium  in m odern 
com puters, is a good illustration of the recent im provem ents in com puter 
technology. The packing density o f dynamic RAM  has roughly doubled in every 
year since 1975. In 1975, using 1Kbit dynamic memory chips, it would have cost 
$95,528 for one megabyte of memory and 8,192 chips would have been used. By 
1986, w ith 1024kbit dynamic memory chips, this cost had reduced to $240 with a 
chip count of only eight
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The relative cheap price o f the modern microprocessor has allowed com puting 
hardw are to be dedicated to just one application. For example, the m odern 
washing machine is controlled by a m icroprocessor which has replaced the 
electro-m echanical controller. The use o f a microprocessor has given an increase 
in the reliability o f the controller and the variety o f washing programmes 
available. It has also allowed the mechanical parts o f the machine to be treated 
more kindly with the im plem entation of more controlled startups and the 
inclusion o f basic fau lt diagnosis.
M icroprocessors have completely transform ed certain product markets. One 
notable example o f this has been the developm ent o f the electronic calculator 
m arket. Initially introduced in the early 1960s, electronic calculators were priced 
in excess o f £1,000 each. These early calculators were desktop machines, but 
their reliability and superior perform ance, over that o f their mechanical 
predecessors, led to a rapid increase in demand. The expanding m arket for 
calculators allowed a large am ount o f technical developm ent in both 
m anufacturing and in the range of functions provided by the calculator. This has 
led to a massive decrease in the cost o f the calculator. Today’s calculator has 
almost become a give away item, with the price being largely determ ined by the 
packaging and retailing costs.
1.2. Parallel processing.
Increasingly, the speed o f the fastest computers is being restricted by physical 
barriers, such as the speed o f light. However, the dem and for ever increasing 
computing resources, to solve more d ifficu lt problems, shows no signs o f stopping 
as is shown by the expanding m arket for super-com puters. The problem  is that 
the increases in processing power are now being achieved at an exponential
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increase in cost. An obvious solution to these physical lim itations is the use of 
more than one processor to solve a problem , a parallel com puter. Two processors 
should theoretically do the work of one processor in half the time. However, 
there are a large num ber of problems to overcome in the use of parallel 
processing, not least the large body o f people who have been constrained to 
solve problems in a serial fashion by present day computers. The dem onstration 
of parallel programming in a wide variety o f fields is therefore im portant. In 
some areas, this application of parallel techniques has been relatively straight 
forward; for example in graphics and signal processing. However, in general the 
problems of parallel processing are proving more d ifficu lt to solve and most 
applications must be individually researched. In this thesis, for example, parallel 
programming has been used in the field o f Diesel engine simulation. Many of the 
techniques developed in this area may however be applicable in other areas o f 
engineering simulation.
It is felt that the implementation of parallel processing techniques could lead to 
a sim ilar dedication of computing resources to specific applications, as has 
happened in the case of the washing machine. A m ulti-m icroprocessor com puter 
with the power o f a super-com puter would be relatively cheap and could be 
dedicated to a specific task. An example o f this dedication, is the use of a large 
Transputer array for the cross referencing o f police finger prin t evidence with 
the Home Office finger print records 1̂ 1. The use o f a parallel com puter has 
allowed two m ajor improvements to the system: the finger prin t throughput o f 
the com puter has been greatly increased allowing several sets o f finger prin t 
evidence to be referenced at one tim e, and it has allowed very quick referencing 
o f im portant fingerprints through the dedication o f the whole com puter to one 
search. Possible fu ture  uses for a dedicated m ulti-processor com puter, include its 
use in engine simulation for use in engine condition m onitoring which is
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described in this work.
1.3. The modern Diesel engine.
The developm ent of the Diesel engine I^] has m irrored that o f the computer. 
Since its invention in 1897, the Diesel engine has developed from  its initial uses 
in large stationary plant to being the power source o f choice in applications 
ranging from  cars and trucks, to ships and power stations. Figure 1.1 shows an 
example o f a large Diesel engine which is used fo r power generation on the 
island o f Guernsey. The modern Diesel engine combines high efficiency with a 
high reliability. It also has the ability to burn low grade fuels. Diesel engines, 
however, have a higher initial capital cost and they are used where the saving in 
fuel consumption outweighs the initial cost.
The present trend in both Diesel and spark ignition engine developm ent, is to 
increase the performance of the engine, whilst complying w ith tighter emission 
controls and improving the efficiency o f the engine. These requirem ents are not 
always m utually compatible. A large num ber o f new engine developm ents require 
the increased application of m icro-electronics in engines. For example, Lucas and 
Emtage discuss the use of hydrogen/petrol m ixtures fo r burning in spark 
ignition engines. The use of hydrogen improves the lean burn characteristics of 
the engine improving both the perform ance and the emissions. However the 
problems of hydrogen storage make its use only practically possible at low loads. 
H igh loads have to be achieved using ju st petrol. The practical control of the 
proportion o f petrol and hydrogen in such a system over its complete operating 
range is only possible with the use o f m icroprocessor technology. Other new 
areas o f engine control where the use of m icro-electronics will be im portant are 
in the control of variable valve tim ing, variable geometry turbochargers 1̂ 1 and
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fuel Injection 1̂ 1. The increased demands on engine perform ance are also leading 
to an increased need for component reliability. This is leading to increased 
m onitoring o f parts for wear which could adversely effect engine perform ance.
In fu ture  engine systems there will be a great increase in the num ber of 
m icroprocessor controlled and monitored engine param eters, such as those 
discussed above. Clark 1̂ 1 discusses the many interactions that these controlled 
param eters have, such as the strong interaction between the variable geometry 
turbocharger restriction and the fuel injection timing. For optim al control o f the 
complete engine he discusses the need for the coordination o f all the control 
systems in the engine. This will require well defined com m unication standards 
between each o f the engine control subsystems. A fu tu re  engine control system 
could well be a parallel distributed computer.
1.4. An outline o f the contents of this thesis.
Engine sim ulation will play a m ajor part in the design and developm ent of more 
advanced engines. However, the relative slowness of the more general 
therm odynam ic engine models is a lim itation to their use. In this thesis, the 
techniques of parallel processing have been applied to engine sim ulation. The 
engine simulation has been broken up into a num ber o f segments which can be 
solved separately on differen t processors. Using this, an enhanced speed 
sim ulation has been produced. This work describes the developm ent o f this 
parallel Diesel engine simulation and its contents are arranged as follows:
C hapter 2 describes in detail the ‘filling and em ptying’ m ethod fo r engine 
sim ulation. This method has been used as basis for the parallel Diesel engine 
sim ulation developed in this thesis.
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In C hapter 3, the parallel microprocessor com puter and its operating system 
which have been used for the parallel Diesel engine simulation are outlined. The 
research for this thesis, on the parallel Diesel engine sim ulation, has shown some 
lim itations to the performance o f the present parallel com puter system. The 
chapter describes these limitations and then outlines a possible new com puter for 
the sim ulation of Diesel engines, which will overcome these limitations.
The parallel Diesel engine simulation developed for this thesis is described in 
C hapter 4. The chapter briefly describes the earlier im plem entation o f a parallel 
Diesel engine sim ulation by Jones with an analysis o f the parallel
com putation structures used for this simulation. From this analysis, a totally new 
parallel com putation structure for Diesel engine simulation has been designed and 
developed. The chapter describes this new simulation structure, which gives a 
sim ulation which is computationally more exact than the previous simulation 
whilst achieving a higher computation speed through the more efficien t use o f 
the parallel computer.
C hapter 5 is a description of the user interface to the new Diesel engine 
sim ulation developed in chapter 4.
In C hapter 6, possible methods o f increasing the am ount o f parallelism  in the 
Diesel engine sim ulation are discussed. The parallelism which is described in 
chapter 4, is lim ited by the type o f engine which is simulated. New parallel 
methods will need to be developed to take advantage o f the increased num ber o f 
processing nodes in newer parallel computers. The chapter describes in detail the 
practical im plem entation o f some new parallel methods fo r use in engine 
simulation.
C hap ter 7 is a description of a Leyland TL11 experim ental engine. This engine
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has been fully instrum ented for the purpose o f validating the parallel engine 
sim ulation in chapter 4. Chapter 7 also describes a new data acquisition 
com puter, which has been developed for this thesis, for the recording of data 
from  the engine.
In C hapter 8 a comparison o f the results from  the experim ental engine described 
in chapter 7 and the results from  the parallel engine sim ulation described in 
chapter 4 is made.
Possible uses for a high perform ance sim ulation, such as the parallel simulation 
developed in this thesis, are discussed in C hapter 9.
The conclusions fo r this research are given in C hapter 10 with suggestions for 
possible fu ture  work.
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Figure 1.1. A large Diesel engine used for electrical power generation on the 
Island of Guernsey.
{courtesy o f  the States Electricity board (SEB), Guernsey}





M odelling has been used in Diesel engine design and developm ent fo r a num ber 
of years. Models have been used to complement engine prototyping and 
instrum entation They allow an engine developer to get close to an optimum
design before the prototype engine is built. This is cheaper as prototyping is 
costly. It is also quicker as com puter models may more easily be adjusted and 
altered.
Diesel engine models vary considerably in their complexity and accuracy. They 
range from  simple models based on linear equations to complex models based on 
the therm odynam ic and fluid dynamic processes which occur within the engine. 
The simple models are lim ited in their application. This is either due to a 
reliance on a large amount o f em pirical data from  an engine test bed in the case 
o f simple physical models, or to small perturbations about an operating point for 
models derived from  system identification. However the simple models are 
comparatively easy to solve and so can be calculated quickly. The complex Diesel 
engine models represent the physical processes within the engine and so can 
model an engine over its complete range. However the non-linear differential 
equations o f the complex models are d ifficu lt to solve. They are therefore 
relatively slow to calculate on a serial computer.
The research in this thesis has been into the developm ent of a complex Diesel 
engine model for a parallel computer. This chapter describes the complex Diesel 
engine model used for this research called the ‘filling and em ptying’ method. It 
also briefly describes the lim itations o f this model and the possible enhancements 
to it that overcome these limitations.
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2.2. The Tilling and emptying’ m ethod.
The ‘filling and emptying’ method derives its name from  the m anner in which it 
follows the successive ‘filling and em ptying’ o f the cylinder and m anifolds of the 
engine w ith gas. The operation o f the m ethod shows a close resemblance to that 
of a real engine, this is as follows:
A ir is introduced into the inlet manifold either d irectly  from  the 
atm osphere for a naturally aspirated engine, or through a compressor 
when the engine is turbocharged. Heat transfer occurs between the gas 
in the inlet manifold and the surroundings through the m anifold wall.
A ir leaves the manifold through the cylinder inlet valves.
A ir is introduced through the cylinder inlet valve when it is open 
from  the engine inlet m anifold. Exhaust gas leaves the cylinder 
through the cylinder exhaust valve when it is open to the exhaust 
m anifold. Fuel is introduced into the cylinder w hen both valves are 
closed. Combustion results with heat and combustion products being 
released into the cylinder gases. The cylinder gases transfer work to 
and from  the cylinder piston. Heat is transferred  from  the cylinder 
gases to the engine coolant through the cylinder wall.
Hot exhaust gas is introduced into the exhaust m anifold through the 
cylinder exhaust valves. Heat is transferred from  the exhaust m anifold 
gases to the surroundings through the exhaust m anifold wall. Exhaust 
gas leaves the manifold directly to atm osphere in the case o f a 
naturally aspirated engine, or through a turbine if  the engine is 
turbocharged.
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The ‘filling and em ptying’ method views a Diesel engine as a set of 
interconnected thermodynamic control volume models. Each o f the control 
volumes represents one o f the cylinder or m anifold volumes o f the engine. These 
control volumes are interconnected by valve and port models. The turbine and 
compressor are viewed as connections between the m anifolds and the atm osphere 
w ith the flows through them being modelled by the compressor and turbine 
characteristics.
The ‘filling and emptying’ m ethod makes the following assumptions in the 
modelling o f an engine:
1. Sem i-perfect gas behaviour.
(a) The gas in the engine control volumes is assumed to satisfy the 
perfect gas relationship: PV = mRT.
(b) The specific heats o f the control volume vary w ith tem perature 
and composition.
(c) Gas dissociation effects are ignored and the therm odynam ic 
properties of the gas are therefore a function o f gas tem perature 
and composition.
2. Homogenous control volumes.
It is assumed that all control volumes contain a homogenous m ixture 
and that any gas flows into a control volume are im m ediately mixed 
with the control volume gas, the so called perfect m ixing assumption.
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3. Control volume therm odynam ic equilibrium.
The contents of the engine control volumes are assumed to be in 
therm odynam ic equilibrium  such that one value of pressure and 
stagnation tem perature fully defines the state o f the control volume.
4. Quasi steady state  flow between control volumes.
The gas flows in a real Diesel engine are non-steady. The ‘filling and 
em ptying’ m ethod assumes that these non-steady flows can be modelled 
by quasi steady state flows. A quasi steady state flow is where the 
flow  at any instant behaves as if  it were steady.
The next section gives the derivation of the equations for the ‘filling and 
em ptying’ method for a generalised engine control volume. The sections following 
this outline the changes to the generalised equation for the cylinder control 
volume, inlet m anifold control volume and the exhaust m anifold control volume. 
These sections also outline how the various terms in the control volume 
equations are calculated in the ‘filling and em ptying’ method sim ulation of a 
Leyland TL11 truck engine described in chapter 7.
2.3. The derivation of the generalised ‘filling and emptying* control volume 
equations.
Three equations describing the changes in control volume tem perature, 
composition and trapped mass form  the basis o f the ‘filling and em ptying’ 
method. The derivation o f these three equations is given in the next three 
sections.
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2.3.1. The variation of control volume tem perature with respect to time.
The control volume tem perature equation for the ‘filling and em ptying’ method is 
based on the general energy equation for an open therm odynam ic system. This is 
given in equation 2.1 with the effect of potential energy ignored.
dU  _  dQ  dVF dHpj
~dt ~  ~dt dT  ^  dt Equation 2.1.
3
The general energy equation can be expanded to give equation 2.2.
d i t  d m  y r - y d Q g j  
m ! t + U ~dT ~  ^  1 T  _  dt + ^  1 dt Equation 2.2.
The internal energy u of the therm odynam ic volume is a function of the local 
values o f pressure, tem perature and composition (fuel-a ir ratio). In the model 
used in this work the effects o f chemical dissociation are ignored. Internal 
energy is therefore only a function of tem perature and composition.
it =  tt(T, A) Equation 2.3a.
du  _  / c h td T  d u d \ \
dt ~  \ d T  dt +  a \ d t )  Equation 2.3b.
Substituting equation 2.3b into the energy equation gives equation 2.4.
du d T  d u d X d m  dK v-' ' d Qs* , dmj
m d f l d  +  m 'dXld  +  U~df = ~ H  +  \  dt °j dt Equation 2.4.
* /  3
The enthalpy input into an engine control volume consists o f two components: 
the enthalpy due to fuel burning within the volume and the enthalpy input due 
to flows through the junctions of the volume. This gives the variation of the 
control volume tem perature with respect to tim e, equation 2.5.
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d T  _ 1 (  _ d V  , Q sf  t , drrij
i r  -  f f fM  ^ - p - d r + ^ _ d r + ^ s  _d r
d rrifb d m  5 u d A \
+hcalv -  u —  -  m —  —  J  Equation 2.5.
2.3.2. The variation of control volume trapped mass with respect to 
time.
Applying the principle of conservation o f mass to the engine control volumes the
variation o f the control volume trapped mass with respect to tim e, equation 2.6
can be derived.
dm _  ^  dm t dm /i
~dT -  "  ~df j +  dt Equation 2.6.
i
2 .3.3. The variation of control volume composition with respect to time.
The composition o f the engine control volumes varies as the proportion o f fuel 
combustion products to air changes. This proportion is known as the fuel-a ir 
ratio. Fuel is only considered in the ‘filling and em ptying’ m ethod to be in the 
form  of combustion products. In this section ‘fuel’ refers to the fuel combustion 
products. The ratio of the mass o f ‘fuel’ to the mass o f air in an engine volume 
is given by equations 2.7a and 2.7b.
m/
A =    Equation 2.7a.m air
m  =  m j  +  m air
Equation 2.7b.
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D ifferentiating this gives equation 2.8.
d A _  rna ir-^L — Equation 2.8.
dt TTlair2
Substituting for ma\r = m - m f  into this gives equation 2.9.
dA
dt
1 +  A
m
xx dm /  . d m Equation 2.9.
The change in ‘fuel’ mass with respect to time is made up o f all the ‘fuel’ flows 
through the junctions o f the volume and the ‘fuel’ introduced through combustion 
in the volume. The mass of ‘fuel’ m f in a mass o f engine gas is given by 





A +  1 
Aj  d rrij
Aj  -f 1 dt
Equation 2.10a. 
Equation 2.10b.
Substituting equation 2.10b into equation 2.9 and using a separate term  for fuel 
introduced through burning gives equation 2.11 which is the generalised control 
volume equation for the variation of control volume composition (fue l-a ir ratio) 
w ith respect to time.
dA
dt







2.4. The cylinder control volume equations.
The general ‘filling and em ptying’ method equations may be sim plified fo r the six 
periods of the cylinder cycle: scavenge, induction, compression, combustion, 
power stroke, and exhaust. These equation sim plifications are explained in the
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next five sections.
A large num ber o f variables in the engine cylinder control volumes are directly 
related to engine crankshaft angle. For this reason crankshaft angle rather than 
tim e has been used as the independent variable fo r the cylinder control volume 
equations. The relationship between engine crankshaft angle and time is given by 
equations 2.12a and 2.12b.
During the cylinder scavenge period the cylinder control volume has both its 
inlet and exhaust valves open. No combustion takes place in the volume and so 
the cylinder control volume equations for this part of the engine cycle are given 
in equations 2.13a, 2.13b and 2.13c.
6 =  -t  
d_ _  J_  d_ 
dd u>e dt Equation 2.12b.
Equation 2.12a.
2.4.1. The cylinder scavenge period.
Equation 2.13a.
dA
d 0  ac
1 *f A
m
A ,• dm,- Ae d m ,
1 -(- Aj dt 1 -f Ac dt
Equation 2.13b.
d T
d #  «c
1
U dd m d \  dd
d m  d u d X
— m-r—
Equation 2.13c.
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2.4.2. The cylinder induction period.
During the cylinder induction period the cylinder control volume has only its 
inlet valve open. No combustion takes place in the volume during the induction 
period. Two types of inlet valve flow are possible during the induction period. 
For normal flow, where the valve flow is from  inlet m anifold to cylinder, the 
cylinder control volume equations are given in equations 2.14a, 2.14b and 2.14c.
When reverse flow occurs between the cylinder and the inlet m anifold, then the 
rate o f change in cylinder volume fuel-a ir ratio becomes zero.
2.4.3. The cylinder compression and power stroke periods.
During the compression and power stroke periods of the cylinder cycle, both the 
inlet and exhaust valves are closed. No combustion o f fuel takes place in the 
cylinder control volume during these periods. The cylinder control volume 
equations, equations 2.15a, 2.15b and 2.15c, are therefore greatly sim plified.
dm
d 9  in
dA
d 6  in
1 dm; 
o je d t  
1 +  A (1-FA) / A i d mi 





d 0  in
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2.4.4. The cylinder exhaust period.
D uring the exhaust period o f the engine cycle the exhaust valve is open and the 
inlet valve is closed. Combustion does not take place in the volume during this 
period o f the engine cycle. The exhaust valve flow is normally from  the cylinder 
to the exhaust m anifold. For normal valve flow the cylinder control volume 
equations are given by equations 2.16a. 2.16b and 2.16c.
d m  1 d me
- j r  —  j — Equation 2.16a.dd ex dr
= 0  Equation 2.16b.
dd ex
d T  1 {  _ d V  ' 1 { d Q sf  L d m e j d m  d u d A j
I d  ex ~  y p ~dJ +  U~e dt  0e~ d T  J  ~  u ~dd ~  m d \ d d  J
Equation 2.16c.
However, w hen reverse flow does occur between the exhaust m anifold and the 
cylinder volume, the equation for the cylinder fuel-a ir ratio is given by equation 
2.16d.
dA _  1 +  A
dd ex  m
(1 +  A) /  A« d m c \  d m  
u>e V 1 +  A e ~ d T ) ~  ~ d 6 .
Equation 2.16d.
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2.4.5. The cylinder combustion period.
During the combustion phase of the engine cycle both the inlet and the exhaust 
valve are closed. Mass, fuel and enthalpy are only in troduced into the cylinder 
by fuel combustion. Fuel is considered liquid until com bustion and therefore has 
no effect on the gas of the cylinder before combustion. The cylinder control 
volume equations during the combustion period are given by equations 2.17a, 
2.17b and 2.17c.
2.5. The m anifold control volume equations.
The general ‘filling and em ptying’ m ethod equations may be sim plified for the 
inlet and exhaust m anifold control volumes. These equation sim plifications are 
explained in the next two sections.
The m anifold control volumes do not use cylinder crankshaft angle in their 
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2.5 .1 . The inlet m anifold control volume.
The inlet m anifold has a constant volume and therefore the rate o f change of 
volume w ith respect to time is zero. In the model used in  this research the heat 
losses to the surface o f the inlet manifold are ignored as these are small. In the 
TL11 engine model the inlet m anifold is perm anently connected to a compressor 
and intercooler at its inlet and to all the inlet valves o f the engine cylinders at 
its outlet. The inlet m anifold control volume equations are given by equations 
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2.5.2. The exhaust m anifold control volume.
The exhaust m anifold has a constant volume and therefore the rate o f change of 
volume w ith respect to time is zero. In the TL11 engine model each o f the 
exhaust m anifolds is perm anently connected to a turbine at its outlet and to half 
o f the cylinder exhaust valves at its inlet. The exhaust m anifold control volume 
equations are given by equations 2.19a, 2.19b and 2.19c. 
d m c d m t
Equation 2.19a.
d m





1 +  A
m ( l  +  X) ( ] C  j"
dm.
+  Ac dt  1 +  A/ dt
A/ d m f \ d m
~dt Equation 2.19b.
m
1 I s r ^ d Q s f  ' L ^m e , d 771/ dm  dudA
I F  ^ i r + + ' ‘0*_d r - Ao‘ i r - u ' d r _ m dX dt
Equation 2.19c.
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2.6. The calculation of the terms in the Tilling and emptying* m ethod equations.
All the terms in the ‘filling and emptying* m ethod equations are either derived 
from  physical laws or, where the process is not amenable to this, empirical 
equations are used. The following sections outline how these are calculated.
2.6.1. The rate of mass flow through the cylinder valves.
The rate o f mass flow through a cylinder valve is an unsteady process. In the 
‘filling and emptying* method this flow is considered quasi steady state and one 
dimensional. Clearly the flow is not in fact one dimensional and so the secondary 
flow  effects such as boundary layer separation and friction are taken account of 
by introducing an empirically based discharge coefficient into the
calculation o f valve flow area.
The one dimensional mass flow rate through the valve will be dependent on the 
pressure upstream  of the valve flow Pu and the pressure at the valve throat Pv. 
The flow upstream  of the valve throat is assumed to be isentropic. The pressure 
a t the valve throat is unknown and therefore the assumption is made that no 
d iffusion  due to turbulent flow occurs between the valve throat and the 
downstream  control volume. From this Pv = P j  where P j  is the downstream 
volume pressure.
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Two types o f flow are possible through the cylinder valve: choked and non­
choked. Choked flow will occur when the pressure ratio P r a t i o  across the 
cylinder valve is higher than the critical pressure ratio Pcrn  and sonic flow 
occurs.
Pratio p^ Equation 2.20a.
crit Equation 2.20b.
The choked mass flow rate for the cylinder valve is given by equation 2.21.
=  CdA„Pu.
a t  crit \
, .. , ( 7 + l ) / ( 7 - l )
RT. Equation 2.21.
For non-choked flow, the mass flow rate fo r the cylinder valve is given by 
equation 2.22 where the valve flow is sub-sonic.
I F  = { ( r h )  ■ i k ' ( ( § )  ”  © )  ) } Equa,ion 2-22-
Figure 2.1 gives the inlet and exhaust effective valve area C ^ . A  against engine 
crankshaft angle for the Leyland TL11 engine modelled in this research. Ideally 
these effective valve flow areas should be obtained from  steady flow tests on the 
valve being used. However these flow tests are not available fo r the TL11 
engine. They have therefore been calculated from  a knowledge o f the actual 
valve area and discharge coefficients estimated from  data given by G arnish ^ 0 ],
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2 .6 .2 . H eat transfer in the cylinder control volume.
Heat transfer in the cylinder control volume to the cylinder wall is due to 
convection and radiation. Heat transfer due to conduction is assumed to be 
negligible. The heat transfer is therefore described by equation 2.23a.
^  =  A • h (T  — Taj)  + A ■ c<r(T — Tsj)  Equation 2.23a. 
dt
In this w ork the contribution to heat transfer due to radiation in the cylinder 
volume is ignored. Researchers disagree on the contribution o f radiation to the 
heat transfer in the cylinder. This is due to the d ifficu lty  in separating the 
contribution from  both forms o f heat transfer in experim ental results. The 
sim plified heat transfer model used in this research is therefore given by 
equation 2.23b.
^ - =  A cyi •h ( T - T , f ) Equation 2.23b.
Clt cyl
2.6.2.1. The calculation of the heat transfer coefficient h .
For the cylinder control volume the calculation of the heat transfer coefficient h 
is d ifficu lt. This coefficient depends on the flow conditions near the cylinder 
surfaces. The flows within an engine cylinder are very complex, w ith flows 
entering and leaving the cylinder through the valves, com bustion occurring and 
the cylinder piston moving. Therefore a mathematical derivation o f h is 
impossible and a sem i-em pirical heat transfer model has to be used. The sem i- 
em pirical heat transfer model used in this research is that due to Hohenburg 
11*1. The Hohenburg model assumes that the heat transfer in the cylinder is 
totally convective in nature. The model relates the heat transfer coefficient to
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the cylinder tem perature, pressure and volume as well as the mean value o f 
piston speed. The Hohenburg heat transfer coefficient model is given by equation 
2.24.
, _  OiP°-8( t ^ +  g ; ) 0'8
  2rue Equation 2.24.
Ideally the constants C /  and C2 should be determ ined from  heat transfer 
m easurem ents on the engine being modelled. However fo r the TL11 engine model 
the constants given by Hohenburg have been used.
C j = 0.013, C2 = 1.4
2.6.2.2. The calculation of the cylinder surface area A fo r the  h ea t 
transfer calculation.
The surface area o f the cylinder control volume is calculated from  a knowledge 
o f the cylinder geometry. The geometry o f the cylinder is shown in figure 2.2. 
The surface area o f the cylinder is given by equation 2.25.
A Cyi =  A t d c  +  nd (j -f r (1 — cos 6) —  y/l —  r2sin20j Equation 2.25.
The ‘filling and emptying* m ethod assumes therm odynam ic equilibrium . The 
tem perature and the velocity of the gas in the vicinity o f the piston land is in 
fact lower than for the rest of the volume. The H ohenburg model therefore 
over-estim ates the heat transfer due to the area o f the piston land. H ohenburg 
t 11] suggests that the area of the piston land used in the calculation of heat 
transfer is altered to take account o f this. He suggests a value fo r piston land 
area equal to the real land area raised to the arb itrary  power o f 0.3. Because of
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its a rb itrary  nature, this adjustm ent factor has not been used in the research for 
this thesis.
2 .6 .2 .3 . The calculation of the cylinder surface tem perature Tsf.
The heat transfer from  the cylinder through the combustion wall to the engine 
coolant is represented by the simple heat transfer model given in figure 2.3. The 
therm al resistance R j is calculate from  the heat transfer coefficient h derived in 
section 2.6.2.1. The therm al resistance R 2  and capacitance C represent the heat 
transfer model fo r the heat flow from  the cylinder wall to the engine coolant. 
From  this model the rate of change in cylinder wall tem perature, equation 2.26, 
can be calculated.
_  1 dQw _  Tcyi — Taf  Equation 2.26.
dt cyl C  dt C • R 2
2.6.3. H eat transfer in the exhaust m anifold control volume.
Heat transfer in the m anifold is represented by the same one dimensional heat 
transfer model as for the cylinder. This model is shown in figure 2.3. The heat 
transfer between the m anifold gas and the m anifold wall is presum ed to be 
totally convective in nature. The rate of heat transfer is therefore given by 
equation 2.27.
= A ma„ ■ h (T  -  T .s) Equation 2.27.
dt man
The therm al resistance R 2  and the therm al capacitance C models the conduction
between the m anifold wall and the surroundings. The rate o f change of the
m anifold wall tem perature with time is given by equation 2.28.
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dTsJ _  1 dQw _  Tman -  T,f  Equation 2.28.
dt m a n  C  dt C  R 2
2.6.4. Combustion in the cylinder control volume.
The pattern  of fuel burning in the cylinder control volume changes as 
combustion takes place. There are three d istinct phases to combustion and these 
are illustrated in figure 2.4. Firstly there is the ignition delay where the part o f 
the fuel vaporises and mixes with the air in the cylinder. This is followed by the 
rapid combustion o f the vaporised fuel and air m ixture which is known as ‘p re­
m ixed’ burning. Finally there is a slower phase o f combustion which is 
determ ined by the available oxygen in the com bustion cham ber and the mixing 
rate. This is known as ‘diffusion* burning.
2.6.4.1. The calculation of cylinder ignition delay.
On being introduced into the engine cylinder, the fuel does not imm ediately 
ignite. The time between the injection o f fuel and com bustion is known as the 
ignition delay. This delay time is calculated in this thesis using the sem i- 
em pirical ignition delay form ula due to Wolfer 1*2] w ith coefficients suggested by 
Watson 1*3], The ignition delay form ula is given in equation 2.29. It is based on 
the mean values o f pressure and tem perature betw een the in jection o f fuel and 
the ignition o f the fuel.
453.4638 gjja
tid =  -ĵ i.022 e T Equation 2.29.
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2 .6A .2 . The calculation of fuel burning rate in the cylinder control
volume.
The model used for the fuel burning rate in this research is that due to Watson 
et al. During the ignition delay period the fuel burning rate is zero. A fter 
ignition the fuel burning rate is made up of two components: fuel burning due to 
‘pre-m ixed’ burning and due to ‘d iffusion’ burning. The equation fo r this is given 
in equation 2.30.
F B R ( t ) =  (r) +  (1 — p) /2  ( t)  Equation 2.30.
The ‘mode o f burning’ factor j3 defines the proportion o f the in jected  fuel which 
is burn t in the ‘pre-m ixed’ form  of burning. The equation fo r the rate o f ‘p re ­
m ixed’ burning is given by equation 2.31.
(t ) =  l _  ( l -  tCl) C3 Equation 2.31.
The equation for the rate of ‘diffusion’ burning is given by equation 2.32.
/ 2(t) =  1 — e(~Cat 4) Equation 2.32.
Both o f these equations represent the shape o f the fuel burning rate function 
and so are non-dim ensionalised with respect to the am ount o f fuel injected into 
the cylinder and the nominal time of combustion. The com bustion equation 
variables C l, C2, C3, C4 and fi are dependent on the engine operating condition. 
For the research in this thesis these values have been taken from  the results 
obtained by Watson f0r a Leyland truck engine. These are given in equations 
2.33a, 2.33b, 2.33c, 2.33d and 2.33e.
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Cl =  2.0 +  44.549(<idu;e)2 4 Equation 2.33a.
5000 Equation 2.33b.
2.5463
^ 0 . 6 4 4
Equation 2.33c.
0.791C30'248 
1 -  0.4125A0 37
Equation 2.33d.
,0.26 Equation 2.33e.
From  the non-dim ensionalised fuel burning rate equation 2.30, the actual rate of 
fuel burning w ith respect to engine crankshaft angle can be derived. This is 
given in equation 2.34.
The nominal fuel burning duration has been taken as 125° fo r this research.
2.6.5. The calculation of the volume of the  cylinder, and rate of change 
of volume.
The volume of the cylinder and the rate o f change o f the cylinder volume are 
derived from  the geometry of the cylinder and the cylinder piston. A diagram of 
this geometry is given in figure 2.3. The equation fo r the volume of the cylinder 
is given by equation 2.35. The term  in equation 2.35 based on the engine 
compression ratio Cratj0 gives the volume of the cylinder at piston top dead 
centre (TDC).
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D ifferentiating equation 2.35 w ith respect to crankshaft angle gives the rate of 
change o f cylinder volume with respect to the engine crankshaft angle, equation 
2.36.
2.6.6. The engine gas properties model.
The internal energy u of the all the engine control volumes is a function o f 
tem perature and composition. The effect of pressure is ignored as the model 
ignores the effects o f dissociation. The gas constant R  is a function o f 
composition (fue l-a ir ratio) only. Tabulated values for the internal energy and 
the gas constant fo r the equilibrium  combustion products o f a hydrocarbon 
(CnH2n) and air have been derived by Newall and Starkman From  these 
Charlton I1**] has derived approxim ate algebraic expressions for the internal 
energy, the gas constant, and the rate o f change of internal energy with respect 
to fuel-a ir ratio and tem perature. These expressions are for lean fuel-a ir ratio 
m ixtures and are given in equations 2.37a, 2.37b 2.37c, 2.38, 2.39a, 2.39b 2.39c 
and 2.39d
d  V cyl
dd Equation 2.36.
it
K a (T ) - K b (T) A 
1 +  A
Equation 2.37a.
K a =  696.0T +  0.89465 x 10_3r 2 +  102.512 x lO"6! 13
Equation 2.37b.
-45.52 x 10-9T4 +  6.22 x 10~12r 5
I<b =  722.903T +  1.57193T2 -  523.84 x 10~6r “ 6
Equation 2.37c.
+116.61 x lO-9^  -  12.5335 x 10"12T 5
R 270.21 +  288.294A
1 +  A Equation 2.38.
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+920.7128 -  0.28067" -  5.4939 x 10“ 5T 2 -  R  Equation 2.39a.
du  _  26.0537" + 1.571047"2 -  626.352 x 10~6r 3 +  162.1283 x 1Q~9T4 -  18.7535 x 10~12r 5
dX (1 +  A)2
Equation 2.39b.
The specific stagnation enthalpy of the volume gas is given by equation 2.40 and 
the ratio of specific heats for the volume is given by equation 2.41.
Equation 2.40. 
Equation 2.41.
It should be noted that in the simulation developed by Jones £**] the algebraic 
expressions for the gas properties were those due to K rieger et al. 1^3. These 
were changed, in the simulation in this thesis, in  order that energy balance 
calculations could be perform ed on each engine control volume.
2.6.7. The turbocharger model.
The Leyland TL11 engine is fitted  with a turbocharger. This supplies air to the 
inlet m anifold through a centrifugal compressor and an intercooler. The 
compressor is driven through a shaft by a divided entry  variable geometry 
turbine through which the gases from  the two engine exhaust m anifolds flow. 
The models for both the turbine and the compressor flows are based on their 
steady state flow param eters which are obtained from  experim ental measurement. 
The non-steady flows through both the turbine and the compressor are therefore 
modelled as quasi steady state flows.
ho
7
u +  R T
, R  
1 +  J 7
d T
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The next two sections outline in detail the models fo r the compressor and the 
turbine.
2.6.7.1. The turbine model.
The TL11 turbine is modelled as two im aginary turbines through which the 
exhaust gases from  each exhaust m anifold flow. The turbines are imagined to be 
connected to the same shaft and to be rotating at the same speed.
Holset, the m anufacturers o f the turbine, were unable to provide the perform ance 
map fo r the variable geometry turbine and so an alternative flow model has had 
to be used. The sim pler turbine model is based on the swallowing curve measured 
by Roberts This swallowing curve is given in figure 2.5. The swallowing 
curve was obtained by running the engine at its lim iting torque with the turbine 
restriction fully open. The model therefore calculates the same mass flow rate 
for all turbine speeds. The turbine mass flow rate is given by equation 2.42 
where the function f ( P r) is taken from  the turbine swallowing curve. The turbine 
restriction is modelled as a scaling factor on the turbine mass flow rate. This 
scaling factor reduces the flow rate linearly with turbine restriction. This linear 
relationship between mass flow rate and turbine restriction was shown by 
Roberts. The turbine measurements shown in figure 2.5 are for the complete 
turbine flow. The flow through each o f the two im aginary turbines therefore has 
to be halved.
=  1 -  0.8 ■ restriction ■ f  
d* 2y/Ttin Equation 2.42.
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The tem perature o f the exhaust gas leaving the turbine can be determ ined from  
a knowledge o f the turbine isentropic efficiency and expansion ratio. This is
For the model used in this research the turbine isentropic efficiency has been 
taken as a constant value o f 0.5. The turbine torque fo r each im aginary turbine 
can be calculated from  the turbine exit flow  tem perature and this is given in 
equation 2.44.
The compressor steady state perform ance map is shown in figure 2.6. G iven the 
pressure ratio across the compressor, the turbine rotational speed, the upstream  
tem perature and pressure the mass flow through the compressor can be 
calculated. The compressor efficiency may also be determ ined from  the steady 
state perform ance map. Using this, the compressor outlet tem perature, mass flow 
and enthalpy may be determined. The compressor outlet tem perature is calculated 
using equation 2.45.
defined as the ratio between actual turbine work to isentropic turbine work. The
tem perature at the turbine exit is given by equation 2.43.
te x i t
te x i t Equation 2.43.
d m ( Aho  
d t  u>tc Equation 2.44.
2.6.1.2. The compressor and intercooler model.
cm cm
cex it cm Equation 2.45.
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The torque required by the compressor can be calculated based on the change of 
enthalpy o f the gas through the compressor. This is given in equation 2.46.
_  dmc Aho Equation 2.46.
dt u>tc
The gas from  the compressor passes through an inter-cooler prior to entry  into 
the inlet manifold. The inter-cooler removes heat from  the compressed gas thus 
increasing the density of the gas in the inlet manifold. The effectiveness o f this 
cooling is given by equation 2.47. This relates the actual tem perature drop across 
the in ter-cooler to the theoretical tem perature drop due to the cooling water.
me = Equation 2.47.
•Mn * coolant
In the research given in this thesis, a constant value o f intercooler effectiveness 
o f 0.9 has been used. From this, the in ter-cooler exit tem perature can be 
calculated using equation 2.48.
T o u t  =  (1  -  V ic ) Tin +  V ic T c o o ia n t Equation 2.48.
The intercooler also causes a pressure drop due to the resistance offered by the 
cooling surfaces. For the Diesel engine model, this intercooler pressure drop has 
been made a constant of 10,000Pa. This pressure drop was determ ined by 
experim ental measurem ent on the TL11 engine described in chapter 7. The 
pressure ratio used in the calculation o f the compressor mass flow is therefore 
given by equation 2.49.
p  P im  +  A P tc .
P r a t io  =  —p ----------  Equation 2.49.
J a m b ie n t
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2.7. The dynamic engine model.
Using the model already described, the steady state operation o f the TL11 engine 
can be simulated. This type of simulation would use constant values for 
param eters such as engine speed, injection tim ing and mass o f fuel injected  per 
cycle. By incorporating models which describe the dynamics o f the engine into 
the ‘filling and em ptying’ method, the dynamic response o f the engine can be 
m odelled. The dynam ic models used to sim ulate the TL11 engine are described in 
the following sections.
2 .7 .1 . The engine crankshaft dynamics.
All the cylinders in the engine model are connected together through the engine 
crankshaft. The dynamics of this crankshaft are determ ined by the torque 
generated by the cylinders, the demanded engine torque, the inertia  o f the 
crankshaft and the inertia o f the engine load.
The torque generated by the cylinders is due to the pressure o f the cylinder gas 
acting on the cylinder piston. This indicated cylinder torque is given in equation 
2.50.
TCy l  = (P c y l  ~  P a m b ie n t)  Equation 2.50.
However not all o f the indicated torque is transferred  to the engine crankshaft. 
Some is lost due to engine friction. This engine fric tion  consists o f two parts: 
firstly  the genuine friction losses which occur betw een the cylinder sliding 
surfaces and in the crankshaft bearings and secondly there are the losses due to 
driving engine auxiliaries such as the water and oil pumps.
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Engine friction is normally determ ined by engine m otoring tests. In these tests, 
the power required to rotate the engine is measured. Both M illington and Hartles 
[19] and Chen and Flynn [^0] have proposed models fo r engine friction based on 
m otoring tests. The first of these models was fo r a naturally aspirated engine 
and the second was for a turbocharged engine. As the engine used in this 
research is a turbocharged engine, the Chen and Flynn friction  model has been 
used. The model is given in equation 2.51 and is based on the mean piston speed 
and the maximum cylinder pressure fo r each engine cycle.
F M E P  =  Ci +  C2Pmax +  Czv ^ l  Equation 2.51.
The result of the friction calculation is the cylinder friction mean effective 
pressure (FMEP). The constants in the Chen and F lynn friction model should 
ideally be obtained from  motoring experim ents on the engine being modelled. 
However, for this research, the constants proposed by Chen and Flynn have been 
used.
C j = 13,700 C2 =  0.005 C j = 16,200
The brake cylinder torque generated by each cylinder in the engine, which takes 
account o f the engine friction, is given by equation 2.52.
Tcyl — { P c y l ~  P a m b ie n t ) ~ Equation 2.52.
Using the sum of the brake cylinder torques from  all o f the cylinders, the 
engine crankshaft acceleration can be calculated using the equation 2.53.
dkJe   Tcyl Tjoad
J e  “I- J lo a d Equation 2.53.
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2.7.2. The turbocharger c rankshaft dynamics.
For the model used in this research, the turbocharger rotor has been assumed to 
have a friction  load which is proportional to the turbine torque.. Therefore the 
turbocharger crankshaft acceleration is based on the torque dem anded by the 
compressor, the friction adjusted torques produced by the two im aginary turbines 
and the turbocharger shaft inertia. The turbocharger acceleration is given in 
equation 2.54.
2.7.3. The engine control actuator dynamics.
The TL11 engine has three control inputs. These control the fuel rack position, 
the tim ing o f the fuel injection, an d  the turbine nozzle restriction. All o f the 
engine controls are driven by hydraulic actuators in a closed control loop. Figure 
2.7 shows a schematic diagram of the engine hydraulic actuators.
Jones [8J modelled the control actuators using the results from  a system 
identification on the actuators. System identification uses a pseudo random  binary 
sequences (PRBS) as a control input. Jones found that the hydraulic actuator 
dynamics were predom inantly second order in nature, w ith a velocity lim it due to 
a maximum  lim it to the hydraulic fluid flow. The general equations for the 
engine actuators are given in equations 2.55a and 2.55b. Table 2.1 gives the 
equation values for each o f the control actuators.
do?tc _  r)tc J 2 Tt ~ Tc
d< Jtc
Equation 2.54.
x a c tu a to r
s2 +  2£uns + u n2 Equation 2.55a.
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x a c tu a to r >  x  lim it  
x a ctua tor =  x lim it Equation 2.55b.
TABLE 2.1 .  The TL11 control actuator model constants.
A c tu a to r G a in
K
D a m p in g  ra t io  
*
N a tu ra l  freq u en cy  
( r a d /s )
Slew  ra te  
(m /s )
F uel rack 0.98 0.55 174 0.1
T u rb in e  nozzle 1.05 0.76 142 0.8
Fuel in jec tio n 1.0 0.7 125 0.2
2 .7 .4 .  The engine fuel delivery system.
Combustion in the cylinders is determined by the amount of fuel injected into 
the cylinder and the time at which it is injected. These are determined by the 
fuel delivery system which is controlled by the actuators outlined above. The 
fuel delivery system consists of the fuel pump, the fuel delivery pipes and the 
fuel injectors. These are modelled for this research in terms of the inputs that 
are needed for the combustion model described in section 2.6.4. These model 
parameters are the crankshaft angle at which the fuel is injected into the 
cylinder which is known as the dynamic tim ing, and the mass of fuel injected 
into the cylinder.
The fuel delivery system has been modelled using its steady state performance 
characteristic and a fuel transport delay which represents the time delay for the 
fuel travelling down the fuel delivery pipes, The steady state performance 
characteristic for the fuel delivery system is given in figure 2.8. The mass of
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fuel injected is a function o f the rack position determ ined by the actuator 
control equations and the engine speed. The dynamic injection tim ing is given by 
equation 2.56. The dynamic tim ing is calculated from  the static injection tim ing, 
which is controlled by the injection actuator model, and the fuel transport delay. 
The fuel is presumed to travel at the same speed as the fuel pressure wave down 
the fuel delivery pipe. The fuel pressure wave propagates at the speed o f sound 
(C).
Qd — 6a +  W e— Equation 2.56.
C
2.8. Advanced Diesel engine modelling techniques.
Although the ‘filling and em ptying’ model gives a very detailed representation o f 
a Diesel engine, it still has a num ber o f lim itations. In this section these 
lim itations are discussed and modelling techniques which overcome these are 
briefly  outlined.
2.8.1. The m ethod of C haracteristics.
The ‘filling and em ptying’ m ethod assumes therm odynam ic equilibrium  in each o f 
the control volumes. This is a reasonable assumption in the cylinder (except 
during combustion) and inlet manifold control volume. However, fo r the exhaust 
m anifold the spatial variation of pressure and tem perature can be im portant. This 
is particularly true fo r pulse turbocharging systems where the effec t o f pressure 
pulses in the m anifold is im portant or in long m anifolds where the time delay 
from  reflected pressure pulse from  the end o f the m anifold is high.
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If  the effects o f pressure wave action need to be taken account of, then the 
equations for compressible, unsteady flow must be solved. These may be solved 
using the method of characteristics. This is a m ethod for solving the hyperbolic 
partial differential equations which the compressible flow equations are. The 
m ethod is described by Benson et al. I^l],
When modelling using the method of characteristics, it is usual to model the 
rem aining engine control volumes using the ‘filling and em ptying’ method. It is 
estim ated that the use of the m ethod of characteristics increases the time 
needed to compute an engine solution by about ten times.
2.8.2. M ulti-zone cylinder models.
The need to model the emissions from  an engine is becoming increasingly 
im portant. The ‘filling and em ptying’ model assumes that the cylinder control 
volumes are homogenous and in therm odynam ic equilibrium . For a study o f 
emissions it is im portant to model the local variations within the cylinder volume 
during combustion and whilst the fuel is being injected. One example of a m ulti­
zone cylinder model is described by M egerdichian et al. 1^1 which takes account 
o f the variations in gas composition in the cylinder.
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Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.4a The phases of  combustion in the cylinder.
1. Ignition delay.
2. Pre-mixed burning phase.
3. Diffusion burning phase.
4. Combustion tail.
time
Figure 2 .4b T h e  phases  of  the  cyl inder  combu s t ion  model .
fbr(t) = fbrp(t) + fbrd(t)
0 t
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Figure 2.5 T h e  Hol se t  t u rbo cha rge r  swallowing  curve for  ful l  load with a  0%  
out le t  res t r ic t ion.
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CHAPTER 3.
THE BATH UNIVERSITY PARALLEL COMPUTER (B .U .P .C .).
Page 3.1
3.1. A description of the computer hardw are.
The U niversity  o f Bath, School of Electrical Engineering parallel com puter f^3] 
is based on the M otorola MC680XX fam ily o f microprocessors. It is 
im plem ented on a sixteen bit V.M.E. like back-plane w ith enhancem ents to give 
im proved back-plane perform ance. The com puter consists o f a num ber o f single 
board com puters which each have their own local memory. This m em ory is dual 
ported to occupy a unique memory segment w ithin the address space of the 
MC68000 processor on the m ulti-processor bus o f the com puter.
The architecture o f the com puter may be described as d istributed shared memory. 
The use o f the d istributed memory avoids the processor execution ‘bottleneck’ 
caused by a true shared memory architecture. A true shared m em ory architecture 
provides a common memory area which all processors may access through the 
back-plane. A diagram  illustrating the distributed shared m emory architecture is 
given in  figure 3.1.
A d istributed shared memory architecture allows fast access betw een processors 
because o f its tightly coupled nature. Communicating processors may read data 
from  other processors directly. By comparison a loosely coupled system has to 
com m unicate all data specifically to the processors that need it. This is slower 
bu t is more secure. A tightly coupled system is less tolerant to individual 
processor failure.
For the research described in this thesis the speed o f com putation and 
com m unication is considered to be the most im portant factor in the choice o f 
com puter hardw are. The BUPC is shown in figure 3.2.
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3.1.1. The MC68000 single board com puter.
The MC68000 board £231 (figure 3.3) is a general purpose processing board. It 
consists of a 12.5 MHz MC68000 t23l and one megabyte o f dual ported dynamic 
memory. The board has a direct memory access (D.M .A.) controller, the HD68450 
[26]^ which allows fast memory transfer and transparent disc memory transfers. 
Two memory management units, the MC68451, allow the use o f the com puter in a 
m ulti-user, m ulti-processor com puter. The board has a S.A.S.I. parallel interface 
im plem ented using the MC68230 parallel interface tim er. This gives an interface 
to Winchester hard discs and tape streamers. A Western Digital WD279X-02 disc 
controller provides an interface for up to four floppy discs. The board provides 
two serial RS232 interfaces, using the Syntek S6551, fo r connecting to terminals 
and printers. The board has no hardw are floating point capability and so all 
floating point calculation on this board is im plem ented in  software.
The MC68000 board is used as a ‘m aster’ processor in  the com puting system and 
provides all of the input and output fo r the com puter.
3.1.2. The MC68020 single board ‘slave’ processing board.
The MC68020 board t2^l (figure 3.4) is a dedicated processing board. It comprises 
a 16.667 MHz MC68020 £2^  th irty -tw o  bit processor with a MC68881 £28] 
hardw are floating point co-processor. The co-processor implements the full 
I.E.E.E. standard f2^] fo r binary floating point arithm etic. The co-processor also 
provides trigonom etric and transcendental functions. The co-processor is fully 
integrated with the MC68020 and acts as an extension to the MC68020 register 
and instruction set. As with the MC68000 board, the MC68020 board has one 
m egabyte of dual ported dynamic m emory to the processor and to the com puter
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back-plane. The MC68020 has an enhanced instruction set over the MC68000 and 
this allows certain operations to be achieved with greater efficiency. The 
MC68020 processor implem ents a three stage instruction pipeline which allows the 
simultaneous execution of processor instruction, next instruction address decode 
and bus access. The processor has a sixty four word instruction cache which 
allows enhanced speed when executing short programming loops. The use o f the 
more pow erful processor w ith its hardware floating point capability gives this 
processing board a five to ten times speed up over the MC68000 board dependent 
on the am ount o f floating point calculation.
There is no input or output on the MC68020 board apart from  two RS232 serial 
interfaces and an eight bit programmable L.E.D. display. Both these interfaces 
are provided using the MC68681 dual universal asynchronous receiver-transm itter. 
The MC68681 also provides the programmable tim er fo r the MC68020 board.
In the B.U.P.C. the MC68020 board is used as a ‘slave’ processor. All o f the 
loading o f programs from  disc and the initiation of programs is provided by the 
‘m aster’ MC68000 processing board.
3 .1.3. The shared memory back-plane.
The shared memory back-plane of the BUPC was originally designed fo r a 
parallel com puter using the MC68000 single board com puter for both its ‘master’ 
and ‘slave’ processor boards. It therefore uses the MC68000 memory map of 
sixteen megabytes and has a sixteen bit data bus.
Theoretically a maximum of sixteen one megabyte processor boards may be 
m apped into the MC68000 address space. However in the B.U.P.C. all the single
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board computers read their local memory from  address zero upwards. The bottom 
one megabyte of the address space cannot therefore be m apped to any particular 
processor. This m apping allows uniform ity in program m ing of ‘slave’ processors 
w ithout the need to account for the absolute address* o f each board. Another 
one megabyte of address space is taken as an inpu t/ou tpu t area into which 
special back-plane cards, which provide additional com puter functions, can be 
m apped. This leaves the possibility o f up to fourteen processing board, including 
the ‘m aster’ board, in the computer.
M emory accesses between processor boards are controlled jo in tly  by the two 
processor boards and the com puter back-plane arbitration card. The requesting 
processor first obtains the com puter back-plane by requesting the system arbiter 
card. When it has obtained the back-plane it in terrupts the remote processor for 
access to its local bus. This in terrupt routine is executed at the highest priority 
o f the local processor as the requesting processor holds the back-plane during 
the operation preventing other processors from  using it. When the remote 
processor allows access onto its bus the requesting processor executes its 
instruction and then releases both the remote processor bus and the back-plane.
3 .1 .4 . The back-plane arb iter card.
The back-plane arbiter card controls all accesses by the processing boards o f the 
com puter to the back-plane. It implements a four level fixed arbitration scheme 
with daisy chaining of more than one processor on to each arbitration level. The 
arbitration level of each board is switch selectable. The position o f the computer 
board in the rack with respect to the arbiter determ ines its priority  w ithin each 
arb itra tion  level daisy chain.
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3.1.5. Support hardw are.
In addition to the main processing power o f the com puter, specialist cards are 
used to provide extra facilities. These are memory m apped into the inpu t-ou tpu t 
m emory area. The specialist cards are useable by only the ‘m aster’ MC68000 
board directly. The ‘slave’ MC68020 boards do not provide the necessary inpu t- 
output in terrupt circuitry to use the specialist cards directly.
3 .1.5 .1 . The EFCIS graphics card.
The EFCIS graphics card provides eight colour graphics output. It gives two 512 
by 256 pixel display pages which allows smooth anim ation. Pictures are drawn on 
a background page before being switched to the foreground to be displayed. The 
card is based on the Thompson EFCIS EF3965 graphics controller chip. The 
graphics card is used for both anim ated pictures and as a static output for the 
graphics kernel system (G.K.S.) t^O].
3.1.5.2. The M ultilink local area  network card.
The m ultilink I^ l] car(j provides local area netw ork facilities. M ultilink is a 
cheap local area network allowing data transfer between com puters and remote 
term inal access o f the computer. It also allows the sharing between computers of 
printing and plotting facilities.
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3.1.5.3. The global back-p lane memory card.
The quarter megabyte global memory card provides an area o f memory which all 
processor boards may use for the storage o f variables. The global m em ory is used 
by m ulti-processor TRIPOS and this is described in section 3.2.
3.2. A description of the computer software.
3 .2 .1 . The TRIPO S operating system.
TRIPOS 1^2] is a compact, single processor, m ulti-tasking operating system 
developed originally at Cambridge University. It is based around an assembly 
coded kernel and device drivers. The rem ainder o f the operating system is coded 
in the high level language BCPL. TRIPOS provides a num ber o f standard tasks 
fo r file and console handling. The fundam ental devices are for a tim er, a 
term inal and a disc.
The fundam ental m ethod o f communication and control in TRIPOS is message 
passing. Messages are passed as packets o f inform ation. A packet is a pointer to 
a block o f inform ation containing an action, a destination, a link and additional 
specific data. The link allows packets to be joined to TRIPOS task and device 
work queues which are in the form  of linked lists. Packets are controlled by the 
two fundam ental communication prim itives QPKT and TASK WAIT. Q PK T links a 
packet onto the work queue of the destination task. A task uses TASK WAIT to 
unlink the head packet from  its work queue or if the queue is em pty to wait for 
another packet to arrive in its work queue.
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TRIPOS tasks have fixed priorities and may be in one o f three states: running, 
runnable or suspended. The highest priority  runnable task is executed. R unning 
tasks may suspend using TASKWAIT. Suspended tasks, o f a higher priority  than 
the running task, may be made runnable by other tasks. This occurs if  the 
suspended task is sent by another task a packet using QPKT. If a task o f a 
higher priority  to the task which is running is made runnable then the executing 
task is suspended and the new highest priority  task is executed.
TRIPOS is a single user operating system and does not have the memory 
protection o f operating systems such as UNIX. Therefore it gives a very low 
operating system overhead o f less than 1%. A comparable figure fo r UNIX on the 
MC68000 is for an overhead o f 50%.
3.2.2. M ulti-processor TRIPO S overview.
Because o f its m ulti-tasking, TRIPOS is ideal for transferring to a m ulti­
processor computer. It is small, com pact and largely w ritten  in a high level 
language BCPL. A t the time of its im plem entation, TRIPOS had already been 
developed for the MC68000 and the sources for the operating system were 
available fo r m odification 1^3] [34] [35]
M ulti-processor TRIPOS 1^3] basecj on the idea o f having individual ‘slave* 
TRIPOS operating systems on every processor board. Tasks on each processor 
board are able to com m unicate with tasks local to the ‘slave’ TRIPOS and with 
tasks on other ‘slave’ TRIPOSes.
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3.2.2.1. The ‘Master’ processor TRIPOS.
The TRIPOS on the ‘master’ processing board is sim ilar to that for a single 
processor TRIPOS. It has all the file and console handling tasks as well as all 
the standard devices. To these is added an IOSERVER task which supports the 
‘slave’ processing board TRIPOSes. The ‘master’ TRIPOS provides the user 
interface for the computer.
The IOSERVER is responsible for the management o f the m ulti-processor TRIPOS 
global memory. All ‘slave’ processors use this task to obtain global memory. A 
simple form  of output from the ‘slave’ TRIPOS is provided by the ‘master’ 
processor IOSERVER task using the console handler task. This facility is useful 
as an aid in debugging programs on the ‘slave’ TRIPOS.
3.2.2.2. The ‘Slave* processor TRIPOS.
The ‘slave’ TRIPOSes are smaller than a standard TRIPOS operating system. They 
require no console and file handling tasks as this has to be handled by the 
‘master’ processor. Each basic ‘slave’ TRIPOS consists o f a  REM EXEC task and a 
‘slave’ debug task. Only a clock driver is needed in ‘slave’ TRIPOS.
The REM EXEC task allows other processors to access the ‘slave’ TRIPOS’s 
internal functions. These include the task and device loading routines, the 
memory allocation routines and task m anagement routines. This allows the loading 
o f tasks and devices on to the ‘slave’ TRIPOS from  the ‘master’. A full 
description of these is given by Dale 1^3]
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The ‘slave’ TRIPOS debug task operates in conjunction with the ‘master’ 
processor TRIPOS debug task and gives the user access to sim ilar debug facilities 
for the ‘slave’ processors as are available fo r the ‘m aster’ processor. These are 
also outlined by Dale ancj Berry [24]
3.2.2.3. M ulti-processor TRIPO S in te r-ta sk  comm unication.
Tasks on differen t processors can comm unicate directly in m ulti-processor 
TRIPOS. To achieve this, each processor is allocated a work queue pointer in 
global back-plane memory. Packets sent to the respective processors are added to 
the list o f packets in the work queue pointed to by this pointer. As the 
com puter is m ulti-processor, these lists must be protected to avoid concurrent 
writing o f the lists and hence list corruption. This is achieved using a list access 
flag for each processor work queue which is also located in global back-plane 
memory. This flag is tested using the indivisible test and set instruction (TAS) of 
the M C680XX to obtain access to the queue pointer. Processors denied access to 
the list are made to busy wait on the flag, polling the flag until they do gain 
access.
If, on attaching the packet to the queue, it is found to be em pty, then the 
sending processor will in terrupt the receiving processor. The receiving processor 
will then execute an in terrupt routine which deals w ith the whole o f its work 
queue.
To distinguish between tasks on d ifferen t processing boards all tasks in the 
com puter system are given unique identifiers. The most significant bits of the 
task num ber reflect the memory slot o f the processor board, whilst the lower 
bits reflect the local processor task.
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3.2.3. O perating system ‘boot’ and computer startup .
The ‘master* processor TRIPOS is started with a ‘boot’ program  in PROM. This 
loads the complete ‘master’ TRIPOS image into memory and starts it. The 
‘m aster’ TRIPOS loads the ‘slave’ TRIPOS images on to the ‘slave’ processors. It 
starts the ‘slave’ operating system by halting the ‘slave’ processor, loading the 
start address o f TRIPOS into the reset location o f the ‘slave* processor, 
resetting the processor and releasing the processor.
A fu ll description o f the implementation of m ulti-processor TRIPOS onto the 
original MC68000 com puter is given by Dale [^3] The m odifications made to this 
to im plem ent it on the MC68020 computer are discussed by Berry P4],
3 .2 .4 . The BCPL programming language.
BCPL [37] ( Basic Combined Programming Language ) is a block structured 
language. It was developed by M artin Richards in 1967 and is based on CPL ( 
Com bined Programming Language ) which was never fully implem ented. It has 
been designed as a tool for writing compilers and systems developm ent. The 
operating system TRIPOS is w ritten using BCPL.
BCPL allows separate compilation and introduces the concept o f a GLOBAL data 
area to allow this. It is a typeless language having only one data type, the 
m achine binary word. Several assembler type operators such as shift, AND, OR, 
and NOT are implemented. This gives the advantages o f assembler speed with the 
readability  o f higher level code. BCPL also gives the program m er access to the 
address values of variables. This is particularly useful in the reading o f variables 
on rem ote processors in a shared memory architecture. However, it has to be
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used with care as it is inherently ‘unsafe’. BCPL provides a full set o f high level 
program m ing constructs and allows the use of recursion.
The BCPL com piler produces code that is compact and that compares favourably 
w ith that for hand coding. Where hand coding is necessary, for example where 
the indivisible ‘Test and Set* instruction of the M C680XX processors is needed, 
hand coded routines can easily be incorporated using the GLOBAL data area. 
These assembly coded routines can be separately assembled and jo ined to the 
m ain program.
The BCPL com piler used at Bath University has been extended to incorporate 
floating point operations. These are typeless as the results from  such operations 
are still b inary words. The programmer is totally responsible fo r ensuring that 
results from  these operations are used correctly and that the values operated on 
are appropriate to floating point operations.
F urther work has been carried out on the BCPL com piler to increase the 
efficiency o f floating point operations when using the MC68020 board with its 
floating point co-processor [28] Most of the trigonom etric and transcendental 
functions have been made direct BCPL operators rather than library procedure 
calls. This speeds the execution of these functions and is particularly useful in 
the area o f sim ulation where speed o f floating point operation is critical.
The BCPL com piler has been improved to make full use o f the MC68881 co­
processor. In the original implem entation only one of the floating point registers 
had been used. This meant that all floating point operations were individually 
loaded onto the co-processor. By using the full set o f floating point registers, 
interm ediate floating point calculation values can be retained in the co-processor
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rather than being continually rew ritten in and out o f the co-processor. This 
work on the compiler gave a 50% speed up in sim ulation speed.
BCPL gives the program mer a great deal o f freedom  in program  structure. 
However it does not give the compilation error checking o f high level languages 
such as Pascal or ‘C \  It is ideal for applications where com putation speed is 
im portant. BCPL was used in all the coding o f the m ulti-processor diesel engine 
sim ulator in this research.
3.2.5. Program support and debugging facilities.
3.2.5.1. Remote task  handling functions.
The set o f TRIPOS commands has been extended to give specialist m ulti­
processor commands. These allow the loading o f tasks, devices and libraries onto 
rem ote processors as well as the control o f these tasks. A full outline is given 
by Berry £^4].
3.2.5.2. The debug task .
The original TRIPOS debug task has been expanded to allow the monitoring of 
both the ‘master’ and ‘slave’ processor TRIPOSes. The user may select any of 
the processors and examine its memory, obtain disassembly and look at the 
processor registers. A full outline o f the debug task is given by Berry £^4]
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3.2.5.3. The MC68020 processor board utilisation display and the
back-p lane access m onitoring LED.
A task has been developed to m onitor ‘slave’ processor utilisation. The utilisation 
is calculated by monitoring the time spent by each TRIPOS, on each processor, 
in its idle task. The idle task is the task run by TRIPOS when no other is 
runnable. The idle task is made to execute a loop count. This count is m onitored 
by a processor utilisation task which converts this value into a processor time 
usage figure. This can be monitored by the user from  the ‘master* processor.
The MC68020 processor board has an eight LED display panel. This is used as a 
simple visual display o f processor usage. Such a display allows rough 
approxim ations o f task distribution to be made. This allows the user to determ ine 
the most highly loaded tasks. The user can then correct this to allow a more 
evenly d istributed problem  where possible. This can reduce the chance o f heavily 
loaded processors becoming ‘bottlenecks’.
A nother LED display on the processor board indicates processor back-plane 
accesses. Intensity o f the LED give an impression o f back-plane usage.
3.3. The lim itations of the parallel computer.
Theoretically up to fourteen processors can be placed in the B.U.P.C. However 
experim ents have determ ined that this maximum num ber is unattainable. This is 
due to processor memory failure when this num ber is used. A test was carried 
out in which all processor boards accessed each others m em ory repetitively. 
When fourteen processors were used processor failure was observed. The reasons 
fo r this and a general critique o f the B.U.P.C is given in the following sections.
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3.3.1. Fixed priority scheme back-plane arb itra tion .
Processors whose accesses to the back-plane conflict are allocated use o f the 
back-plane on the basis of their set priority and daisy chain level. When a high 
priority  processor requests the back-plane at a high enough rate, a lower 
priority  processor can be locked o ff the back-plane. This could never occur in 
the original MC68000 system as all processor instruction fetches took at least 
one local memory read which had the effect o f always releasing the back-plane. 
However with the MC68020 system, the use o f the cache and the instruction 
pipeline allows a processor to access the back-plane continually. This is an 
unsatisfactory situation as care has to be taken in the allocation o f processing 
tasks to processors to avoid heavy use of the back-plane by higher priority  
processors. For an ideal parallel computer, this would not be the case and ideally 
the parallel program m er should not have to fit his task allocation to suit a 
particular com puter.
M ulti-processor TRIPOS communication involves busy waiting. This occurs when 
access is denied to the work queue of another processor by that queue’s 
protective flag. Care has to be taken as the high priority  processors can block 
the release o f a packet queue by a low priority  processor by continually 
accessing the queue’s semaphore. This causes a ‘deadly em brace’. The problem  
has been partially fixed by adding a delay into the busy wait loop. The delay is 
determ ined by the num ber of processors in the com puter. The delay is sufficient 
to allow all processors to access the bus between flag tests. It should be noted 
that this only takes account of this particular case o f bus usage and other 
routines with heavy bus usage may effect it and still cause the problem. The 
delay has the effect o f slowing down the speed of in ter-processor comm unication. 
Similar delays have to be incorporated into specialist synchronisation routines
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which involve busy waiting on remote memory locations.
3.3.2. B ack-plane access and its effect on local memory refresh .
The mechanism for requesting use o f the back-plane by the processor boards 
means that a  processor that is barred entry to the back-plane by the arb iter 
card is suspended in m id-processor cycle. This has the effect o f stopping all 
local processor bus actions including the dynamic RAM  memory refresh. If  a 
processor is held o ff  the back-plane for long enough by a higher priority  
processor then the processor will have its memory corrupted by refresh errors 
and will crash. With the original MC68000 system this did not occur as the back­
plane usage could not become saturated.
In the im plem entation o f the diesel engine model described in the next section, 
great care has had to be taken in the allocation o f processing tasks to 
processors. This is to ensure that memory corruption does not occur. This has 
the effect o f lim iting the num ber o f useable processor ‘slave’ boards to eleven 
rather than twelve. However with eleven processors, it is still possible to have 
problems and only certain  perm utations of task allocation will work.
It should be noted that many perm utations that failed did so after some time and 
some indication as to their characteristics could be obtained. The perm utations 
that failed most sw iftly were those that had a higher back-plane usage. This is 
shown both by a quicker simulation speed and from  an analysis o f back-plane 
usage which is discussed in the next section.
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An analysis has been made o f back-plane bus utilisation. By m onitoring the 
voltage o f the computer back-plane bus grant acknowledge line, the amount of 
utilisation can be obtained. This is achieved by comparing the measured voltage 
with the voltages for no bus access and maximum bus access. For the parallel 
diesel engine model, based on control volumes, produced by this research, a value 
of 56% bus utilisation has been measured. This indicates a one in two chance of 
bus contention and explains the d ifficu lty  o f using an increased num ber of 
processors and certain perm utations o f tasks on the computer.
The ability o f the MC68020 board to suspend lower priority  processing boards in 
m id-cycle can be m odified by making the MC68020 have a bus grant time out. On 
time out the processor can execute a hardw are retry  thus allowing the refresh 
circuitry  to obtain the processor bus.
3 .3 .3 . A rbitration daisy chain .
For each o f the fixed arbitration levels o f the B.U.P.C. a daisy chain of 
processors can be attached. The length o f this daisy chain is lim ited by the 
physical limits o f the logic used in the im plem entation o f the daisy chain. The 
arbitration card produces a back-plane grant signal of a fin ite  length. This is 
passed down the daisy chain until a processor that has requested the use of the 
bus is reached. This processor then accesses the bus. All the MC68020 processor 
boards have asynchronous clocks. This has the effect of reducing the length of 
the bus grant signal as it traverses the chain due to logic delays and the 
difference between adjoining processor clocks. This limits the possible num ber of 
MC68020 processors in the com puter to a daisy chain o f three MC68020 
processors. The effect is not observed for the ‘m aster’ MC68000 board as its 
clock is synchronous with that o f the arb iter card and the back-plane. The
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num ber of ‘slave’ processing boards is therefore lim ited to twelve for the 
MC68020 system.
3 .3 .4 . B ack-plane communication bandw idth.
The MC68020 is a th irty-tw o bit processor and therefore a sixteen bit back-plane 
is a serious restriction to inter-processor comm unication. BCPL, the language 
used in this research, has only one data type, that o f the word. For the B.U.P.C. 
the word length is th irty-tw o bits. Thus all inter-processor actions take two 
back-plane cycles.
An upgraded system should use a th irty -tw o  bit back-plane thus allowing 
increased communication speed between MC68020 boards. As communication is 
th irty -tw o  bit it will also reduce the num ber o f accesses needed by individual 
processors by two and therefore reduce the am ount of inter-processor contention 
fo r the back-plane.
3.3.5. Limited maximum number o f processors.
The MC68000 memory map allows a maximum o f sixteen one megabyte processors 
in the com puter system. The use o f the MC68020 m emory address map would 
allow an increase in the possible num ber o f processors in the com puter from 
fourteen to 4094 or an increase in the size o f each processing board’s memory. 
An increased possible num ber o f ‘slave’ processing boards would allow the 
investigation of ‘finer grain’ parallel problems. The present lim ited num ber of 
processors precludes such investigation. This increased num ber o f processors will 
also require the im plem entation o f a new arbitration scheme. An increase in the 
m emory size o f the processing boards would allow increased space for program
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data structures and data logging.
3.4. Future developments.
Using the present parallel computer based on the MC68020 a high speed diesel 
engine sim ulation has been developed. The increased speed o f the sim ulation has 
indicated new areas o f application for such a model. These application, which are 
discussed in chapter 9, would benefit from  even higher sim ulation speed. A 
reasonable speed improvement would enable the sim ulation o f the diesel engine 
model in ‘real tim e’. It is envisaged that this increased speed will be obtained 
both through increased parallelism and more powerful com puting hardware.
3 .4 .1 . Bath University Transputer system.
A new parallel com puter is at present being developed in the School o f Electrical 
Engineering t^8] [39] x iiiS will be based on the floating point transputer, the 
Inmos T800. The transputer has been designed for parallel processing. It has four 
serial com m unication channels or ‘transputer links* which may be linked w ith 
o ther transputers to form  any network topology.
The speed o f the serial links is nominally 10 Mbaud. From  an analysis of the 
parallelism  of the diesel engine t^O], it has been determ ined that this 
com m unication rate is too slow. Therefore a shared memory transputer system is 
being designed, based on a new overlapped cycle m ulti-processor bus. This will 
give high speed communication between processors. The com puter will consist 
o f transputer clusters connected together via 125 M baud optic fibre  channels. 
Each cluster will consist o f sixteen transputer cards, a fib re  optic card, and a 
universal ‘transputer link’ configuration card. The ‘link’ topology card will be
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used to configure the transputer link topology and will in addition allow up to 
thirty  two inpu t/ou tpu t links. The shared memory system is designed so that all 
transputers may write to one another at full speed. Thus there is no time 
penalty fo r inter-processor communication using writes. The system also allows 
the concept o f ‘broadcasting’ where one transputer may w rite to all the 
transputers in the system at the same time. The system is designed to allow a 
maximum num ber o f 256 clusters or a total o f 4096 transputers. A brief 
specification is given in appendix B.
3 .4 .2 . The Helios operating system.
The new com puter system will use a commercial operating system known as 
Helios 1^1]. Helios is designed for m ulti-processor systems o f any configuration 
or size. It is a distributed operating system with the m ulti-processor nature of 
the system hidden from  the user and programs. The program m ing language for 
the new system will be ANSI ‘C* because the operating system is w ritten  in 
this language and it is a widely supported commercial language w ith a recognised 
international standard.
The use o f a widely used language on a commercially produced operating system 
will increase the portability o f the parallel diesel engine sim ulation.
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Figure 3.1 The distributed shared memory architecture.
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Figure 3.2 The Bath University Parallel Computer
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Figure 3.3 The MC68000 single board computer board
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Figure 3.4 The MC68020 ‘slave’ processing board.
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CHAPTER 4.
TH E PARALLEL SIMULATION OF A M ULTI-VOLUM E DIESEL ENGINE.
Page 4.1
4.1. Introduction.
This chapter discusses the parallel nature o f the ‘filling and em ptying’ diesel 
engine sim ulation. The first section describes the two previous parallel diesel 
engine simulations produced by Jones with a detailed criticism  o f the parallel 
m ethods. From  these criticisms the design criteria fo r a new parallel diesel 
engine sim ulation are described and the practical im plem entation o f this new 
parallel sim ulation is given. The chapter concludes w ith a comparison o f 
sim ulation perform ance for the new and old simulation.
4.1.1. Parallelism in multi-volume diesel engine simulations.
As described in chapter two, the ‘filling and emptying* method views a diesel 
engine as a set o f interconnected therm odynam ic control volumes. Superimposed 
on this are dynamics functions and control functions which describe the actions 
o f moving parts w ithin the engine and the actions o f the engine control systems. 
The state o f each control volume in the diesel engine can be determ ined from  
three ordinary d ifferential equations. These represent the control volume 
tem perature, fue l-a ir ratio and mass.
The ‘filling and em ptying’ method when applied to a m ulti-volum e engine exhibits 
inherent parallelism. The calculation of each control volume state in the engine 
sim ulation is largely independent from the calculation o f other control volume 
states. Additional parallelism is present in the calculation of the dynamics and 
control functions o f the engine. These have well defined comm unication w ith the 
rest o f the system and may be calculated concurrently to the control volume 
calculations. This parallelism, based on the control volumes o f the engine, may 
be term ed ‘geom etric’. ‘Geom etric’ parallelism is where the degree and type of
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parallelism  is dependent on the structure o f what is being modelled.
4 .1 .2 . The structure of the parallel engine sim ulations under TRIPO S.
In all the parallel diesel engine simulations described in this chapter the parallel 
sections have been coded as TRIPOS tasks for the Bath U niversity  parallel 
com puter. Each o f these tasks may be executed on d ifferen t processors in the 
com puter. TRIPOS tasks are covered in more detail in chapter 3. The coding of 
the sim ulation into TRIPOS tasks allows the easy im plem entation o f the 
sim ulation onto various numbers o f processors. It also allows the use o f the 
TRIPOS comm unication primitives for data transfer between parallel sections and 
fo r the control o f the parallel sections.
4 .1 .3 . The Leyland TL11 engine sim ulation structure.
The m ulti-volum e diesel engine simulation described in this thesis is o f an eleven 
litre Leyland TL11 truck engine. A fully instrum ented TL11 engine, in the school 
o f m echanical engineering, has been used to validate the parallel diesel engine 
sim ulation. The fully instrum ented TL11 engine is described in chapter 7.
The TL11 engine consists of six cylinders, two exhaust m anifolds and one inlet 
m anifold. The manifolds are all connected to a variable geometry tu rbo­
compressor. The TL11 engine has been modelled as six cylinder control volume 
tasks, two exhaust manifold volume tasks, one inlet m anifold volume task, a 
dynamics task and an engine actuator control task. The calculation o f the flow 
through the compressor is carried out by the inlet m anifold task. The flows 
through each half o f the turbine are calculated by each o f the exhaust m anifold 
volume tasks. The simulation structure for the TL11 diesel engine is given in
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figure 4.1. This division, into parallel tasks, has been used in all o f the parallel 
TL11 engine simulations described in the following sections.
4.2. The integration method used in the parallel diesel engine sim ulations.
The ‘filling and em ptying’ method consists o f three ordinary differential 
equations for each engine control volume. In all the simulations outlined in this 
chapter, the d ifferen tia l equations have been solved using the m odified Euler 
predictor corrector method. This is arguably the simplest o f the predictor
corrector algorithms. A predictor corrector algorithm uses both an explicit and 
an im plicit integration form ula to solve an ordinary d ifferen tial equation. Each 
newly calculated point is first predicted using the explicit form ula and is then 
corrected using the implicit formula. The equations for the m odified Euler
predictor corrector algorithm are given in equations 4.1a and 4.1b.
2 ^ + 1  =  y cn + hfn Equation 4.1a
2/n+i =  Vn +  2  ( f t  +  f*+i) Equation 4.1b
A diagram  showing the application of the m odified Euler predictor corrector 
m ethod is given in figure 4.2.
A nnand discusses the choice of integration form ulae for engine simulation. 
He compares the use o f R unge-K utta methods with predictor corrector methods. 
Using a fourth  order R unge-K utta integration m ethod, he found that incorrect 
solution was given in the region of valve overlap or scavenge. This problem was 
not observed w ith predictor corrector methods. Annand also notes a higher speed 
o f calculation with a predictor corrector algorithm.
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A lthough the m odified Euler integration m ethod is the sim plest o f the predictor 
corrector form ulae, it is considered to be sufficiently pow erful fo r diesel engine 
sim ulation. This is because the engine volume equations are not generally stiff. A 
problem  that is said to be stiff  is one in which the solution components o f 
in terest are slowly varying but where solutions w ith very rapidly changing 
com ponents are possible [44] ciieSel engine sim ulation equations are stiffest 
during valve overlap or scavenge in the cylinder control volume. This is due to 
small gas flows through both cylinder valves and to a very small cylinder volume.
The solution o f the control volume equations proceeds with respect to engine 
crankshaft angle. For each calculation step the state o f each control volume, 
tem perature, fu e l-a ir ratio and mass, is predicted and then iteratively corrected 
using the m odified Euler equations. The iteration o f the corrector form ula is 
continued until stability is reached on all the engine control volumes. The 
stability  criterion used is given in equation 4.2.
The stability criterion is based on a comparison o f the previous two iteration 
results. Stability must be reached across all the system control volumes as the 
volumes are interconnected and therefore the state of each affects the state o f 
the others.
For some calculation steps integration stability cannot be reached. This will 
occur where the sim ulation equations exhibit stiffness. The result o f this will be 
an oscillating integration solution outside the bounds o f integration stability. The 
m odified  Euler predictor corrector algorithm allows the reduction o f the
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Equation 4.2
integration step length and this increases the stability o f the integration m ethod 
by reducing the integration error. Integration step length reduction can be used 
when stability cannot be reached at a particular step length. In the sim ulations 
described in this chapter, an upper lim it o f three is applied to the num ber o f 
iterations o f the corrector form ula. When this upper lim it is reached the 
integration step length is halved.
4.3. H istorical development of parallel diesel engine modelling.
4.3.1. SPICE.
The engine simulation program SPICE was developed by Charlton 1*6]. It is a 
large general purpose simulation program coded in Fortran. The program  SPICE is 
based on the ‘filling and em ptying’ method and allows a user to simulate a wide 
range o f engine configurations. SPICE was designed for use on serial m in i­
computers. The program  SPICE was used as the basis for the parallel diesel 
engine simulations developed by Jones
4.3.2. Parallel diesel engine sim ulations.
Jones [**] developed two distinct types of parallel diesel engine sim ulation. These 
simulations were based on the control volume parallelism discussed in section 4.2. 
The first type o f simulation was based on comm unication between the engine 
control volume tasks at each solution step. This sim ulation had a centralised 
control structure and is described as the centralised solution step com m unication 
(CSSC) sim ulation. The CSSC type o f simulation is described in section 4.3.3. The 
second type of sim ulation was based on comm unication between engine control 
volume tasks at each integration iteration step. This sim ulation also has a
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centralised control structure and is described as the centralised iteration step 
comm unication (CISC) simulation. The CISC type of sim ulation is described in 
section 4.3.4.
4.3.3. The simulation of a multi-volume diesel engine with 
communication between parallel tasks a t  every solution step. 
(CSSC simulation structure)
In the CSSC sim ulation, each of the engine control volumes is viewed as 
independent during each integration calculation step. Calculation in each control 
volume is based on the state of any connected control volumes and the state of 
the dynamics tasks at the end of the previous calculation step. By separating the 
control volumes in this way the parallel sections o f the sim ulation can clearly be 
defined and the comm unication between them can be restricted. Iteration o f the 
predictor corrector form ulae for each control volume and possible integration 
step length reduction is controlled by the control volume task. Because 
inform ation from  the other engine control volumes is assumed constant during 
each calculation step the iteration o f the integration method does not need to 
be synchronised across the whole system.
4.3.3.1. The centralised synchronisation of the simulation and the 
in ter-task  communication.
The CSSC engine sim ulation is controlled by a central synchronisation task. This 
task ensures that all simulation tasks are synchronised for every calculation step. 
A t the beginning o f each calculation step the synchronisation task starts the 
control volume, dynamic and actuator tasks by sending TRIPOS packets. The 
calculations for the step are then solved independently on each task until
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equation integration stability is achieved. Each calculation task then synchronises 
fo r the next calculation step with the central synchronising task by returning 
the TRIPOS packets.
Com m unication o f data between the tasks at the beginning o f each calculation 
step is achieved in two ways:
Data is communicated directly using predefined result areas.
Data is passed through the central synchronisation task.
4.3.3.2. The problem of result inaccuracy due to control volume 
independence in the CSSC simulation.
The ‘filling and em ptying’ m ethod views the diesel engine as a set o f 
interconnected volumes. The CSSC sim ulation has the effect o f disconnecting 
each control volume from  its neighbours, giving constant boundary conditions, for 
each calculation step. This could lead to anomalies such as the creation and 
destruction o f mass in the valve flows between cylinders and manifolds. The 
cylinder volume task uses a constant m anifold volume state for the calculation of 
the flow param eters through its valves. The m anifold volume tasks use the 
constant valve flow parameters calculated by the cylinder volume task in the 
previous step for its step calculations.
An effec t o f this style of implem entation is the increased ease in solution of 
each set o f control volume equations. The use o f constant boundary conditions, 
fo r each control volume on each calculation step, reduces the need for 
reiteration o f the corrector form ula and the possible use o f step length
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reduction. The control volume equations are effectively sim plified and this gives 
a higher speed o f computation.
4 .3 .4 . The simulation o f a m ulti-volum e diesel engine with 
communication between parallel tasks a t every iteration of the 
integration form ula. (CISC sim ulation structure)
In the CISC parallel diesel engine the problem of the separation o f the control 
volume solutions was corrected.
4 .3.4.1. The centralised synchronisation task in the CISC sim ulation.
The CISC simulation is based around a central synchronisation task which is 
responsible for the synchronisation o f all o f the engine control volume tasks on 
each iteration o f the predictor corrector form ulae. In addition the central 
synchronisation task must also synchronise with all o f the engine tasks fo r each 
integration solution step.
The synchronisation task coordinates the application o f the predictor form ula and 
the iteration o f the corrector form ula on all o f the engine control volume tasks. 
All o f the control volumes use the results from  the previous iteration for the 
next calculation. The synchronisation task ensures that all the control volumes 
have achieved stability before the sim ulation proceeds to the next step 
calculation. When stability across the whole set of control volumes is not met 
w ithin a user defined num ber of iterations, the synchronisation task will reduce 
the integration step length by half on all the control volumes tasks. This 
reduction in step length improves the stability characteristics o f the integration 
solution.
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4.3 .4 .2 . The control volume tasks in the  CISC sim ulation.
Each control volume task in the CISC simulation consists o f calculation routines 
fo r the prediction and correction o f the control volume state. These routines are 
passed the necessary start conditions for the calculation at the beginning of 
each iteration step by the TRIPOS packet from  the synchronisation task. For 
exam ple, the cylinder control volume is passed the engine speed, and the state of 
all o f  its connected manifold control volumes at the start o f  each calculation. At 
the end o f the calculation, all o f the control volume tasks return  its newly 
calculated control volume state to the central synchronisation task.
4.3.4.3. In te r-task  communication in the  CISC sim ulation.
In the CISC simulation each control volume only com m unicates w ith the central 
synchronisation task. All communication between control volumes is therefore 
through the synchronisation task. The central synchronisation task uses the 
retu rned  results from  the calculation tasks in two ways. It d irectly  sends them 
to the appropriate calculation tasks for the next calculation step. A lternatively it 
uses the results to calculate combined result values fo r the next calculation step.
A descriptive diagram of the CISC simulation is given in figure 4.3. It details the 
style o f comm unication between parallel tasks and the control o f the parallel 
tasks.
The parallel processing structure of the CISC sim ulation is o f a processor ‘farm ’ 
type. One central task ‘the farm er’ parcels out complete work packages to other 
processors ‘the farm hands’. This style of parallelism  in the diesel engine 
sim ulation is comparatively easy to program. This is because each o f the control
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volume tasks can be represented as a set of sim ple calculation functions w ith 
well defined inputs and outputs to ju st one central task.
4.4. A critical exam ination of both the CSSC and CISC parallel diesel engine 
sim ulations.
4.4.1. The use of centralised synchronisation.
In both the CSSC and the CISC simulations the operation o f the simulation is 
based on a central synchronisation task. This central synchronisation task 
controls all aspects o f calculation in all of the sim ulation tasks. Therefore, all 
other tasks in the parallel simulation are forced to wait for it. The effect o f
this is to produce a serial ‘bottleneck’ in the sim ulation where no parallel
operation can occur.
For the research in this thesis, a CSSC type sim ulation was implem ented on the 
MC68020 Bath University Parallel Com puter. Using an allocation o f one engine 
control volume to each processor in the com puter the processor utilisation was 
analysed. This indicated that the central synchronisation task used 40% of the 
processing power o f a single processor. This m eant that all other tasks in the 
sim ulation were prevented from using roughly 40% o f their processing power by 
having to wait for the central synchronisation task. For the CISC simulation the 
synchronisation task processor utilisation would be even higher as the central 
synchronising task handles all o f the in ter-task  comm unication.
Central synchronisation of the diesel engine sim ulation forces all engine
sim ulation tasks to wait for all other sim ulation tasks. This occurs whether or
not the other tasks will have any effect on the waiting task. For example, the
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cylinder has both o f its valves closed for half o f the engine cycle and is 
therefore unaffected  by the manifolds during this period. For this half o f the 
engine cycle, the cylinder control volume tasks only need to comm unicate with 
the engine dynam ics task to obtain crankshaft speed.
It should be noted that both the CSSC and the CISC diesel engine simulations 
were developed on a MC68000 parallel computing system. The MC68000 processor 
has no hardw are floating point capability and so all floating point calculation 
was em ulated in software. Calculation time therefore was high because the diesel 
engine sim ulation equations are floating point calculation intensive. In ter- 
processor com m unication time for the MC68000 parallel com puter is small 
com pared to the processor calculation time. Inefficiencies in comm unication would 
not therefore have been a m ajor problem when the CSSC and CISC simulations 
were initially  im plem ented. In the MC68020 system used in the research for this 
thesis, com m unication inefficiencies cannot be ignored. Com m unication is still 
based on a sixteen b it com puter backplane and the com m unication speed between 
processors in  the com puter is therefore the same. However the MC68020 with its 
floating point co-processor gives an increase in processing power o f about ten 
times over the MC68000. Communication inefficiencies are therefore now of 
utmost im portance.
4.4.2. The use of centralised data communication.
Two form s o f data communication between sim ulation tasks are used in the 
parallel sim ulations. In the CSSC simulation some data is com m unicated directly, 
which is exam ined in the section 4.4.3. All o f the data in the CISC simulation 
and some in  the CSSC simulation is comm unicated through the central 
sychronisation task.
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The communication of data through the central synchronisation task can take 
two forms:
data is passed directly through the synchronisation task.
data is processed by the synchronisation task prior to sending it out to the 
simulation tasks.
For example, the central synchronisation task processes the flow values between 
the cylinder and m anifold control volume tasks. The synchronisation task is used 
to accumulate all of the valve flow values calculated by the cylinder control 
volumes. It combines these to form a single set o f flow values fo r the m anifold 
control volumes.
By using centralised communication the programming of a parallel sim ulation is 
made easier. However data transfer through the central synchronisation task is 
very inefficient. Data has to be passed twice rather than being read directly. As 
the synchronising task is the intermediate task in this data comm unication it 
also increases the time spent in synchronising. This increases the problem  of the 
serial ‘bottleneck’ caused by the synchronisation task. The added processing of 
the com m unicated data, by the synchronisation task, increases the ‘serial 
bottleneck’ problem still further.
4.4.3. Non determinacy in direct task to task com m unication.
In the CSSC simulation most data communication between sim ulation tasks is 
achieved directly. This direct communication uses predefined result areas for 
each simulation task and all simulation tasks can directly read these result areas.
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These result areas are setup in the initialisation o f the parallel diesel engine 
simulation. Each simulation tasks updates its result areas at the end o f every 
calculation step. The results are then read by other tasks during the next 
calculation step.
There is a m ajor problem  in such a simple com m unication scheme. The direct 
communication does not take account o f the asynchronous nature o f concurrent 
tasks. A task in the engine simulation can quite possibly complete its calculation 
and update its result area, before other tasks that should have read the previous 
result have done so. The reading task will therefore obtain the incorrect data 
for its next calculation or indeterminate data if the updating occurs concurrently 
with the reading. This effect became readily apparent with increased simulation 
speed due to more efficient program coding and the use o f the faster MC68020 
com puter boards. The slower calculation speed of the MC68000 com puter had 
masked this effect.
The non-determ inacy in direct tasks communication was initially overcome using 
double buffering o f the result areas. For this each comm unicating task was 
allocated two adjoining data areas. These data areas were used alternately for 
writing data or reading data. Each simulation task m aintained an offset pointer 
to the read result areas on other tasks and to its write result area w ith these 
pointers being alternated for each calculation step. The two data areas were 
protected from  overw riting by the synchronisation o f the sim ulation with the 
central synchronisation task.
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4.4 .4 . The non use of overlapped comm unication.
The two TRIPOS communication prim itives QPKT and TASKWAIT take a finite 
am ount o f time to execute. This tim e can however be small com pared to the time 
spent in calculation by a task, between receiving a TRIPOS packet and returning 
it to the sending task. This time can usefully be used fo r calculation by the task 
which has sent a packet. The sending task will otherwise suspend and wait for 
the o ther task. In both the CSSC and CISC simulations no use is made o f this 
ability to overlap communication with calculation because central synchronisation 
is used. Two way communication, between tasks, occurs at fixed points in the 
calculation with the sending task suspending and waiting. Processor power is 
wasted waiting which can be used if  a better comm unication structure is 
im plem ented. This concept of overlapping comm unication and calculation is shown 
in figure 4.4.
4 .4 .5 . Inefficien t program structure.
The cylinder control volume calculation equations vary with crankshaft angle. 
This variation is described in chapter 2. The cylinder calculation sectors occur in 
the following fixed order: scavenge, induction, compression, combustion, 
pow erstroke, exhaust. In the CSSC and CISC simulations, the cylinder control 
volume tasks carry out a large set of crankshaft angle comparisons for each 
calculation step. These comparisons are to determ ine which cylinder calculation 
equations will be used. As the order in which the calculation sectors occurs does 
not change, it is far more efficient to only detect the next change in calculation 
equations and to change the calculation routine perm anently at this point.
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In both the CSSC and the CISC simulations each sim ulation task uses a large 
am ount o f intermediate calculation. This means that num bers are shuffled in and 
out o f memory unnecessarily. By avoiding the use o f interm ediate variables a 
higher simulation speed can be obtained.
4.4.6. The problem of inaccuracy when using floating  point operations 
for the control of the  sim ulation.
In the diesel engine simulation, the crankshaft angle is used as an independent 
variable rather than time. In the manifold control volume tasks, the angle is 
simply used as a calculation steplength and no absolute knowledge o f crankshaft 
angle is needed. In the cylinder control volumes the value o f crankshaft angle is 
used by the cylinder control volume in the calculation o f the following:
cylinder surface area, 
cylinder volume,
cylinder rate o f change o f volume, 
valve flow areas,
the selection of cylinder calculation equations.
In the CSSC and CISC diesel engine sim ulations, the crankshaft angle is 
increm ented at each calculation step until a full cylinder cycle o f 720° is 
complete. The crankshaft angle is then reset to zero.
Due to rounding o ff  error in floating point calculation it was found that for a 
crankshaft angle step of 2°, an extra step calculation was perform ed for each 
720° engine cycle. This would cause an error in the results from  the simulation. 
The problem has been corrected by controlling the resetting o f the crankshaft
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angle to zero using an integer variable. The integer variable is increm ented for 
each calculation step until the defined num ber o f steps in the cylinder cycle is 
reached. An integer variable may be used for the resetting to zero when the 
calculation steplength is a divisor of 720°.
The accuracy o f the zeroing of the engine crankshaft angle is im portant as the 
calculation of engine cycle parameters such as engine Brake Mean Effective 
Pressure (BMEP) is determ ined by it. In a distributed control strategy, o f the 
type outlined in section 4.6, it is im portant that cycle param eters are calculated 
fo r the same num ber o f engine calculation steps on all control volume tasks. 
With distributed control o f the engine sim ulation there is no central 
synchronising task to ensure this.
4 .5 . The design criteria  used in the design of the  new diesel engine sim ulation.
In the redesign of the parallel diesel engine sim ulation a num ber of design 
criteria  were considered im portant. These are outlined in the following sections.
4.5.1. The need to avoid a centralised distribution of da ta  in the 
parallel engine simulation.
To be efficient all data transfer should be direct between calculating tasks. This 
leads to a reduction in the amount o f in ter-task  data comm unication. Direct 
com m unication is felt to be the only solution that can be usable in fu ture 
parallel sim ulation work, when increased parallelism  is identified  and used. It 
should be noted that direct communication o f data, between sim ulation tasks on 
d ifferen t processors, will give a slight increase in backplane bus access clashes. 
This is due to the increased asynchronous nature o f com m unication.
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4.5.2. The need for distributed synchronisation in the parallel engine 
simulation.
The serial ‘bottleneck’ o f the central synchronisation is a  m ajor im pedim ent to 
increased speed and efficient processor utilisation. When increased parallelism is 
identified  in the engine simulation the parallel structure o f the sim ulation will 
become ‘finer grained’. An approach based on central coordination o f the engine 
sim ulation will increasingly limit the processing speed gains obtained by any 
extra parallelism. A distributed strategy for synchronisation o f the diesel engine 
sim ulation is therefore important.
D istributed synchronisation is more complex than centralised synchronisation. All 
tasks in the sim ulation, rather than one central task, take part in the control of 
the sim ulations solution. Individual tasks in the sim ulation have to have 
synchronisation control structures for all other tasks with which they need to 
com m unicate. Communication requirem ents can however be better organised and 
controlled than fo r the centralised case. This leads to im proved processor 
utilisation and therefore calculation efficiency. However it also slightly increases 
the am ount o f inter-processor communication due to synchronisation.
With d istributed control of the engine simulation synchronisation can be made 
specific to need. Tasks can continue with calculation rather than waiting for 
everything to synchronise. This uses processing power more efficiently  and 
increases calculation speed. It also improves the possibilities for efficien t m ulti­
tasking o f several tasks onto one processor when processor numbers are lim ited, 
which m ulti-processor TRIPOS allows.
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4.5.3. The need to avoid unnecessary in te r-ta sk  com m unication in the 
engine simulation.
With the increased data comm unication, which will occur w ith the improvements 
outlined above, it is im portant that unnecessary data com m unication between 
sim ulation tasks is eliminated. For example, during half o f the engine cycle a 
cylinder control volume has both of its valve connections closed. The cylinder 
task therefore will not need to communicate or synchronise w ith any m anifold 
control volume tasks. To reduce communication and give efficien t use o f the 
com puter backplane, tasks must have comm unication structures that allow the 
closing and opening o f communication channels to other tasks. A structure where 
comm unication channels remain perm anently open will mean the transfer o f a 
large amount o f redundant information.
4.5.4. The need to remove interm ediate calculation from the engine 
sim ulation tasks.
In the redesign o f the engine simulation, described in this chapter, a full 
analysis o f the fundam ental results from each engine calculation task has been 
carried out. Interm ediate calculation, which has been used frequently  in the 
previous parallel simulations, is only used where it saves repeated calculation o f 
a variable. Where an interm ediate variable aids program readability BCPL 
M ANIFEST procedures are used. BCPL M ANIFEST procedures are described in 
section 4.5.5.
The benefit of removing interm ediate calculation is enhanced due to the redesign 
o f the MC68020 BCPL compiler by Selwyn 1^5]. The new com piler uses the 
complete set o f floating point registers on the MC68881 floating point co­
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processor This allows interm ediate floating point variables to be retained in 
the floating point registers rather than always being read in to the floating 
point co-processor for each calculation.
The new BCPL compiler also implem ents the MC68881 co-processor trigonometric 
and transcendental floating point instructions directly as BCPL functions rather 
than procedure calls. This allows improved register use as the results o f these 
functions can remain in the co-processor registers rather than being transferred 
to the registers of the MC68020 processor or its local memory. The use of 
interm ediate variables forces the storage of a variable into memory and so is 
best avoided.
4 .5 .5 . The use of BCPL MANIFEST procedures in the engine simulation 
code.
BCPL is a  block structured program ing language. It is therefore good practice to 
use procedures to aid program readability. However procedure calls incur a time 
penalty. BCPL allows the use of M ANIFEST procedures. With these the code o f a 
procedure is inserted into the body of the program code rather than using a call 
to the procedure. This allows maximum speed whilst giving well structured and 
readable code.
4 .5 .6 . The use of lookup tables in the engine sim ulation and their 
efficient use.
The use o f lookup tables in the simulation improves calculation speed. Lookup 
tables have been used in the CSSC simulation and a list of these lookup tables is 
given in table 4.1. The lookup tables in the CSSC simulation are however used
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inefficien tly . Table offsets for the lookup tables are o ften  calculated fully in 
floating point before being converted to fixed point. In the new parallel diesel 
engine sim ulation, developed for this work, im proved lookup table routines have 
been used. In the new simulation conversion is made as soon as possible to fixed 
point in the calculation of the lookup table offset.
TABLE 4.1. A list of all the lookup tables used in the  parallel diesel engine 
simulations.
Calculated variable. Reference variable(s). Routines where used.
C ylinder volume.
C ylinder surface area.
C ylinder rate o f change
o f volume.
C ylinder inlet valve
effective flow area.
C ylinder exhaust valve
effective flow  area.
‘f0.4
y0 .6




Choked flow  param eter 
N on choked flow 
param eter




Cylinder crankshaft angle. O utput torque.
Cylinder crankshaft angle.




Ratio of specific heats 
Tem perature (T )
Gas constant (R )
Ratio of specific heats 




H eat transfer. 
H eat transfer. 
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A lthough the use of lookup tables improves sim ulation speed they also effect the 
accuracy o f the simulation. The use o f lookup tables was particularly  im portant 
when the diesel engine simulation used the MC68000 processor. The MC68000 has 
no hardw are floating point capability. However, w ith the MC68020/MC68881 
processor board floating point calculation is far more efficien t. For this reason, 
the new sim ulation uses both lookup tables and d irect com putation fo r the 
calculation o f cylinder valve flows and cylinder wall heat loss. The user is able 
to select the style of calculation wanted. The calculation o f cylinder volume, 
surface area and the rates of change o f volume however rem ain calculated by 
lookup tables. No inaccuracy is incurred through the use o f these lookup tables. 
This is because the integration always occurs on 0.25° boundaries, which is the 
accuracy o f the lookup tables.
4 .6 . A new diesel engine sim ulation.
For the research described in this thesis, the parallel com puter m ulti-volum e 
diesel engine simulation has been completely redesigned. The new design 
incorporates all the design criteria outlined in section 4.5. The new simulation 
has d istribu ted  control and communication between tasks at each iteration step. 
It is described in the thesis as a distributed iteration step com m unication (DISC) 
sim ulation. The distributed nature of the sim ulation is explained in the following 
sections.
4 .6 .1 . An overview of the new DISC parallel diesel engine sim ulation.
The ‘filling  and em ptying’ method views a diesel engine as a series of 
interconnected control volumes. To solve the d ifferen tial equations o f the control 
volumes, the m odified Euler predictor corrector form ulae are used. This is used
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iteratively until a stability criterion is met. Com m unication between the volumes 
has to occur for each iteration of the form ulae. This iteration m ust continue, 
until all the control volumes that are connected together are stable. The solution 
may then progress. In the CISC im plem entation o f the parallel diesel engine 
sim ulation this iteration is controlled by a central synchronisation task. In the 
new DISC simulation, the control of the simulation is a part o f all the sim ulation 
tasks.
The new simulation has no central synchronising task. Instead all the sim ulation 
tasks comm unicate directly with one another. The progression o f the simulation 
is controlled by the combination of all the in ter-task  synchronisation. The tasks 
are synchronised with other tasks, when data needs to be transferred  from  one 
to the other. The new parallel TL11 diesel engine sim ulation consists o f six 
cylinder volume tasks, three manifold control volume tasks, a dynamics task and 
an actuator task. To these is added a system stability task which is described in 
section 4.6.3.
4.6.2. An overview of synchronisation and communication in the DISC 
parallel diesel engine simulation.
The in te r-task  synchronisation in the new simulation uses the TRIPOS 
com m unication prim itives QPKT and TASKWAIT. All comm unication between tasks 
in the sim ulation is two way, with both tasks using data from  each other in 
their calculations. A list of these in ter-task  data transfers is given in table 4.2.
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TABLE 4.2. A complete list of all the communication between tasks in the 
DISC diesel engine simulation.
Com m unicating tasks. Type of communication.
C ylinder to m anifold.
C ylinder to dynamics. 
C ylinder to actuator. 
C ylinder to stability. 
M anifold to cylinder.
M anifold to dynamics. 
M anifold to actuator.
M anifold to stability. 
Dynam ics to cylinder. 
Dynam ics to manifold. 
Dynam ics to actuator. 
A ctuator to cylinder.
A ctuator to m anifold. 
A ctuator to dynamics. 
S tability to cylinder. 
Stability to m anifold.
Valve flow parameters. Mass, fuel air ratio, and 
enthalpy.
Cylinder torque.
Simply returns comm unicating packet.
Cylinder control volume stability flag TRUE,FA LSE. 
M anifold state to enable the cylinder control volume to 
calculate valve flow.
Turbocharger or compressor torque.
The exhaust m anifold simply returns comm unicating 
packet.
M anifold control volume stability flag TRUE,FA LSE. 
Engine speed.
Turbocharger speed and engine speed.
Engine speed.
Cylinder control parameters. Mass o f injected fuel and 
static injection timing.
Variable geometry turbocharger turndow n value. 
Crankshaft load.
Simulation system stability flag. TR U E or FALSE. 
Simulation system stability flag. TR U E or FALSE.
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For each o f the two way in ter-task  data transfers, an in ter-task  communication 
packet is allocated. This TRIPOS packet is sent between the tasks and controls 
the reading and writing of data between the tasks. The sending o f the packet by 
a task, indicates that the data results on the sending task may be read by the 
receiving task. The receiving o f the packet indicates that a task may read the 
result area o f the other task. The receiving o f a packet also indicates that the 
other task has read its result area and that this may now be overw ritten. 
Because o f the control o f the reading and writing by a packet there is no need 
for the double buffering o f the engine task result areas which was described 
earlier.
The com m unication in the new system is designed to allow maximum processor 
utilisation. This is achieved by making maximum use o f overlapped comm unication 
and calculation. To ensure this, the communication packet is sent from  one task 
to the other task, imm ediately after all the data on the sending task is 
calculated. The waiting by a task for the comm unication packet from  another 
task is not carried out until ju st before the data from  the o ther task is needed. 
To allow this asynchronous comm unication, all of the engine simulation tasks 
have TRIPOS packet handling routines. For each comm unication packet, a packet 
flag is m aintained on both communicating tasks. The packet handling routines set 
the com m unication flag on receipt of a packet. The flag is cleared when the 
com m unication packet is sent. The waiting task is only forced to suspend and 
wait fo r the packet if  the communication flag is not set. The packet handling 
routines allow the asynchronous receiving o f packets.
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Three types o f in ter-task  comm unication are used in the new simulation:
comm unication between tasks fo r each predictor corrector form ulae 
iteration,
com m unication between tasks for each calculation step,
com m unication between tasks at specific sections o f the engine cycle.
Each type o f in ter-task  comm unication is outlined in the following sections 
which describe the actions o f each DISC simulation task.
4 .6 .3 . The system stability  task in the DISC sim ulation.
For the new DISC parallel diesel engine simulation a new type o f task has been 
designed. The new task calculates system stability from  the stability results from  
all the engine control volume tasks. The computation o f system stability is purely 
a calculation function rather than being combined with the sim ulation control 
which was the case with the CSSC and CISC simulations. On each iteration of 
the corrector form ulae on the engine control volumes the stability task is sent 
the result of each control volume’s stability calculation. The stability task 
determ ines if  all the control volumes in the simulation are stable and returns the 
system stability to the control volume tasks. The control o f the iteration and 
possible steplength adjustm ent is distributed across all the control volumes. Each 
control volume task determ ines the progression of its solution from  the system 
stability. The stability task has no direct control of the sim ulation solution.
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4.6.4. The cylinder control volume tasks in the DISC sim ulation.
The new simulation structure incorporates all the data control structures fo r the 
cylinder control volume into the cylinder volume task. The cylinder control 
volume task has to communicate with the following tasks:
the inlet manifold task, 
an exhaust m anifold task, 
the shaft dynamics task, 
the engine actuator task, 
the system stability task.
The communication between the cylinder and m anifold control volume tasks 
occurs fo r every iteration o f the predictor corrector form ulae. This 
comm unication is dealt with in more detail in section 4.6.9. The comm unication 
between the cylinder control volume and the engine dynamics task occurs at 
every calculation step. Communication with the actuator task occurs only during 
the compression period prior to the injection o f fuel. This is because the 
cylinder control volume task only needs these values ju st prior to fuel injection.
4.6.5. The m anifold control volume tasks in the DISC sim ulation.
The m anifold control volume has to communicate with the following tasks: 
all o f the connected cylinder control volume tasks, 
the dynamics task, 
the system stability task.
engine actuator task (exhaust m anifold only) to obtain the value o f 
turbocharger variable geometry turndown.
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The m anifold task communicates with the engine dynamics task to obtain the 
turbocharger rotational speed. It also reads the engine crankshaft speed which it 
uses to determ ine the integration tim e step from  the crankshaft angle step. The 
com m unication between the cylinder and m anifold control volumes is described in 
more detail in section 4.6.9.
4 .6 .6 . The engine dynamics task in the DISC sim ulation.
The engine shaft dynamics task calculates the speeds o f the engine crankshaft 
and the turbocharger rotor from  the torques generated by all the engine control 
volumes. It therefore has to communicate with all the cylinder and m anifold 
control volume tasks. Because o f the high integration time constant o f the 
dynamics equations comm unication only needs to occur once for each calculation 
step. The dynamics task also communicates w ith the actuator task as the 
actuator task uses the engine speed to calculate its integration time step.
The equations for the shaft dynamics have a high integration time constant. 
They are therefore solved with a simple explicit integration algorithm , equation
4.3.
V n + i  =  Vn  +  h f n Equation 4.3
There is therefore no need to synchronise the dynamics task w ith the system 
stability task. The dynamics task is kept in step w ith the rest o f the engine 
sim ulation through its comm unication with the control volume tasks at every 
calculation step. The engine simulation control volumes send their piston or 
turbine torque results at the end of each calculation step. The dynamics task 
returns the engine and turbine speed to the control volume tasks at the
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beginning o f each calculation step.
4.6.7. The engine actuator task  in the DISC sim ulation.
The engine actuator equations, like the dynam ics equations, have a high 
integration time constant. They are therefore solved fo r each integration step 
independently o f the integration iteration o f the control volume tasks . The 
control volume tasks send the actuator task a com m unication packet. This packet 
is updated with the newly calculated engine control param eters and is then 
returned. The communication with the exhaust m anifold task o f turbine variable 
geometry occurs at every calculation step. The com m unication with the cylinder 
control volume task of injected fuel mass and in jection tim ing only needs to 
occur prior to the injection o f the fuel. Therefore each cylinder control volume 
task communicates with the actuator task at each calculation step during the 
compression sector.
The actuator task is kept synchronised with the rest o f the sim ulation through 
its comm unication with the engine dynamics task. The actuator task reads the 
engine speed from the dynamics task. This allows it to calculate the integration 
time step from  the integration crankshaft angle step.
4.6.8. Communication between the control volume tasks and the stability  
task.
The system stability calculation allows concurrent com m unication and calculation 
w ith the control volume tasks. All the control volume tasks may continue 
calculating the control volume state gradients after calculating the volume 
stability. This calculation can be carried out before the decision has to be made,
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based on the system stability, of whether to reiterate or to proceed to the next 
calculation step. Figure 4.5 illustrates this overlapping o f calculation and 
communication.
To reduce the need for communication, the stability task has special structures 
to handle closed cycle cylinder control volume tasks. During the closed half of 
the engine cycle the cylinder control volumes are not connected to any other 
control volumes. They therefore do not need to synchronise the iteration of their 
predictor corrector routines. During the closed half o f their cycle the cylinder 
volume tasks can calculate the volume state without reference to the system 
stability task. The purpose o f the stability task is to control the iteration of 
connected control volumes.
To allow simple control o f the stability task, when the disconnected volumes 
reconnect, the closed cylinders are made to communicate with the stability task 
at the beginning o f each calculation step. All control volumes receive a stability 
packet at the beginning o f a new calculation step. The closed cycle cylinder 
volume tasks return this immediately indicating that they are unconnected. The 
stability task then does not resend any stability packets associated w ith a closed 
cycle cylinder volume until the next integration step. The stability packet is sent 
to all the other control volume tasks on every iteration o f the predictor 
corrector. This iteration continues until system stability is reached.
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4.6.9. Communication between the cylinder control volume tasks and the
manifold control volume tasks.
During the engine cycle, valves between cylinders and manifolds open and close. 
In the time that a cylinder valve is closed the m anifold and the cylinder control 
volume tasks do not need to exchange data or to synchronise w ith each other. 
M aking the two volumes synchronise in this time is wasteful o f com puter 
backplane comm unication bandwidth. The ability to open and close com m unication 
channels, between the cylinder and manifold control volume tasks, is therefore 
im portant. To allow this, an enhanced synchronisation structure has been 
designed for the cylinder to m anifold communication. This com m unication 
structure is outlined in the following sections.
4 .6 .9 .1 . Detection of cylinder calculation routine change.
The point at which cylinder valves open and close is determ ined by the engine 
crankshaft angle. The crankshaft angle therefore determ ines when the cy linder- 
m anifold comm unication channels must close and open. The m anifold control 
volume tasks have no absolute knowledge of the crankshaft angle. T herefore, the 
detection o f the opening and the closing of the cylinder valves is done by the 
cylinder control volume tasks. The opening and closing o f valves also affects the 
cylinder control volume equations. Therefore the detection o f the valves opening 
and closing is done in conjunction with the detection o f the cylinder equation 
changes.
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The d ifferen tia l equations of the sim ulation, on all the control volume tasks, are 
solved using an integration form ula with a fixed initial steplength. The position 
of the start and finish o f the integration steps, and the angle at which the 
cylinder control volume equations change do not necessarily coincide. However, 
in the transition between cylinder sectors the control volume equations become 
either a sim pler subset o f the previous cylinder equations, or have added terms 
com pared to the previous equations. Therefore the more com plicated set o f 
equations are used for the integration step containing the sector transition. For 
example in the transition from  scavenge to induction and the transition from  
exhaust to scavenge the more complex equations for scavenge are used. Valves 
are therefore presum ed to close at the end of the integration step containing the 
valve closure angle. Valves are presumed to open at the beginning o f the 
integration step containing the valve opening angle.
4.6.9.2. Communication control structures on the manifold and 
cylinder control volume tasks.
A m anifold control volume task may be connected to any num ber o f cylinder 
control volume tasks. It therefore has to handle a variable num ber o f cylinder 
com m unication channels. The manifold control volumes have no local knowledge 
of when cylinder valves will open or close. The cylinder control volume tasks 
therefore m ust inform  the manifold control volume tasks o f the opening and the 
closing o f the interconnecting valve. This also implies the opening and closing o f 
the comm on com m unication channel.
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The cylinder control volume controls the com m unication between the cylinder and 
the m anifold control volumes using three types o f TRIPOS packets:
A communication packet,
A cylinder valve close packet,
A cylinder valve open packet.
The operations of these are detailed in sections 4.6.9.3 to 4.6.9.5. For the control 
o f the cylinder communication channels the m anifold task m aintains the following 
structures:
A table for the storage of the cylinder com m unication packets,
A count for the num ber of connected cylinders,
A count o f the num ber of cylinder com m unication channels that will open 
on the next integration step,
A count o f the num ber of communication channels that will close on the 
next integration step.
The purpose o f each o f these is explained in the sections 4.6.9.3 to 4.6.9.5.
4.6.9.3. The normal communication between a cylinder and a 
manifold control volume task.
For each cylinder to manifold connection in the sim ulation there is a 
comm unication packet. This is used for the coordination o f the reading o f data 
by one task from  the other task. The cylinder control volume task reads the 
state o f the manifold control volume at the beginning o f each integration 
iteration. The cylinder control volume uses the m anifold state to calculate the
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interconnecting valve flow parameters o f mass flow , fuel-a ir ratio and enthalpy.
These values are then read by the manifold control volume task.
It should be noted that the cylinder m anifold comm unication scheme gives good 
concurrency. Whilst the cylinder volume task calculates valve flow , the m anifold 
volume task can calculate the flow through the turbine or compressor.
Figure 4.6 illustrates the sequence of actions that occur for each iteration o f the 
integration form ula on the manifold and cylinder control volumes.
4.6.9.4. The communication protocol for closing the communication 
channel between a cylinder and a m anifold task.
The closing o f the communication channel between a cylinder and manifold 
control volume is relatively straight forw ard. The cylinder volume task sends the 
m anifold task a cylinder close packet. This packet is sent during the integration 
step prior to the closure o f the interconnecting valve. The m anifold task counts 
the num ber o f cylinder valve close packets that arrive. From  this it determines 
the num ber o f valves that will close on the next integration step. This is used to 
update the count of connected cylinders on the m anifold control volume at the 
beginning o f the next integration step. No special care has to be taken with the 
comm unication o f the cylinder close packet. This is because the two control 
volumes will synchronise using the standard communication packet after the 
sending o f the cylinder valve close packet. This ensures that at the beginning of 
the next integration step both control volumes are aware o f the communication 
channel closure. A block description of the actions by both cylinder and m anifold 
on closing the comm unication channel between them is given in figure 4.7.
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4.6.9.5. The communication protocol fo r the  opening of the 
communication channel between a cylinder and a  m anifold 
task.
With the opening of a communication channel between a cylinder control volume 
and a manifold control volume there is no direct synchronisation between the 
two tasks. Therefore* unlike in the case o f the cylinder valve close procedure, 
there is no direct synchronisation between the tasks which can ensure the 
correct interpretation of the cylinder valve open packet by the m anifold volume 
task.
The opening o f the communication channel between the cylinder and the manifold 
control volume tasks has to be made with reference to a task w ith which both 
tasks synchronise and communicate. Both tasks com m unicate w ith the system 
stability  task. The cylinder control volume task by sending the valve open packet 
to the m anifold task before communicating with the stability task ensures that 
the opening o f the communication channel is determ inant.
If  the communication channel is opened without reference to the stability task 
com m unication problems will occur. It is possible fo r the m anifold control volume 
task to receive the valve open packet after the m anifold task has received all 
the comm unication packets for the next step. The m anifold control volume would 
then proceed to predict its new state with no reference to the newly opened 
cylinder valve. The manifold control volume would lose com m unication packets 
and these would not be returned to the cylinder task. This would cause the 
cylinder tasks and thus the simulation to stop. A block description o f the actions 
by both cylinder and m anifold on the opening of the com m unication channel 
betw een them is given in figure 4.8.
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4.7. An analysis of the execution speed of the new DISC sim ulation.
Parallel simulation o f a diesel engine offers increased speed o f processing. This 
section gives an evaluation of the speed of processing offered  by the new DISC 
sim ulation method. Comparison is made between the results given by Jones I®] 
fo r a CSSC simulation, an improved CSSC simulation developed in the initial 
research for this thesis and the DISC simulation.
4.7.1. An analysis of improved sim ulation coding through a comparison 
of the original and the developed CSSC sim ulations.
The results given by Jones for a TL11 engine simulation were fo r the CSSC type 
o f sim ulation. The CSSC type of simulation was also used in the initial research 
fo r this thesis. In this initial research, the CSSC sim ulation was re-coded  to 
im prove its efficiency. This involved the removal o f interm ediate variable 
calculation, efficient lookup table use, the removal o f in ter-task  com m unication 
through the synchronisation task, and the implem entation o f the double buffered  
direct comm unication as outlined in section 7.3. The im provem ent in execution 
tim e due to more efficient coding of the simulation routines and the use o f the 
m ore effic ien t compiler can be estimated by comparing the sim ulation speeds for 
a single cylinder engine model on one MC68020 processor before and a fte r the 
coding improvements. Before the improvements a sim ulation speed o f 80rpm was 
possible. A fter the improvements a simulation speed of 181.87rpm was obtained, a 
speed up o f 2.25.
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The improved CSSC simulation was im plem ented using twelve MC68020 processors. 
This allowed a processor allocation o f one processor per sim ulation task. Using 
this a simulation speed o f 60 rpm for a simulated engine speed o f 1500 rpm  was 
obtained.
Jones in his thesis estimated a sim ulation speed o f 10 rpm  for the TL11 
sim ulation using one MC68020 processor per control volume. This estimation 
assumed the use o f 25MHz processors and made no allowance for communication 
overhead due to bus access clashes. With the 16.667MHz MC68020 processors used 
for this research a better estimate would be a sim ulation speed o f 6 rpm  for the 
sim ulation developed by Jones.
A significant im provement in processing speed fo r the CSSC sim ulation was 
shown in this initial research. It is estimated that 50% o f this increased 
sim ulation speed was due to increased processing speed using the new BCPL 
compiler. The rest o f the increase in speed was due to increased efficiency in 
calculation and communication.
4.7.2. An analysis of computational performance for the DISC diesel 
engine simulation.
The use of the CSSC simulation is com putationally inaccurate. The initial 
developm ent o f the CSSC implementation o f the engine sim ulation was therefore 
fu rther developed into the fully distributed DISC style o f sim ulation described in 
section 4.6. If  a m ethod based on the CISC sim ulation had been developed, a 
slower simulation speed than that for the CSSC sim ulation would have been 
achieved. This would be due to the increased usage o f the central 
synchronisation task both for synchronisation and com m unication. The CISC
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simulation would also be slower as the engine sim ulation tasks would synchronise
and communicate more than once for each calculation step.
The use o f the distributed control DISC simulation gives the same sim ulation 
accuracy as the CISC type o f simulation. Therefore, like the CISC style o f 
sim ulation the am ount o f in ter-task  comm unication fo r each calculation step is 
g reater than that for the CSSC type of simulation. However using the DISC type 
o f sim ulation the simulation speed has been kept at about 60 rpm  using eleven 
MC68020 processors. This has been achieved through greater com putational 
efficiency. When the task utilisation for the new method DISC sim ulation is 
m onitored the reason for the increased simulation speed is readily apparent. All 
the sim ulation tasks use processing power very efficiently . Most o f the 
processors in the parallel com puter are being used at around 80% utilisation. This 
compares with the average value o f processor utilisation o f 40% which is 
obtained when the centrally synchronised CSSC sim ulation is used. The 
m aintaining o f sim ulation speed with increased sim ulation complexity is due to 
the im proved comm unication structures in the DISC simulation. These allow 
better use o f all the processor’s computing power and this is dem onstrated in the 
approxim ate doubling o f processor utilisation for the DISC sim ulation compared 
to the CSSC simulation.
It should be noted that the increased efficiency o f the DISC sim ulation causes a 
problem . With the increased simulation throughput the am ount o f backplane usage 
is greatly increased. Chapter 3 describes the hardware problems associated with 
the use o f the MC68020 in the BUPC backplane. The high com m unication rate 
which the new simulation needs causes processor error. However with the 
m axim um  o f eleven MC68020 processors it is possible to obtain a reasonable 
length o f sim ulation and the results for simulation speed can be obtained.
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Using the new DISC sim ulation, an analysis of the effect o f various calculation 
param eters on sim ulation speed has been carried out. The param eters that have
been varied are given in table 4.3. The results from  the analysis are given in
graphical form  in figures 4.9.
TABLE 4.3. The parameters varied as part of the analysis of the parallel 
diesel engine simulation.
Engine speed 1000 rpm -  2100 rpm
Integration steplength 0.5° -  2.0°
Integration stability criterion 0.1% and 0.5%
In figure 4.9a the results for the engine simulation speed against initial 
integration steplength are given. These results were obtained using eleven 
MC68020 processors w ith an allocation of one processor per engine control 
volume. The integration was achieved using a stability criterion o f 0.5%. The 
results show a sim ulation speed maximum of 56rpm with an initial steplength o f 
2°. Above 2° the time saving due to increased integration steplength is lost due 
to the increased need fo r steplength reduction in areas of integration instability.
Figure 4.9b shows the effect of the simulated engine speed on the speed o f the 
engine sim ulation. These results were obtained using eight MC68020 processors 
with two cylinder control volumes on each processor and one processor each for 
the m anifold control volumes. Three sets of results are shown in figure 4.8b for 
the initial integration steplengths of 0.5°, 1.0° and 2.0° all w ith a stability 
criterion o f 0.1%. The results show that between 1000 rpm  and 1500 rpm  the 
optim um  integration steplength is lo and above 1500 rpm  it is 2o. The critical
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param eter in the stability of integration, for the engine sim ulation, is the 
integration time steplength rather than the size o f the crankshaft angle 
integration step.
Figure 4.9c shows the effect on sim ulation speed o f varying the integration 
steplength with two d ifferen t integration stability criteria  o f 0.1% and 0.5%. The 
results indicate that for an initial steplength o f 0.5° that there is little 
advantage in the wider stability margin. With the increase in initial steplength to 
1° the simulation speed for the 0.5% criterion approxim ately doubles due to a 
halving in the num ber o f integration steps. However with the 0.1% stability 
criterion this is not achieved due to an increase in integration steplength 
reduction in areas of instability. For the 0.5% stability criterion increased speed 
is obtainable between 1° and 2° however here there is increased integration 
steplength reduction.
4.8. Conclusion.
A new parallel diesel engine simulation has been developed. This new simulation 
has a distribute structure and therefore has no centralised controlling task. The 
new structure gives better utilisation o f all the processors in the parallel 
com puter and a higher simulation speed than the previous parallel simulation. The 
new parallel simulation is also an exact representation of the ‘filling and 
em ptying’ method. Using the new parallel sim ulation a sim ulation speed of 56 rpm 
has been achieved or 26.78 times ‘real tim e’.
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Figure  4.1. The TL11 engine parallel computer simulation structure 
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Figure 4.2. A diagram illustrating the application of the modified Euler 
predictor corrector method.
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Figure 4 .3 . A communication and calculation f low  diagram for the CISC
simulation.
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Figure 4 .4 . An illustration of overlapped and non-overlapped communication 
and calculation.
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Figure  4.5 The overlapping communication and calculation between the 
engine control volume tasks and the system stability task.
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Figure 4 .6 . A block diagram o f  the actions involved in using the
communication channel between a cylinder control volume task
and a manifold control volume task.
T h e  cy l inder  cont rol  volume task.  T h e  man i fo ld  contro l  volume task .
i
F
The manifold control volume task 
updates its result area with its 
calculated state from the previous 
integration iteration.
The cylinder task waits for the 
communication packet to be returned 
from the manifold task.
The manifold control volume task 
r e t u r n s  all th e  c y l in d e r  
communication packets stored in its 
cylinder communication packet table.
The cylinder control volume task 
reads the manifold state from the 
result area on the manifold control 
volume task.
The cylinder control volume task 
calculates the flow parameters 
between the cylinder and manifold 
and updates its result area with the 
flow parameters.
The manifold control volume task 
calculates the flow parameters 
through the turbine or compressor 
from the manifold control volume.
The cylinder control volume task 
sends the communication packet to 
the manifold control volume task.
The manifold task waits for all the 
communication packets from all the 
connected cylinders to be returned. 
The packets are stored in the 
communication packet table.
11
The manifold task reads all the 
connected cylinder valve flow 
parameter result areas.
The cylinder control volume task 
calculates its new state for this 
iteration of the integration formula.
The manifold control volume task 
calculates its new state for this 
iteration of the integration formula.
t  t
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Figure 4 .7 . A block diagram o f  the actions involved in closing a
communication channel between a cylinder control volume task
and a manifold control volume task.
T h e  cy l inder  cont rol  volume task.
The cylinder control volume task 
proceeds with the step integration 
and continues to communicate with 
the manifold control volume task.
The cylinder control volume task 
changes cylinder sector routines for 
the next integration step. The new 
ro u tin es  no longer 
communicate with the disconnected 
manifold control volume task.
sec to r
The cylinder control volume task 
detects that for the next step the 
valve between the cylinder and the 
manifold will close.
The cylinder control volume task 
sends a valve close packet to the 
manifold task.
T h e  m an i fo ld  cont ro l  volume task .
1
The manifold task receives the valve 
close packet and increments its 
valve close count.
The manifold control volume task 
returns the valve close packet to 
the cylinder control volume task.
The manifold control volume task 
proceeds with the step integration 
and continues to communicate with 
the cylinder whose valve will close 
on the next integration step.
At the beginning of the next 
integration step the manifold control 
volume task returns all the
communication packets sent to it at 
the end of the previous integration 
step.
The manifold task updates its 
connected cylinder count using the 
valve close count.
The manifold continues with the 
next integration step but with 
communication with the disconnected 
cylinder control volume task
stopped.
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Fieure 4 .8 .  A block diagram o f  the actions involved in opening a
communication channel between the cylinder control volume
task and a manifold control volume task.
T h e  cy linder  cont rol  volume task.
The cylinder control volume task 
proceeds with the integration step. 
In the process it synchronises with 
the stability task.
The cylinder control volume task 
detects that for the next integration 
step the valve between the cylinder 
and the manifold will open.
The cylinder control volume task 
sends a valve open packet to the 
manifold control volume task.
The cylinder control volume task 
changes calculation routine and 
waits for the return of the cylinder 
open packet. The receiving of the 
cylinder open packet indicates that 
the manifold control volume task 
result area may be read.
The cylinder control volume task 
continues with the next integration 
uses the standard
c o m m u n ic a t io n  p a c k e t  fo r
communication with the manifold.
step.
T h e  man i fo ld  cont rol  volume task .
The manifold control volume task 
receives the valve open packet.
The manifold control volume task 
increments its valve open count and 
stores the valve open packet at the 
end of the communication packet 
table.
The manifold control volume task 
proceeds with the step integration 
step. In the process it synchronises 
with the stability task.
At the beginning of the next 
integration step the manifold control 
volume task updates the connected 
cylinder count with the valve open 
count.
The manifold task returns all the 
communication packets and the 
additional valve open packets to the 
cylinder tasks
The manifold control volume task 
continues with the next integration 
step. The communication with the 
newly connected cylinder is 
established.
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Figure 4.9a
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Figure 4.9b The effect of simulated engine speed on simulation speed for 
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Figure 4 .9c The e ffec t  o f  integration steplength and integration stability
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CHAPTER 5.
TH E USER INTERFACE TO THE DIESEL ENGINE SIMULATION.
Page 5.1
5.1. Introduction.
As described in chapter 4 the new parallel diesel engine sim ulation was developed 
from  the simulation produced by Jones [H  initially the user interface and the 
graphical display from  the Jones simulation were used for the new parallel diesel 
engine simulation. This chapter describes the changes that were m ade to the user 
interface and the graphical display. The last part o f the chapter describes the 
methods used for the recording and displaying o f the results from  the simulation.
5.2. The development of a  menu based interface fo r the  parallel diesel engine 
sim ulation.
The user interface developed by Jones was based on a comm and line interpreter 
which used the BCPL RDARGS library routine 1^4] The user therefore selected 
the sim ulation interface routines by typing in command lines. Two reasons 
prom pted the development of a new user interface for the sim ulation. These were 
that the user interface could be made more user friendly  and that the com puter 
term inal could be used for other things apart from  comm and selection. For 
example the com puter term inal could be used for the continuous display o f the 
results from  the simulation.
The use o f the line interpreter based on RDARGS precludes the use of the 
com puter term inal for the continuous display o f results. Continual display of 
results is therefore only possible using the graphical display o f the simulation. 
The graphical display o f the simulation is described in the next section. By 
developing a term inal interface which used the TRIPOS single character mode 
[35] rather than the line interpreter the whole of the term inal screen can be 
used fo r the display o f inform ation. This allows the display o f sim ulation results
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and the development of a menu based user interface. In the TRIPOS single 
character mode, each character w ritten and read from  the term inal by TRIPOS is 
treated separately. The terminal input and output is usually dealt with on a line 
by line basis by TRIPOS.
A menu based user interface has therefore been developed for the parallel diesel 
engine simulation. This has been based on the TRIPOS screen editor ED which 
gives the basic screen reading and w riting functions as well as the screen cursor 
movement commands. It also provides the basic task comm unication structures for 
using the com puter term inal in single character mode. Using ED as a basis, a set 
o f basic menu functions were designed based on a standard term inal screen 
layout.
The term inal screen layout for the new user interface fo r the parallel engine 
simulation consists of two distinct display areas. It consists o f one large display 
area at the top o f the screen for the display o f results or m enu options and a 
smaller one line display area for the display o f menu options or menu comments. 
The use o f the two display areas allows one area to be used fo r the display of 
m enu options to the user whilst the other area displays inform ation or simulation 
results.
The term inal used in the research for this thesis has been a Televideo TVI905. 
This has some specialist screen commands which the standard TRIPOS terminal 
interface does not handle. These commands allow the protection of areas o f the 
the term inal screen from  subsequent overw riting. These have been used to 
improve the appearance o f the menu output by fram ing the two menu inform ation 
areas. To maintain the general purpose nature of the menu for other terminals 
these TVI905 terminal specific commands have been made conditionally compiled.
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A full list o f the basic menu developm ent functions and their purpose is given in 
appendix D. The design o f a standard set o f m enu developm ent functions allows 
the menu interface to be easily expanded and adapted. Figures 5.1a and 5.1b 
show some of the menu screens produced for the diesel engine simulation. Figure 
5.2 gives the full structure o f the diesel engine sim ulation user interface menus.
5.3. An anim ated graphics display fo r the  diesel engine sim ulation.
5.3.1. The original anim ated display.
The original graphical display for the diesel engine sim ulation was developed to 
give the user the output o f the diesel engine sim ulation in a continuous manner. 
Using a graphical display the perform ance and speed o f the engine simulation 
developed by Jones could easily be appreciated. The original graphical display 
consisted of a picture o f a stylised engine cylinder showing a rotating piston 
with valves opening and closing. Moving bar graphs represented the condition of 
the cylinder variables: pressure, tem perature, fuel air ratio and trapped mass. The 
graphical display also displayed a large num ber o f num erical variables describing 
the state of the simulation.
As the engine simulation was developed and the simulation speed was increased 
this style of graphical display ceased to be useful. Inform ation was produced 
from  the simulation at too fast a rate to be com prehended using bar graphs and 
num erical displays. Also the complexity of the display meant that the picture was 
updated at too slow a rate. Thus as the sim ulation speed increased an 
increasingly jerky  anim ated picture was obtained.
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It is im portant to display the values from  the simulation as they are calculated 
rather than displaying averaged values from  the simulation. This is because the 
use of averaged values will lose the impression o f sim ulation speed conveyed by 
the graphical display. With the increased speed o f diesel engine sim ulation the 
style o f any new graphical display has to be both inform ative and fast. A display 
based on the trace from  an oscilloscope has therefore been developed. This gives 
the user a perception o f the processing speed of the sim ulation and a time 
history of the displayed variables. A refinem ent to the oscilloscope type o f 
display has been made. The display show the results from  the engine sim ulation 
for the present engine cycle and the previous engine cycle in a d ifferen t colours. 
This enables the user to appreciate the changes in the output from  the 
sim ulation on a cycle by cycle basis. The use o f the graphical display for the 
display o f numerical data can be stopped. Numerical data can instead be 
displayed on the user term inal using the new menu based user interface task. 
This reduces the am ount o f inform ation that needs to be displayed.
The next section describes the development o f RUNDISP2, an anim ated picture 
design and runtim e environm ent for the EFCIS graphics card. RUNDISP2 was 
used fo r the developm ent o f a set of new graphical displays fo r the diesel engine 
sim ulation. The subsequent section outlines the actual im plem entation o f the fast 
anim ated oscilloscope style displays using RUNDISP2.
5.3.2. The development of RUNDISP2, an anim ated picture building 
environment.
Pictures are drawn on the EFCIS graphics screen by sending TRIPOS packets to 
the EFCIS graphics device. The type of packet actions that the EFCIS graphics 
device handles are given in table 5.1. The EFCIS card has two display screens,
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one o f which is in the foreground and is displayed and the other which is in the 
background. By updating the background page and then swapping the two display 
pages a smooth anim ated picture can be achieved.
The anim ated display developed by Jones could not easily be developed or 
expanded. Therefore the new anim ated display had to be completely redesigned. 
Dale t23] in his work on real time simulation o f power systems developed a real 
time graphics environm ent called RUNDISP. This was designed fo r the EFCIS 
graphics card under TRIPOS. RUNDISP was used as the basis for the new 
graphical display fo r the diesel engine simulation.
RUNDISP gives a basic fram ework for the development o f anim ated pictures and 
a runtim e environm ent for displaying them. RUNDISP allows the creation o f 
m ultiple pictures with each of the pictures being selectable by the user during 
the running o f the program. Each picture in RUNDISP is based on five linked 
lists and these are as follows:
A list o f EFCIS graphics card packets representing the fixed 
inform ation in the picture.
Two lists o f EFCIS graphics card packets representing the moving 
inform ation in the picture. One list for each EFCIS display screen.
Two lists o f work routines. The work routines operate on the two lists 
o f moving inform ation packets to create a moving image.
When a RUNDISP picture is selected both of the EFCIS display pages are cleared 
and the fixed inform ation packet list is written to both EFCIS display pages. 
RUNDISP then alternately updates each background display page w ith the moving 
picture inform ation. F irst each packet in the appropriate moving picture packet 
list is set to the colour black and is then sent to the EFCIS graphics card. This
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clears the previous moving picture inform ation from  the background display page. 
The picture data collection routine is then called and this fills the picture data 
vector with data from  the sim ulation. The list o f moving packets is then 
operated on by the appropriate list o f work routines. The work routines use the 
picture data vector to update the moving packets. The updated moving picture 
list is then w ritten to the EFCIS graphics card background display page. The 
EFCIS background page is then swapped to the foreground and displayed on the 
screen.
RUNDISP provides a very good anim ated display environm ent. However a num ber 
o f improvements were made to RUNDISP fo r this research to create RUNDISP2. 
RUNDISP only allows two forms o f picture information: fixed and moving. It is 
possible to draw any type o f picture using these two types. However for some 
forms o f picture this is inefficient. M ore EFCIS packets need to be sent to the 
EFCIS graphics driver than are absolutely necessary. To improve the efficiency 
o f picture drawing and therefore the speed o f draw ing two other forms o f 
p icture inform ation were identified:
Picture inform ation that is draw n every time that the RUNDISP 
picture is updated. This inform ation is however never undraw n except 
by overwriting by other picture inform ation.
Picture inform ation that is only draw n when certain  conditions are 
met.
To implement these types o f picture inform ation in RUNDISP two additional 
p icture lists were created:
A draw  only EFCIS graphics driver packet list.
A draw conditional EFCIS graphics driver packet list.
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For the conditional draw  list each packet is tested to see w hether it should be 
drawn. The packet condition flag is made part o f each EFCIS packet. The second 
result field o f the EFCIS graphics packet is unused and this can be made the 
condition location. As inform ation is displayed on two pages it is im portant that 
conditional inform ation is displayed on both graphics display pages. To achieve 
this the condition location is a num erical count. For each updating of a display 
page the condition count is decrem ented by one until zero is reached when the 
packet is no longer displayed. When a conditional packet has to be displayed the 
condition count is set to two. The conditional packet will then be sent to both 
display pages.
To make the control of the anim ated pictures more flexible a new packet 
handling control structure has been added to RUNDISP2. RUNDISP can only 
handle two types o f control packets: picture selection packets and RUNDISP end 
packets. A third type of control packet type, the picture inform ation packet has 
been added to RUNDISP2. The purpose of this packet is user specifiable. On 
receiving an inform ation packet RUNDISP2 calls a user specified handling routine 
which is specified in the picture structure. The addition o f this control structure 
makes RUNDISP2 very flexible. For example it allows the use o f a standard 
picture layout for the display o f several variables. The inform ation packet can be 
used to change the picture data collection routine used by a particular picture. 
Thus the variable displayed can be changed. In RUNDISP the display of d ifferen t 
variables is only possible with a separate picture for each variable that is 
displayed.
A pseudo code description o f the operation of RUNDISP2 is given in figure 5.3. 
A diagram  illustrating the picture list structures of RUNDISP2 is given in figure
5.4.
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5.3.3. The oscilloscope type displays for the diesel engine sim ulation.
The developm ent o f RUNDISP2 was largely influenced by the need to make the 
oscilloscope displays as efficient as possible. The sim plest method of 
im plem enting the oscilloscope type of display is to use two EFCIS polyvec type 
graphics packets in the RUNDISP moving picture packet lists. One packet is used 
fo r the display o f the present engine cycle and the other is used fo r the display 
o f the previous engine cycle. However this is inefficient as a large amount of 
static inform ation needs to be re-sent to the EFCIS driver every time that a 
display page is redrawn. The picture packet for the previous engine cycle only 
needs to be sent once at the beginning of each new engine cycle. Similarly the 
p icture clear packet for the engine cycle prior to the previous cycle only needs 
to be sent at the end o f each engine cycle. Both of these can be achieved using 
the new RUNDISP2 conditional draw  packet list.
The oscilloscope trace o f the current engine cycle can also be displayed more 
efficiently . On each redrawing o f the display pages the only thing that needs to 
be added to the display page is the new inform ation that has been collected 
since the last updating o f that display page. This can be achieved using a two 
point polyvec packet in the RUNDISP2 draw only packet list. On each updating 
o f the EFCIS display page a new set of values is obtained from  the engine 
sim ulation by RUNDISP2. The only new inform ation that needs to be drawn is 
this new set o f sim ulation values and the previous set o f values which were only 
w ritten to the other display page. The position of the polyvec packet in the 
draw  only list is changed by the work routines in the RUNDISP2 work lists. As 
the extra picture inform ation is obtained the draw only packet moves and leaves 
its trace behind thus giving an oscilloscope style display. The trace is unw ritten 
by the overw riting by the previous cycle conditional packets on the next two
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engine cycles.
The use o f RUNDISP2 with its improved picture draw ing structures reduces the 
num ber o f packets sent to the EFCIS device. It therefore reduces the time spent 
draw ing by the EFCIS card. The anim ated display can therefore be draw n quicker 
and inform ation from  the simulation can be shown with greater resolution. The 
reduction in the amount o f inform ation sent to the EFCIS graphics card also 
reduces the amount o f computer backplane usage. The EFCIS graphics card is 
driven through the computer backplane which is also used for all the in ter­
processor communication of the parallel computer.
Three types o f oscilloscope pictures were developed fo r the parallel diesel engine 
sim ulation. The first picture displayed the four cylinder variables of pressure, 
tem perature, fue l-a ir ratio and trapped mass against engine crankshaft angle on 
four seperate oscilloscope lines. The second picture consisted o f ju st one large 
oscilloscope trace for the display o f just one o f the cylinder variables against 
crankshaft angle. The last type o f display was a slight variant on the 
oscilloscope type display and allowed the plotting o f two cylinder variables 
against each other. For example cylinder pressure against cylinder tem perature. 
The three types o f picture are shown in figures 5.5a, 5.5b and 5.5c respectively.
5.4. The GKS graphics system for display of static  display and hardcopy of 
engine sim ulation results.
RUNDISP2 is not appropriate for the static presentation of the results from  the 
engine simulation. For this a set o f graph plotting routines developed using the 
G raphics K ernel System (GKS) t^O] are usecj These provide graph plotting 
routines with options for scaling, grids, labelling and graph m arker style. Output
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from  the routines can be made to the graphical screen or to plotters and 
printers for hardcopy of the results from  the simulation.
5.5. Diesel engine sim ulation result organisation.
Two types o f data output are taken from  the diesel engine simulation. Firstly the 
results that are recorded on every calculation step and secondly the results that 
are calculated and recorded for every engine simulation cycle. The methods used 
fo r the production o f both types o f results d iffer and are detailed in the next 
two sections.
5.5.1. The collection and presentation of the results a t each calculation 
step from  the diesel engine sim ulation.
Results from  the diesel engine sim ulation tasks are displayed immediately using 
the anim ated display described in section 5.3. For more in depth analysis o f the 
results from  the sim ulation the results have to be recorded fo r later analysis. 
For this each diesel engine sim ulation task has a result logging area in which 
results from  the simulation task are recorded at each calculation step. The filling 
o f the result logging area on each sim ulation task is started by the user 
interface task sending a result logging packet to that simulation task. Each 
sim ulation task then fills its result log area. When the result log area is full the 
result logging packet is returned to the user interface task.
The result log areas for the whole engine simulation are only useful if  the 
results from  each sim ulation task correspond in time. The user interface is a 
serial program  and can only send the result logging packets to the simulation 
task one at a time. It is therefore possible for result logging to start at
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differen t points on d ifferen t sim ulation tasks. In the sim ulation developed by 
Jones [8] the result logging was controlled by the central synchronisation task 
which was also used to control the whole simulation. In the new parallel diesel 
engine sim ulation developed for this thesis there is no such central coordinating 
task. Therefore to ensure that result logging starts at the same place the engine 
sim ulation has to be halted. This ensures that all the sim ulation tasks are at the 
same place when they receive their result logging packets. The simulation can 
then be restarted after all the result logging packets have been sent to the 
simulation tasks. The simulation is halted by incorporating a halt mechanism into 
the engine dynamics simulation task. By halting the dynamics task the whole
sim ulation is stopped as all the tasks in the simulation communicate with the
dynamics task at each calculation step.
The following engine simulation variables are logged in the new diesel engine
simulation:
1. Cylinder control volume pressure.
2. Cylinder control volume tem perature.
3. Cylinder control volume fuel-a ir ratio.
4. Cylinder control volume trapped mass.
5. Cylinder control volume crankshaft angle.
6. Cylinder control volume inlet valve flow.
7. Cylinder control volume exhaust valve flow.
8. M anifold control volume pressure.
9. M anifold control volume tem perature.
10. M anifold control volume fuel-a ir ratio.
11. M anifold control volume trapped mass.
12. Inlet m anifold compressor inlet flow.
13. Exhaust m anifold turbine outlet flow.
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14. Dynamics task, simulation time.
15. Dynamics task, engine speed.
16. Dynamics task, turbine speed.
The user interface task can either display these logged sim ulation variables
im m ediately, using the GKS plotting routines, or can store the results in GKS 
plotting form at files. These GKS plotting files can be plotted later on the 
graphics screen or on a line plotter. An example o f the GKS screen outputs are 
given in figure 5.6.
5.5.2. The collection and the presentation of the engine cycle results 
from the diesel engine sim ulation.
The results taken at each calculation step give a very detailed description o f the 
state o f the simulation. The derivation from  the control volume variables o f 
engine cycle variables gives more general engine perform ance indicators. These 
engine cycle variables may be compared with the results from  a real engine.
The cycle param eters are calculated by each diesel engine sim ulation task. The
engine cycle values are derived in the following three ways:
1. The average value o f the simulation variables over the engine cycle.
2. The maximum value of simulation variables over the engine cycle.
3. The accum ulated total of simulation variables over the engine cycle.
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Each cylinder control volume task calculates the following 
Where necessary the derivation of the cycle variable is given.
1. Maximum cylinder pressure. (Pmax)
2. Mass flow through the cylinder inlet valve per cycle
E d mi« a a
~ & r
3. Mass flow through the cylinder exhaust valve per cycle
E d m ev
~ aF A6
4. Mass o f fuel injected into the cylinder, (mf)
5. Energy flow through the cylinder inlet valve.
=  X > » ^ r A9
6. Energy flow through the cylinder exhaust valve.
q <v
7. Energy flow through the cylinder walls.
8. Closed cycle work output from  the cylinder
evo  , v
W„ =  Y ,  (pcy‘ ~ - j f - M
ivc









9. Open cycle work output from  the cylinder.
*vc rl V
=  Y ,  (P c * l -  P a n l )  - ^ A 0
Equation 5.7
10. Friction mean effective pressure (FMEP).
F M E P  =  0 .1 3 7  +  0 .0 0 5 P m a r  +  0 .1 6 2 vp i s Equation 5.8
11. Average engine crankshaft speed.
12. Volumetric efficiency.
Vvol
_  /  P c y lT jm a n V c y I  \
\  P im a n F c y l  V sw e p t )  ,-t Equation 5.9
Each m anifold control volume task calculates the followig cycle inform ation.
1. Average m anifold pressure.
2. Average m anifold tem perature.
3. Mass flow through the compressor or turbine.
E dm lc- 7 T m Equation 5.10
4. Energy flow though the compressor or turbine.
Equation 5.11
5. Work output from  the turbine or compressor.
^  TtcC Jn Equation 5.12
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6. Average compressor efficiency.
7. Average turbine/com pressor speed.
From these cycle variables other cycle variables may be derived and these are 
listed below:
1. Indicated mean effective pressure. (IMEP)
I M E P
Equation 5.13
2. Pumping mean effective pressure. (PMEP)
w
P M E P  =  — ^
v atuevs w p t Equation 5.14
3. Brake mean effective pressure. (BMEP)
B M E P  =  I M E P  -  F M E P
Equation 5.15
4. M echanical efficiency.
B M E P
F M E P Equation 5.16
5. Indicated power.
j p  _  {Wcc +  Woc)u)eng
Equation 5.17
6. Indicated specific fuel consumption. (ISFC)
Equation 5.18
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7. Brake specific fuel consumption. (BSFC)
IS F C  
B S F C  = --------
W mech
8. Indicated efficiency.
Wcc +  Woc
W ind — i
ttif  • calv
9. Brake efficiency.
W brake — W indW mech
10. Delivery ratio.
D R =
V m r e y < - P « m b
mb
11. Work output.
W ^ t  — (H^cc "f" ^ o c )  W mech
12. Friction work output.
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For each o f the engine control volumes the mass and the energy balances across 
the volumes can be used to indicate the accuracy o f the results from  the 
simulation. For the cylinder control volume the mass balance is given by equation 
5.25.
M B = r n j 1 ± m L
m ev Equation 5.25
The cylinder control volume energy balance is given in equation 5.26.
j?r>  _   m J ' c a l v ________________
"  -  Q i n  +  Q.«n +  w mt + W jric Equation 5.26
The mass and energy balances for the manifold control volumes are similar but 
they have no contribution from  fuel being burnt.
The maximum simulation speed achieved by the new diesel engine simulation is 
about 60rpm. This means that the results from  the sim ulation which are
calculated at each engine cycle can be displayed continually on the user terminal. 
With an update rate o f once every 2 seconds fo r each 720° engine cycle the
results are readable by the user. The user m ay also store the engine cycle
results for later comparison with the results from  a real engine.
5.6. Conclusion.
This chapter has described the development o f a user friendly interface for the 
diesel engine. It has described in full all the methods by which the results from 
the parallel diesel engine are presented to the user. Using this interface the 
results from  the engine simulation were taken for the parallel diesel engine 
sim ulation verification described in chapter 8.
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TABLE 5.1. EFCIS device packet actions.
Action point. Draw a single point
argum ent 1 -  x position 
argum ent 2 -  y position 
argum ent 3 -  colour
Action vector. Draw a vector
argum ent 1 -  x start 
argum ent 2 -  y start 
argum ent 3 -  x end 
argum ent 4 -  y end
argum ent 5 -  line type ( solid, dotted, dashed, dot-dashed ) 
argum ent 6 - colour
Action polvvec. Draw a series o f relative vectors starting at a given origin
argum ent 1 -  x origin 
argum ent 2 -  y origin
argum ent 3 -  bu ffer of x,y relative vector pairs, 
argum ent 4 -  bu ffe r size (no. o f pairs o f points) 
argum ent 5 -  line type 
argum ent 6 -  colour
Action character. Draw a character at given position (x,y)
argum ent 1 - x position 
argum ent 2 - y position 
argum ent 3 - character 
argum ent 4 -  character size
argum ent 5 -  orientation ( upright, sloped, vertical, horizontal ) 
argum ent 6 - colour
A ction string. Draw a string at given position (x,y)
argum ent 1 -  x position 
argum ent 2 -  y position 
argum ent 3 -  BCPL string 
argum ent 4 -  character size
argum ent 5 -  orientation ( upright, sloped, vertical, horizontal ) 
argum ent 6 - colour
Action clear. Clears screen to given colour,
argum ent 1 -  colour
Action colour. Sets EFCIS colour pallette.
argum ent 1 - colour no. 
argum ent 2 -  red m agnitude 
argum ent 3 -  green m agnitude 
argum ent 4 -  blue m agnitude
Action flip. Sets EFCIS display and write pages.
argum ent 1 - bit flags (b7 = display page, b3 = write.page)
Action rmw. Sets EFCIS read modify write mode,
argum ent 1 -  Flag ( true, false )
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Figure 5 .1a The parallel d iesel engine sim ulation, m ain m enu screen.
THE UNIVERSITY OF BATH
P ara lle l Diesel Engine Model






Ind. power (kU)21.259 
ISFC (kg/kUhr) 0.18911 
BSFC (kg/kuhr) 0.23924 
Ind. Eff 0.44687 
Br. Eff 0.35324
Vol. Eff 0.95804 
Del. Rat 1.685
Raw » P ro c e s s«  Store
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Figure 5 .2 The diesel engine sim ulation m enu interface structure.
Main menu
Display Send Zoom Tim e Log Graphs Cycle
Display Menu
Sw itch D isplay O ff  
D isplay Cylinder 1 
D isplay Cylinder 2 
D isplay Cylinder 3 
D isplay Cylinder 4 
D isplay Cylinder 5 
D isplay Cylinder 6
Send menu
Rack Position  
Injection tim ing  
Turbine turndown  
Load
Zoom menu
M ain display  
Pressure 
Tem perature  
F uel air ratio 
Trapped mass 
Pressure Tem perature 
Pressure V olum e
Main menu
D isplay Send Zoom  Tim e Log Graphs Cycle
Graph menu 1 Graph menu 2 Main cycle menu
A ngle Plot Cylinder 1 Raw
Pressure Plot Cylinder 2 C ylinder
Tem perature Plot Cylinder 3 M anifold
Fuel air ratio Plot Cylinder 4 Store
Trapped mass Plot Cylinder 5
Inlet flow Plot Cylinder 6
Exhaust flow Plot Inlet M anifold
Wall heat transfer Plot Exhaust M anifold 1
Plot Exhaust M anifold  2
Main menu
D isplay Send Zoom  Time Log Graphs C ycle
T im es 20 engine cycles 
and displays results
Logs variables for use by graph 
plotting routines.
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M ain cyc le  menu
Raw C ylinder M anifold Store
\
Raw cycle data menu display
O. cycle  work (J) Man. pres (Pa)
C. cycle  work (J) M an. temp (K )
Inlet mass (kg) TC. speed (rad/s)
Exhaust mass (kg) TC. mass (kg)
Inlet energy (J) Cyl. mass (kg)
Exh. energy (J) TC. energy (J)
Fuel mass (kg) Cyl. energy (J)
Max. pres. (Pa) TC. work (J)
FM EP (Pa) TC. e f f
Wall energy (J)
V olum etric e ff .
Eng. speed (rpm)





M echanical E ff. 
Ind. pow er (kW) 
Brake power (kW) 
ISFC (kg/kW hr) 
BSFC (k g /kw hr)  
Indicated E ff. 
Brake E ffic ien cy  
V olum etric E ff. 
Fuel flow  (g /s )
D elivery ratio 
Exh. Energy (J) 
Fuel Energy (J) 
Work (J)
Friction Work (J) 
Wall Energy (J) 
Energy Balance 
Inlet Mass (g) 
Fuel Mass (g) 
Exhaust Mass (g) 
M ass Balance 
Speed (rpm) 
M ax. Pres, (bar)
Processed manifold cycle data display
Turbine speed (rpm) 
In. man pres (bar) 
E x l man pres (bar) 
Ex2 man pres (bar) 
In. man mass in (g) 
E x l man mass in (g) 
Ex2 man mass in (g) 
In. man E in (J) 
E x l man E in (J)
Ex2 man E in (J)
In. man mass bal 
E x l man mass bal 
Ex2 man mass bal 
Comp, power (kW)
Compressor E ff.
In. man temp (K ) 
E x l man temp (K ) 
Ex2 man temp (K ) 
In. man mass o. (g) 
E x l man mass o. (g) 
E x2 man mass o. (g) 
In. man E out (J) 
E x l man E out (J) 
E x2 man E out (J) 
In. man Energy bal 
E x l man Energy bal 
E x2 man Energy bal 
Turbine 1 power (kW) 
Turbine2 power (kW)
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Figure 5.3. Flowchart o f RUNDISP2 graphics runtim e environm ent.
LET start (initial packet) BE
$( build picture data structures specified in user file, 
current picture := 1 
initialise (current picture) 
returnpkt ( initial packet )
$( / /  The main picture display loop.
IF picture change packet present 
THEN
$( current picture := packet argum ent 1
UNLESS curren t picture = stop display DO 
Initialise ( current picture ) 
returnpkt ( picture change packet )
$)
TEST current picture = -1 
THEN process (current picture)
ELSE handle.pkt ( taskwait() )
$) REPEATUNTIL self immolate packet present 
endtask()
$)
AND initialise ( picture ) BE
$( clear screen 1
draw picture fixed list on screen 1 
clear screen 2
draw picture fixed list on screen 2
$)
AND process ( picture ) BE
$( undraw the picture moving picture packet list on background screen 
request picture data from  simulation tasks 
update the picture packet lists with picture data 
draw  the picture draw  only packet list 
draw  the picture draw  conditional packet list 
redraw  the picture moving picture packet list 
swap EFCIS display pages to display updated screen
$)
AND handle.pkt ( packet ) BE
$( SW ITCHON packet type field INTO 
$( CASE action self immolate :
m ark self immolate packet present 
ENDCASE
CASE action picture change :
m ark picture change packet present 
ENDCASE
CASE action picture inform ation :
p icture inform ation routine ( packet ) 
retu rnpk t ( packet, true, 0)
ENDCASE 
D E FA U L T :
retu rnpk t ( packet, false, 0)
$) 
$)
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no. of pictures picture 1 picture 2 • picture n
p ic tu re fixed picture list
data collection routine
data vector
work routine list 1
work routine list 2
moving picture list 1
moving picture list 2
conditional picture list
draw only picture list
Figure  5 .4 .
T h e  R U N D IS P 2  picture  
s t ru c tu re .
co nd it iona l  p ic tu re  list - packet link 0
efcis driver efcis driver
efcis action efcis action
• •
cond. draw no cond. draw no
moving p ic tu re  list packet link
d raw  only p ic tu re  list efcis driver efcis driver
efcis action efcis action
w ork  rou tine  list - work link 0
work code work code
work pointer 1 work pointer 1
•
work pointer n work pointer n
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Figure 5 .5a Cylinder pressure, temperature, fuel-air ratioand mass oscilloscope 
display.
Figure 5.5b Cylinder pressure oscilloscope display.
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Figure 5 .5c C ylinder pressure against volum e oscilloscope display.
Figure 5.6 Cylinder temperature against time GKS screen display
■
m i y y r f l
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CHAPTER 6.
INCREASED PARALLELISM IN THE SIMULATION OF DIESEL ENGINES.
6.1
6.1. Introduction.
As discussed in Chapter 4, the Diesel engine ‘filling and em ptying’ sim ulation of 
a m ulti-volum e Diesel engine has been implem ented on a parallel com puter. The 
splitting o f the simulation into parallel sections is based on the control volumes 
and dynamics functions o f the engine being modelled. The parallel sections o f the 
Diesel engine ‘filling and em ptying’ sim ulation are ‘geometric’ in nature. 
‘G eom etric’ parallelism is where the parallelism is based on the physical structure 
o f the object being modelled. For the Diesel engine sim ulation, this type of 
parallelism  is limited to the num ber o f control volumes and dynamic parts of 
the Diesel engine.
The parallel simulation described in chapter 4 has dem onstrated that the use of 
parallelism  can greatly improve the speed o f Diesel engine simulation. In chapter 
9 the uses fo r very fast Diesel engine sim ulation are discussed. The identification 
o f more parallelism in the Diesel engine sim ulation will lead to increased 
sim ulation speed. This will be o f benefit in the applications outlined in Chapter
9.
A num ber of methods for increasing the parallelism of the ‘filling and em ptying’ 
Diesel engine simulation have been researched fo r this thesis. These are the 
following:
The splitting of the engine control volume equations into smaller 
parallel sections.
Concurrent solution of the engine control volume equations at 
d ifferen t integration step lengths to maximise integration step length. 
Parallel integration algorithms.
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They are discussed in the following sections. A num ber of the new parallel 
methods have been practically im plem ented32Xand the results from these are 
discussed.
6.2. Increased parallelism  in the Diesel engine sim ulation through control volume 
equation segm entation.
The engine control volume equations consist o f a num ber o f distinct sub­
equations. The calculation o f many o f these sub-equations is independent of the 
calculation o f the others. They can therefore be calculated on d ifferen t 
processors in parallel. The amount o f parallelism  that can be obtained by 
segmentation of the control volume equations may be determ ined by an analysis 
o f the control volume equations. Figure 6.1 shows this equation analysis 
graphically. It indicates the possibilities for parallelism for the cylinder control 
volume equations. The parallel calculation o f sub-equations is ultimately still 
lim ited by the Diesel engine being sim ulated. It is therefore still ‘geometric’ in 
nature.
The investigation of sub-equation parallelism is suggested by Jones I®]. However 
a  num ber of problems can be identified w ith the increased parallelism due to 
control volume equation segmentation. These are described in the following 
sections.
6.2.1. The problem of variable parallelism  in the  control volume sub­
equations.
The parallelism obtained by the splitting o f the engine control volume equations 
into parallel sections varies considerably through the sim ulation cycle of the
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engine. For example, the concurrent calculation of the cylinder inlet valve flow 
and the cylinder exhaust valve flow is only present during the scavenge section 
of the cylinder engine cycle. An allocation of one processor to each sub­
equation calculation would use some of the parallel processing nodes inefficiently . 
To overcome this processors could be used for the calculation o f valve flows for 
several cylinders. However, it is possible for two cylinder volumes to both need 
the valve flow calculations at the same time for the same calculation step. This 
would cause one o f the cylinder volumes to wait and would incur a tim e penalty 
over direct com putation by one processor.
6.2.2. The problem of processor load balance.
The splitting o f the control volume equations into parallel sections produces a 
problem of processor load balance. The parallelism based on engine control 
volumes used in this research has good processor load balance. The parallel 
sections o f the Diesel engine sim ulation, which are based on engine control 
volumes, have approxim ately equal computational and comm unication needs. These 
parallel sections are therefore not forced to wait for a long tim e fo r the 
completion o f other parallel sections. The sub-equations w ithin each engine 
control volume can vary considerably in computational difficulty . The speed o f 
the parallel execution will therefore be determ ined by the com putationally most 
d ifficu lt parallel sub-equation section.
The problem of processor load balance also causes an increase in processing time. 
U nder m ulti-processor TRIPOS a task will suspend when it has to wait fo r a 
packet to arrive from  another task. This suspension and subsequent restarting 
take time. With a well balanced solution the am ount o f task suspension can be 
reduced.
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6.2.3. The problem of increased comm unication to processing ratio .
In a serial program all the processing time is spent in calculation. In a parallel 
com puter program  processing time is spent both in calculation and comm unication 
with other processors. For an efficient parallel com puter program the time taken 
in comm unication and calculation by each o f the parallel sections should be less 
than the sum o f the calculation times for all the parallel sections. As the size o f 
the parallel sections is reduced and the nature o f the parallel problem becomes 
‘finer grained’ the ratio o f communication time to calculation time will tend to 
increase. The in ter-processor communication bandw idth o f a parallel com puter is 
fixed. This will lim it the degree to which equations can be divided up into 
parallel sections. Subdivision o f equations below a certain  threshold will produce 
a processing time penalty. The increase in comm unication time will outweigh the 
reduction in calculation tim e due to the parallelism.
6.2.4. The practical im plem entation of cylinder control volume sub­
equation parallelism .
The feasibility o f sub-equation parallelism on the Bath U niversity Parallel 
Com puter (BUPC) was tested for this thesis. For this a simple single cylinder 
engine sim ulation was used. The single cylinder sim ulation has fixed conditions at 
both the inlet and exhaust valves of the cylinder control volume. It therefore 
has no com m unication with m anifold tasks and so it will eliminate the effect of 
inter-volum e com m unication from  the test. This allows the effects o f sub­
equation parallelism to be identified and analysed in isolation. Results can be 
compared with those for a simple single processor, single cylinder simulation.
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The sub-equations for calculating the cylinder volume gas properties and 
calculating the heat transfer to the cylinder volume surfaces may be calculated 
in parallel. The calculation of these does not vary with cylinder control volume 
sector so this parallelism is used throughout the engine cycle. The calculation of 
the cylinder volume heat transfer was im plem ented on a second processor. The 
main processor carried out all the cylinder control volume calculations except the 
calculation o f heat transfer. It calculated the cylinder gas properties in parallel 
to the heat transfer calculation on the second processor. The main processor 
sent the heat transfer calculation conditions to the second processor on each 
equation iteration. The main processor then continued with the calculation o f the 
gas properties before waiting for the heat transfer result from the second 
processor. The second processor simply waited for the calculation conditions from  
the main processor and returned the heat transfer result at the end o f its 
calculation. All comm unication between the parallel sections used the m ulti­
processor TRIPOS comm unication prim itives. The parallelism of this test is shown 
in figure 6.2.
The use o f this parallelism was found to cause an increase in program execution 
time over the time taken for the serial program . The communication time 
between the two parallel equations was greater than the time saved due to the 
parallelism. The problem was too ‘fine grained’ for the MC68020 Bath U niversity 
Parallel Computer.
The one cylinder engine sim ulation used two processors with no other processors 
using the com puter backplane during the test. For a larger example of parallelism 
where more than two processors would be used there would be an increase in 
comm unication time between the parallel sub-equation sections. This would be 
due to increased inter-processor com m unication and therefore com puter backplane
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access clashes. The reduction in calculation speed due to sub-equation parallelism 
would therefore get worse due to an increase in comm unication time. Table 6.1 
gives the calculation times fo r each o f the cylinder control volume sub-equations. 
The approximate times for the TRIPOS comm unication prim itives are also given.
TABLE 6.1 Cylinder sub-equation timings and TRIPO S communication timings.
Calculation routine. Time.
Inlet valve flow calculation. 16.58/zs
Exhaust valve flow calculation. 16.5/xs
Gas properties calculation. 28.9/zs
Gas properties calculation, (compression) 9.62/zs
Wall heat transfer calculation.(look up tables) 10.16 ps
Wall heat transfer calculation. 36.4/xs
Pressure calculation. 2.66/zs
Tem perature gradient calculation dT/d0.(scavenge) 7.02^s
Fuel-air gradient calculation dA/d0. (scavenge) 6.94/xs
Mass gradient calculation d m /d 6. (scavenge) 1.6/zs
Tripos QPKT. (to another processor) lOfJLS
Tripos TASKWAIT. (from  another processor) 120/xs
The use of sub-equation parallelism  can only be considered in a parallel computer 
with a higher comm unication to processing speed ratio or where the 
communication prim itives are m ore efficient than the m ulti-processor TRIPOS 
QPKT and TASKWAIT comm unication prim itives. Consideration was given to 
improving the speed of inter-processor comm unication between the parallel sub­
equation sections. This could be achieved by implementing specialist in ter­
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processor communication routines. However this was not fully implemented as the 
results would have been very specific to the MC68020 computer. The specialist 
synchronisation routines would not have been readily applicable to other parallel 
computers such as the new Transputer com puter outlined in chapter 3.
6.3. Creating parallelism  in the Euler predictor corrector method to achieve 
maximum speed through optim ising integration step length.
The m odified Euler predictor corrector method is a  serial algorithm. It is possible 
to adjust the integration steplength o f this algorithm  as the solution proceeds. In 
the Diesel engine simulation based on control volume parallelism the integration 
steplength is halved when the integration m ethod is unstable at the original 
steplength.
To achieve maximum sim ulation calculation speed the integration steplength 
should be maximised. This can however cause increased use o f integration 
steplength reduction in areas of integration instability. This in turn leads to a 
decrease in engine sim ulation speed. In chapter 4 the speed of the m ulti-volum e 
Diesel engine simulation was m easured with the initial integration steplength used 
being varied. These results indicated that a maximum simulation speed is reached 
for an integration steplength o f 2°. Above this the amount o f integration 
steplength reduction outweighs the speed gains obtained through using a larger 
integration steplength.
The use o f several processors allows the same integration calculation to be 
solved on d ifferen t processors with d ifferen t integration steplengths. The solution 
with the maximum steplength, that gives stability, can then be used to continue 
the simulation. This will give the maximum integration speed for the engine
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simulation.
Tests on a single cylinder engine sim ulation using the Euler predictor corrector 
m ethod were carried out for this thesis to determ ine the feasibility of this 
method. It was found that an upper lim it to integration steplength is reached. 
Above this steplength stability can still be achieved but with incorrect simulation 
results. As this parallel m ethod would attem pt to maximise integration steplength 
it would cause this problem of result inaccuracy. These incorrect results are due 
to the poor error characteristics o f the Euler predictor corrector form ulae at 
large steplengths. It m ight be possible to use this parallel method with a better 
serial integration method.
6.4. ‘Algorithmic’ parallelism  in the calculation of ordinary d ifferen tia l equations.
All the parallelism discussed so far may be term ed ‘geom etric’ parallelism. The 
parallelism used is based on the problem  being solved. A nother form  of 
parallelism which is known as ‘algorithm ic’ parallelism is possible. For this the 
parallelism is implicit in the algorithm  used to solve the problem.
The Diesel engine ‘filling and em ptying’ model described in chapter 2 is a set of 
ordinary differential equations. The algorithm  used to solve the parallel Diesel 
engine simulation described in Chapter 4 is the m odified Euler predictor 
corrector algorithm. This is a serial algorithm. Several parallel algorithm s for 
solving ordinary differential equations have been researched for this thesis. Two 
of these methods have been practically implem ented for the Diesel engine ‘filling 
and em ptying’ simulation equations. The parallel integration methods which have 
been researched are described in the next four sections.
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6.4.1. The M iranker and Liniger integration method.
M iranker and Liniger t^6] outline a parallel integration method for solving 
differential equations with concurrent prediction and correction of d ifferen t 
solution points. They describe a standard predictor corrector algorithm as having 
a ‘narrow com putation fron t’ which is unable to take advantage of parallel 
computing. A series o f parallel integration form ulae for an even num ber o f 
processors are derived by M iranker and Liniger. In these formulae the 
‘com putation fron t’ is widened to allow parallel processing. An example of the 
second order M iranker and Liniger form ulae for two processors is given in 
equations 6.1.
y£+i =  2£ _ ! +  2/i/£ Equation 6.1a.
yn Vn—i ”1" 2  f n —1) Equation 6.1b.
This is similar in com putational d ifficu lty  to the serial m odified Euler predictor 
corrector algorithm  equations 6.2 which has been used for the Diesel engine 
simulation in chapter 4.
#S+i =  £  + W  Equation 6.2a.
l£+ i = yCn + \ ( f n + ! U i)  Equation 6.2b.
Figures 6.3a and 6.3b illustrate the concept o f the broadening of the 
‘computation fron t’ to allow parallel processing. The com putation front is shown 
by the dashed line. The figures 6.3a and 6.3b show the data flow for equations 
6.1 and 6.2 respectively. The M iranker and Liniger integration method shows 
perfect load balance between its parallel sections. This is shown in figure 6.4 
where the sequence o f com putation for equation 6.1 is given.
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The M iranker and Liniger integration method does not introduce any 
com putational redundancy into the integration equations to achieve parallelism. It 
is however d ifficu lt to adjust the integration steplength o f the method during 
the solution o f the differential equations. The adjustm ent o f the integration 
steplength would allow the method to take account o f areas o f integration 
instability. K erkchoff 1^7] notes that the M iranker and Liniger integration 
m ethod has the same error characteristics as the equivalent serial integration 
method. However he also notes that the stability o f the M iranker and Liniger 
integration method is considerably smaller.
6.4.2. The one step block implicit integration m ethod.
A standard integration algorithm removes all redundant com putation to achieve 
maximum efficiency. However by introducing redundancy into standard m ethods 
these methods may be refram ed in a way suitable for parallel solution. Shampine 
and Watts derive a set of implicit integration form ulae for parallel
integration. These are known as block implicit one step methods. The form ulae 
are o f a Newton-Cotes form. For every pass o f the equations k  new equally 
spaced solutions are produced. The equations are applied in a one step mode 
where the last point calculated in the previous block is used to predict the k  
values in the next block. The form ulae for the four point one step block im plicit 
integration method are given in equations 6.3.
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Vn  +  r  ' h  • f n
yn +  ( 2 5 1 / n  +  6 4 6 /n 4 - l ,a  — *264/n + 2,s +  1 0 6 / 11+ 3 ,5  — 1 9 / B + 4 , . )
yn +  —  ( 2 9  f n  +  1 2 4 / n + i jS +  2 4 / n +2,5 +  4 / n + 3 ,s  — f n + 4 ,3 )
or
J/n +  T T  ( 9 / n  +  3 4 / n  +  i i4 +  2 4 / n +2,* +  ^ f n + S . s  ”  / n + 4 ,5 ) 
oU
t/n +  —  (7 fn  +  3 2 /n+i,s +  1 2 / B + 2 l,  +  3 2 /n+3,5 +  7 /b+4i<)
45
Equations 6.3.
Rosser shows that the one step block integration method has com putational 
redundancy. He shows how the num ber o f derivative evaluations can be reduced 
to give a serial one step block integration method. This serial integration method 
is applied in a Gauss-Seidel sense with each equation evaluation being used in 
the subsequent evaluation. The parallel integration method is applied in a Jacobi 
type recursion where each equation evaluation is based on the equation 
evaluations from  the previous step.
A comparison o f the num ber o f function evaluations for the four point serial and 
parallel one step integration methods gives fourteen and tw enty respectively. 
However for the parallel integration method four processors may be used. This 
gives an equivalent num ber o f function evaluations on each processor of five. If 
the function evaluation time dominates the calculation tim e, which it does in the 
Diesel engine model, then the parallel integration method gives a theoretical 
speed up o f 2.8 over the serial block integration method. The stability of the 
serial and the parallel block integration methods is similar. K erkchoff [47] 
indicates that for a four point integration m ethod with four iterations o f the 
form ulae gives the same characteristics as a sixth order R unge-K utta  form ula.
yn+r,0 — 
2/t i + 1,5+1
2 /n + 2 ,s + l  —
J/n + 3 ,s  +  l —
yn+4,s + l —
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6.4.3. The block predictor corrector integration m ethod.
Birta and A bou-R aita 1^1, Rosser 1^9]  ̂ an(j Worland 1^*1 derive equations for a 
full block predictor corrector form  of the one step form ulae described in section
6.4.2. They derive a set o f explicit block equations fo r use as a block predictor. 
In these all the solution values in the previously calculated block are used to 
predict the solutions in the next block. The form ulae for the four point block 
predictor corrector m ethod are given in equations 6.4.
j /n + i .o  =  yn +  ^ 2 q  ( 1 9 0 1 / n  — 2 7 7 4 / n _ i ji  +  2 6 1 6 / „ _ a , i  — 1 2 7 4 / n _ 3 ti  4 - 2 5 1 / „ _ 4 ii )
V n + 2,o =  Vn  4- qq ( 1 0 7 9 / n  — 2 3 9 6 / „ _ i ti  4 - 2 5 4 4 / n _ 2 , i  4— 1 3 1 6 ^ - 3 , 1  4 - 2 6 9 / n _ 4 ii )
J /n + 3 ,0  — Vn  4 - gQ ( 2 8 7 7 f n  — 7 6 3 8 / n _ i ji  4- 8 7 1 2 / n _ 2 , i  — 4 6 9 8 / n _ 3 ii  +  9 8 7 / n _ 4 (i )
Vn+ 4 ,0  — Vn  4- —  ( 3 9 1 4 / „  — 1 1 4 5 6 / n - ! . !  4” 1 3 7 0 4 / n _ 2 , i  — 7 6 1 6 / n _ 3 fi  4- 1 6 3 4 / n _ 4 ji )
V n + 1,1 =  Vn  4- ^ 2 Q ( 2 5 1 / f i  4 - 6 4 6 / n + i |4 — 2 6 4 / n + 2,a 4- 1 0 6 / n + 3 )4 — 1 9 / „ + 4 i4)
Vn+2,1  — Vn  4- —  ( 2 9 / n  4- 1 2 4 / n + i ia 4- 2 4 / n + 2 t,  4- 4 / n + 3 ia — f n +4 , s )
Sh
V n +  3,1 =  !/n 4- —  ( 9 / n  4 - 3 4 / n + i , ,  4 - 2 4 / n 4.2,5 4* 1 4 / r j+ 3 ,s  — / n + 4 ,« )
2 h
V n+4,1  =  Vn  4- —  ( 7 / n 4- 3 2 / n + i )5 4- 1 2 / n 4-2,j 4- 3 2 / n 4-3i5 4 - 7 f n + 4 , s )
Equations 6.4.
B irta and A bou-R aita derive an algorithm for the optim um  adjustm ent of the 
integration steplength size in the block predictor corrector integration method. 
This is based on an analysis o f the error characteristics for the previous block. 
The maximum error for all the points in the block is taken as the error for the 
whole block. The error for each point in the block is a normalised error derived 
from  the d ifference of the predicted and corrected values and a permissible error 
value. The error calculation is given in equation 6.5.
R  = (Vi ~  i f  i) Equation 6.5.
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The block maximum error is used as the basis for a steplength adjustm ent 
scheme. The size o f the steplength adjustm ent is given in equations 6.6 and is 
dependent on the point in the block from  which the maximum error was derived 
and the num ber of points in the block.
hnexv —
Equations 6.6
The block maximum error determines the progression of the solution. If the error 
is less than unity then the solution may proceed. If  the error is greater than 
unity then the block step is repeated. In both cases the block is calculated using 
the new steplength derived from  the steplength adjustm ent given in equation 6.6.
6.4.4. The power series integration method.
From a consideration o f the solution o f ordinary differential equation by means 
of a recursive Taylor series integration method, a sem i-analytical parallel 
integration method may be derived. The Taylor series is given in equation 6.7.
, , h2 .. hk m
yn+1 = y n + hy+  — y + . . .  yK } Equation 6.7
This m ethod involves the decomposition o f the ordinary differential equations 
into simple two operand arithm etic equations such as a+b or single operand 
functions such as s in (x ). For example equation 6.8(1) may be decomposed to give 
equations 6.8(2)-(7).
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- i -  =  yeay 4- sin (y  +  b)
di
p -  ay
u =
r =  yq










Equations relating the fcth order derivative o f a variable to lower derivatives o f 
that variable and others can be derived. Equation 6.9 outlines the calculation 
needed for the fcth derivative o f the function p.q where p  and q are variables.
Using these derivative form ulae the solution o f the d ifferential equations 
becomes the iterative application of a set o f scalar product equations and their 
summation. On each iteration the next highest order derivative for each operand 
is added to the solution. The iteration is stopped when a stability criterion is 
reached where the difference between the last two iteration results is below a 
defined stability threshold.
The parallelism  o f the power series method is due to the ability to solve the 
power series o f the decomposed functions and arithm etic operations in parallel. 
The power series integration method has been used by Halin et al. on a 
m ulti-processor computer. It is felt to offer a general purpose solution to 
sim ulation on a parallel computer. The decomposition of simulation equations to
r p . q
Equation 6.9
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suit the integration m ethod could be autom ated giving ease of use. However the 
power series integration m ethod produces a very ‘fine grained’ parallelism  which 
is felt to be inappropriate to the present Bath University Parallel Com puter. This 
is because of the lim ited num ber o f processing nodes o f the com puter and its 
inter-processor comm unication speed. The Bath U niversity Parallel Com puter is 
more suited to ‘coarse grained’ parallelism.
6.5. The im plem entation of the block predictor corrector integration m ethod.
It is im portant that the parallel integration m ethod chosen for solving the Diesel 
engine model should be capable o f coping with changing the integration 
steplength. This is considered im portant as the complexity o f the Diesel engine 
model equations varies considerably through the engine cycle. The ability to 
reduce the integration steplength in parts o f the engine cycle such as scavenge 
where the equations are more d ifficu lt to solve is an advantage. It allows the 
use o f an optim um  steplength throughout the simulation. The block predictor 
corrector integration m ethod was therefore used as it allows steplength 
adjustm ent. The block predictor corrector integration method also allows the use 
o f iteration when applying the correction form ulae to obtain a more stable 
solution. The M iranker and Liniger integration m ethod 1^6] oniy considers the 
application o f the corrector form ulae once. Use o f the corrector form ulae m ore 
than once in the M iranker and Liniger integration method would lose the 
parallelism  of this integration method.
Franklin  1^3] indicates that the one step block predictor corrector integration 
m ethod has a higher stability boundary than the M iranker and Liniger integration 
m ethod. He also states that computation times for similar order integration 
equations are sim ilar for both the block predictor corrector integration method
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and the M iranker and L in iger integration m ethod.
Birta and A bou-R aita  t^O] <jiSCuss the likely speed up in processing speed from  
using the block predictor corrector integration m ethod compared to a sim ilar 
method on a serial processor. They suggest that any speed up from  using two 
parallel processors is cancelled out by the increased comm unication between the 
processors. A block size of four was therefore chosen. With four processors a 
speed up in equation solution is achievable. It was also implementable on the six 
processor parallel com puter which was then being used for the research in this 
thesis.
6.5.1. The in itial im plem entation of the  block predictor corrector 
integration m ethod using simple equations.
The block predictor corrector integration m ethod was initially implemented using 
a simple ordinary differential equations with analytic solutions. The equation and 
their solutions are given in equations 6.10.
cost
1 Equations 6.10
sin t  +  1
The use of these simple equations allowed the problems associated with the block 
predictor corrector integration method to be analysed in isolation.
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6.5.2. The problem of inter-processor synchronisation speed.
A four point block predictor corrector integration m ethod requires the exchange 
of four calculated function values from  each processor on each iteration o f the 
prediction and correction formulae. Initially this was achieved using the m ulti­
processor TRIPOS comm unication prim itives of Q PK T and TASKWAIT. However it 
was found that synchronisation using these was too slow and resulted in a slower 
calculation speed than the single processor m odified Euler predictor corrector 
form ulae.
6.5.3. Specialist synchronisation routines and the comm unication of data  
for the  block predictor corrector integration m ethod.
The four calculated function values on each processor can be transferred  more 
quickly by direct reading o f the values by each processor than by using the 
TRIPOS com m unication prim itives. This requires the synchronisation o f the four 
processors prior to the reading o f the function values on the other processors. 
This synchronisation ensures that the function values are valid and may be read 
by the other processors. The synchronisation may be achieved using the TRIPOS 
com m unication prim itives but this is as slow as comm unication with them. The 
four processors involved in the block predictor corrector algorithm  can be 
considered as a cohesive unit or quartet. The writing o f specialist 
synchronisation routines gives considerable speed advantages fo r the 
synchronisation o f such a quartet. By using the TRIPOS comm unication prim itives 
fo r all o ther comm unication in the system the general purpose nature of 
com m unication can be maintained.
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In the design o f the processor synchronisation routines care has to be taken 
with common inform ation used by more than one processor. In the Bath 
U niversity Parallel Com puter, which is a shared memory com puter, the memory 
locations used by more than one processor have to be protected. This protection 
is to ensure that the consistency of the values in the memory is m aintained. As 
all the processors are asynchronous no assumptions about the tim ing o f processor 
actions can be made. Actions on shared areas of memory therefore m ust be made 
indivisible. A processor cannot be allowed to use a memory location betw een 
another processor starting and completing an action on that same m em ory 
location.
Three alternatives fo r synchronisation o f processors for the block predictor 
corrector integration method were considered. These are discussed in the 
following three sections.
6.5 .3 .1 . Processor synchronisation using semaphores.
The use o f semaphores for m ulti-process comm unication was introduced by 
D ijkstra A semaphore is a non-negative integer which may be acted upon 
by two indivisible operations signal and wait. A signal has the e ffec t o f 
increasing the value o f a semaphore by one. The wait decreases the semaphore 
value by one if  the result will be non negative. If the semaphore is at zero then 
a wait will suspend the waiting process until the semaphore value is increased by 
a signal from  another process. Semaphores were originally developed fo r 
concurrent processes in single processor operating systems. They are equally 
applicable to m ulti-processor systems.
In a single processor system the indivisible access to a semaphore may be 
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ensured by using a simple flag to gain access to the semaphore. In a m ulti­
processor system the testing o f this flag and its setting must also be made 
indivisible. For the Motorola MC680XX processors 1^5] usecj jn ^ g  g ath 
U niversity Parallel Com puter this can be achieved with the indivisible read- 
m odify-w rite  Test and Set instruction (TAS).
The block predictor corrector processor quartet can be synchronised with 
semaphores. Each member o f the processor quartet has a local semaphore. This 
local processor semaphore is signalled by all o ther processors in the quartet 
when they reach the synchronisation point. Having signalled the other processor 
semaphores each processor then executes three waits on its local semaphore 
before proceeding. Each wait is for each synchronising processor.
The signalling of the semaphores by each processor occurs sequentially. It is 
therefore possible for one processor to have its semaphore signalled three times 
and to continue from  the synchronisation point to the next synchronisation 
point. The advanced processor can then signal the synchronisation semaphores 
again before other processors have signalled the semaphores for the first 
synchronisation. The signalling of the semaphores by the advanced processor can 
be m isinterpreted by the other processors. However the fact that the advanced 
processor has been synchronised ensures that all data on all o f the processors in 
the quarter is valid for the next calculation step. The m isinterpretation o f any 
signals from  the advanced processor as coming from  the other processors will 
therefore not matter. The total num ber o f signals will not be lost and so 
processor ‘deadlock’ will not occur.
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6.5.3.2. Processor synchronisation by waiting on local flags.
An alternative m ethod to the use of semaphores is to use simple flags on each 
of the processors to synchronise the processor quartet. For this synchronisation 
m ethod each synchronising processor has a separate flag in its local memory for 
each o f the synchronising processors. On every synchronisation each processor 
sets its respective flag on all the other processors. Each processor is then made 
to wait for all its local flags to be set by the other processors. Every processor 
may then clear its local flags and continue.
For this simple scheme it is possible fo r a processor to continue and reach the 
next synchronisation point prior to another processor clearing its flag for the 
first synchronisation. In this case it is possible for the first processor to set its 
synchronisation flag on the second processor for a second time. This can occur 
before the second processor has cleared this flag. This second setting of the flag 
will therefore be lost as the flag can only be set or cleared. A processor 
‘deadlock’ will therefore occur for the next synchronisation.
The double setting of the processor flags can be prevented by implementing two 
identical synchronisation routines. Each synchronisation routine has a unique set 
o f processor flags. The two routines can then be used alternatively with one 
protecting the other from  the double setting o f its flags. The clearing and the 
setting of the flag locations is effectively double buffered.
6.5.3.3. Processor synchronisation by waiting on remote flags.
The opposite of the above method is for each synchronising processor to have its 
own local flag. This flag is set by the local processor for each synchronisation.
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The processors in the quartet synchronise by testing each of the flags on all the 
other processors and waiting until they are all set. The flags may then be 
cleared.
This m ethod is d ifficu lt to im plem ent because o f the problem of organising the 
clearance of the synchronisation flags. A method that ensures that processor 
‘deadlock’ does not occur requires a set of three synchronisation routines, the 
three routines being used in turn. Each synchronisation routine is responsible for 
the clearing o f the local processor flag used in the previous synchronisation 
routine. The use o f two routines as in the previous m ethod is not possible. 
Clearance o f the previous flag after the second synchronisation would affect the 
flag to be used in the subsequent synchronisation.
As an alternative to the use o f just one local flag, each processor can m aintain 
a local flag for each processor. Each synchronising processor can then be made 
responsible for the clearing o f its synchronisation flag on all o f the other 
processors. The remote processor can clear the flag after using the flag for 
synchronisation. With this method a two stage synchronisation is possible. 
However this solution is costly in the use of the com puter backplane for 
communication. A rem ote processor must both busy wait on a num ber of remote 
flags and then clear them.
The use o f busy waiting on remote processor flags is inadvisable on the Bath 
U niversity Parallel Com puter. The continual testing o f the flag locations by 
remote processors can cause a processor ‘deadlock’. The continual testing o f a 
synchronisation flag by the remote processor prevents the local processor having 
access to its local bus and updating its flag. The busy waiting on the backplane 
also causes processor memory failure due to memory refresh failure. This is
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described in detail in chapter 3. The semaphore ‘deadlock’ and the refresh failure 
can be prevented by putting idle states into all the processor busy wait loops. 
This allows the backplane to be released and used by other processors. It also 
allows each local processor to gain access to its bus. The addition of idle states 
however slows the speed o f synchronisation and it relies on an em pirical 
knowledge o f the processor instruction execution times. The use o f busy wait 
loops using the backplane will also give a general loss in com puter backplane 
com m unication perform ance and slow all o f  the synchronisation routines.
6.S.3.4. The choice of synchronisation routines for the  block 
predictor corrector integration algorithm .
In the design o f the processor quartet synchronisation routines the speed of 
synchronisation was considered to be o f greatest importance. To indicate the full 
possibilities o f the block predictor corrector parallel integration method the 
synchronisation and comm unication time between processors should be kept to a 
m inimum . The routines for processor synchronisation can be specific and do not 
need to be general purpose in nature. The m ethod of synchronisation based on 
waiting on local flags was therefore chosen. Synchronisation using semaphores is 
more elegant and general purpose. However the num ber of processor actions in 
semaphore synchronisation is considerably higher. The greater num ber o f actions 
also gives a heavier com puter backplane utilisation. The signalling of a 
semaphore on a remote processor requires a backplane read and write as well as 
the testing o f a remote flag to gain access to the semaphore. The setting of 
each flag in the synchronisation method based on writing on local flags requires 
just one backplane write. The synchronisation m ethod based on waiting on 
rem ote flags has been discounted for the reasons given in section 6.5.3.3.
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6.5.4. The practical im plem entation of the synchronisation routine based 
on waiting on local flags.
For the synchronisation routine based on waiting on local flags each 
synchronising processor in the processor quartet has two flag areas, each o f one 
th irty -tw o  bit word length. Each byte in the word is a flag for each processor 
in the quartet. All processors in the quartet have access to one o f these byte 
flags on every processor. The use o f byte rather than bit flags ensures that the 
operations on the flags by d ifferen t processors are determ inant. The setting o f 
b it flags would involve the reading and w riting o f the other flags. On
synchronisation each processor sets its byte flag on all the other processors.
Each processor then busy waits on its own flag area until all the flags in its
area are set. The flag area is then cleared and the processor proceeds. It is 
im portant that the flag area is local to the busy waiting processor as a system 
where processors check flags on all processors in the quartet causes processor 
‘deadlock’. Two synchronisation routines are used w ith each being used in turn. 
Both o f the synchronisation routines uses a d ifferen t flag area with each
synchronisation routine protecting the flag area o f the other from  being cleared 
prem aturely.
6.5.5. The practical im plem entation o f the  block predictor corrector 
steplength adjustm ent algorithm  on the parallel computer.
To maximise the parallelism in the block predictor corrector method each 
processor in the quartet calculates its error and steplength adjustm ent factor. A 
common data area, which is placed on the fourth  processor o f the processor 
quartet, is used to determ ine the maximum error and the steplength adjustm ent 
factor for the next block calculation. Each processor in the block compares its
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error value with the maximum error and updates this and the steplength 
adjustm ent value if its error is found to be greater. The processors then 
synchronise and read the maximum error and the steplength adjustm ent value for 
the next block calculation. Each processor determ ines from the block maximum 
error whether the last block was successful.
The maximum error location has to be initialised to zero for each use of the 
block predictor corrector integration algorithm . This initialisation is d ifficult. The 
maximum error location cannot be cleared until all the processors have read it. 
This cannot be guaranteed until the processor synchronisation after the reading 
o f the maximum error location. However the clearing of the maximum error 
location after the next synchronisation could affect the calculation of the 
maximum error for the next block. Therefore the m ethod of processor 
synchronisation used after the calculation o f maximum error has been slightly 
m odified. This m odification allows the correct or determ inant clearing of the 
block maximum error location. The synchronisation routine on the fourth  
processor of the block, which is used after the reading o f the maximum block 
error, has therefore been changed. Normally it would first set the 
synchronisation flags on all the processors in the block. Instead it waits for its 
local synchronisation flags to be set. Thus it synchronises with all the other 
processors without allowing the processors to proceed. This ensures that the 
m aximum error location has been read by all the processors in the block 
calculation. The fourth processor can then clear the maximum error location 
before setting its synchronisation flags on all the other processors. This allows 
the block calculation to proceed and the sim ulation to continue.
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6.5.6. The results from the block predictor corrector method.
The four point block predictor corrector m ethod was tested with the simple 
analytically solvable problems given in equations 6.10a and 6.10b. The results 
were compared with those for a m odified Euler predictor corrector form ulae 
solution o f the same equations. Figures 6.5a and 6.5b compare graphically the 
simulation solutions fo r the block predictor corrector method, the Euler predictor 
corrector method and the correct analytical solution. In figure 6.5a the block 
predictor corrector m ethod is compared to the Euler predictor corrector m ethod 
fo r an initial steplength o f 0.1 for the equation d y /d x  = cos(x)  w ith y (0 )  = 1. 
Both methods take approxim ately the same integration time. However the Euler 
m ethod shows a significant error for the calculation compared to the block 
predictor corrector m ethod and the analytical solution. Figure 6.5b shows the 
same calculation fo r an initial steplength of 0.01. The Euler m ethod is now closer 
to the analytical solution. However it is now ten times as slow as the block 
predictor corrector m ethod for the same initial integration steplength.
6.6. Changes to the Diesel engine equations needed when using a parallel 
integration m ethod.
With the successful use o f the block predictor corrector method for the simple 
equations described in section 6.5.6, the method was used fo r the solution o f the 
Diesel engine model equations. The Diesel engine model used was o f a single 
cylinder engine with constant m anifold conditions. This allowed the effect of the 
parallel integration method to be analysed in isolation without the inter-volum e 
com m unication o f a m ulti-volum e model. The single cylinder model was also the 
only model that was implem entable on the six processor com puter that was then 
being used for the research for this thesis.
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The Diesel engine equations used for both the serial and the parallel intergration 
methods are essentially the same. However certain changes need to be made in 
the m ethod of calculation to take account of the parallel nature of the 
integration solution. These are described in the next two sections.
6.6.1. The calculation of ignition delay for a m ulti-processor integration 
algorithm .
The calculation o f ignition delay in a cylinder control volume is based on the 
calculation of the average tem perature and pressure in the cylinder after the 
injection o f fuel. The equation fo r ignition delay is given in equation 6.11.
3.52 x 1(T3 juoa 
~  p  1022 e Tra Equation 6.11.r  TO
In the block predictor corrector m ethod the values used to calculate the pressure 
and tem perature averages are d istributed across four processors. It is possible to 
allocate one of these processors to the calculation o f ignition delay and for all 
o f the other processors in the block calculation to read this result. However, to 
ensure maximum parallel efficiency, all processors have been made to contribute 
to the calculation o f ignition delay. The average values o f pressure and 
tem perature are derived from  the integral sums of the pressure and tem perature 
values since fuel injection. Each processor calculates its effect on the 
tem perature and pressure integral since fuel injection. All processors then sum 
the contributions from  every processor in the block calculation and the 
previously calculated integral. From this they calculate the pressure and 
tem perature averages. M axim um  parallel computational throughput is therefore 
achieved.
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Two calculation conditions are possible in the calculation of the pressure and 
tem perature integrals:
The fuel has been injected during the present block calculation.
The fuel has been injected during a previous block calculation.
In the form er the contribution o f each processor to the average value depends 
on the proxim ity o f the point to the injection point. The contributions o f each 
o f the block points to the calculated integral in both cases is shown in figure 
6 .6 .
The next section gives all of the equations for the calculation o f the ignition 
delay pressure and tem perature integrals for all the block points. For each 
equation a reference is made to the diagram atic representation o f the integral 
contribution in figure 6.6.
When the fuel injection angle has occurred during the present block the 
following contributions (ic) are made to the pressure and tem perature (y) 
integrals:
Any block point whose angle is less than the injection angle and is more 
than one steplength away from the injection angle makes no integral 
contribution (CASE A).
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For the block point im m ediately prior to the fuel injection angle the 
integral contribution is given by equation 6.12a (CASE B).
os < e i , 6 i - e a < h
ic =  +  Equation 6.12a
For the block point imm ediately a fte r the fuel in jection angle the integral 
contribution is one o f two cases. I f  the block point is the last point o f the 
block then the contribution is given by equation 6.12b (CASE C) otherwise 
it is given by equation 6.12c (CASE D).
Oi < 6S, 6t - 6 i < h ,  s = 4
i c  = y  (0, — O i )  ^2 +   ̂ h Equation 6.12b
Oi  <  0 a , 0 S -  Oi  <  h ,  s  =  1 , 2 , 3
*c =  y  ( ^ 4 - (0 3 -  Oi) ^2 H ^ ^  Equation 6.12c
All the rem aining internal block points have an integral contribution given 
by equation 6.12d (CASE E).
Oi <  0 a , 0 a - O i  >  h ,  s  =  1 , 2 , 3
Equation 6.12d
i c  =  y a ■ h
If the block point is the last point o f the block then the integral 
contribution is given by equation 6.12e (CASE F).
Oi <  0 a , 0 f -  Oi >  h ,  a  =  4
_  y f  Equation 6.12e
2
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When the block being calculated is after the fuel injection point the following 
contributions are made to the ignition delay tem perature and pressure integrals:
For all the points in the block, except the last, the contribution is given 
by equation 6.12f (CASE G).
For the last point in the block the contribution from  both the last point in 
the present block and from  the last point in the previous block must be 
made. This gives a contribution given by equation 6.12g (CASE H).
The average values for both pressure and tem perature during ignition delay are 
given by equation 6.12h.
6.6.2. Combustion s ta rt for a m ulti-processor integration algorithm .
The simulation has to be started from  the combustion angle after the calculation 
o f ignition delay. All the processors know the crankshaft angle for combustion 
start as they all have calculated the ignition delay. The cylinder fuel-a ir ratio 
and cylinder mass are also known as these are constant during the closed half of 
the engine cycle. However the cylinder control volume tem perature is unknown at
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ic
s 1,2,3
Vs • h Equation 6.12f
IC
s 4
y3 +  y,_4
Equation 6.12g
Equation 6.12h
the combustion point. It would be possible to calculate the cylinder volume 
tem perature on all the processors. However this would lead to an unecessarily 
large use o f the com puter backplane. It is therefore better to allocate this 
calculation to one processor. The tem perature result can then be read by the 
other processors.
The processor with the crankshaft angle less than and closest to the combustion 
angle is used to calculate the volume tem perature by extrapolation. The form ula 
for this extrapolation is given in equation 6.13.
The calculated tem perature value at combustion is w ritten by the calculating 
processor into the tem perature result area o f the fourth  processor o f the 
quartet. The tem perature result location o f the fourth  processor is read by all 
the processors in the processor quartet on the next calculation step. The choice 
of processor for the extrapolation calculation is made to reduce computer 
backplane usage. The processor used has access to most o f the variables used in 
the extrapolation calculation in its local memory.
6.7. The block predictor corrector m ethod applied to the Diesel engine
Following the successful im plem entation of the block predictor corrector method 
for the simple problems, the method was applied to the Diesel engine equations. 
Initially the equations for just the cylinder induction period of the single 
cylinder model were tested. The results from  this were compared to those for 
the m odified Euler predictor corrector method. A num ber o f problems were
Equation 6.13
equations.
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experienced in the use o f the block predictor corrector method for the cylinder 
induction equations and these are outlined in the following sections.
6.7.1. The problem of steplength adjustm ent.
When the block predictor corrector m ethod was used for the Diesel engine 
equations the steplength adjustm ent scheme suggested by Birta and A bou-R aita 
[50] was founcj to give problems. At certain stages o f the solution it produced a 
continual looping o f the integration form ulae. When these continual loops ocurred 
the maximum error o f the block was found to be just greater than one. The step 
adjustm ent factor was therefore just less than one or a t one. Numerical 
inaccuracy caused it to be calculated as one. Thus the equation steplength was 
not changed and a perpetual calculation loop was caused.
Since this research was undertaken a subsequent paper by Birta and A bou-Raita 
[^ 1  has been published. In this they discuss the problem  o f continual looping of 
the integration form ula for certain d ifferen tia l equations when the calculated 
block error is close to one. They suggest the addition o f a constant multiplying 
factor into the steplength adjustm ent scheme. This ensures that the effects of 
num erical accuracy do not cause this continual looping. Their paper suggests a 
m ultiplying factor o f 0.9
The use o f lookup tables in the single cylinder sim ulation will also effect the 
steplength adjustm ent scheme. This will be particularly noticable in the 
calculation of mass flows through the cylinder valves. Because of the use of 
lookup tables, the valve mass flows are constant between points in the lookup 
table. Integration methods which adjust steplength by small amounts to gain 
stability will not therefore have any effect as a change will only be achieved
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when the lookup table point used in the calculation is changed. It should be 
noted that for the Euler predictor corrector method, used in this research, 
adjustm ent of the integration steplength is always by halving. Therefore the 
integration step can always be made to use a lookup table point.
6 .7.2. The problem in the  calculation of the error value for the  block 
predictor corrector method.
Each control volume in the Diesel engine model has three differential equations 
for the variables tem perature, fue l-a ir ratio and mass. In the parallel single 
cylinder simulation each o f these variables is solved using the block predictor 
corrector method. The m agnitude of the three control volume variables varies 
considerably. There is therefore a problem  o f ensuring equal weight is given to 
the error calculation from  each o f the equation variables when determ ining the 
stability o f the cylinder volume solution. The weighting o f each variable error 
calculation is determ ined by a user defined value of error margin. Incorrect 
choice of this value leads to instability in one of the equations being ignored 
when apparent stability is indicated by another. In such a case undue prominence 
is being given to the error calculation o f one of the cylinder variables.
Consideration has been given to normalising the error for each control volume 
variable using the maximum value o f that variable. However this is felt to be 
ineffective as the maximum values for all the cylinder volume variables occur at 
d ifferen t points in an engine cycle. The use o f the maximum value may therefore 
be inappropriate to the size o f the variable during certain stages o f the engine 
cycle. A more effective method may be to normalise the simulation results with 
the maximum values of each variable in each engine calculation sector. In the 
Euler predictor corrector method the stability is determ ined by the ratio of the
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last two integration form ula iterations rather than the d ifference between them. 
This eliminates the problem  of normalisation. The use o f a ratio error calculation 
would therefore elim inate the problem of unequal error weighting. However it 
would also mean the steplength adjustm ent scheme suggested by Birta and A bou- 
Raita could not be used.
6.7.3. The use of the one step block integration m ethod with a fixed 
steplength.
Using the block predictor equations for solving the Diesel engine model equations 
it was found that to ensure continual solution o f the equations the initial 
integration steplength used had to be made very small. This was both to avoid 
continual looping and num erical instability in the block predictor corrector 
method. This instability at large step lengths in parallel methods is noted by 
K erkchoffs t47J. He notes that parallel integration algorithms may only be 
appropriate to certain problems. The use of a small integration steplength for the 
block predictor corrector form ulae gave an inferior perform ance to the Euler 
predictor corrector scheme for the same single cylinder Diesel engine model.
When using the block predictor corrector integration m ethod there is a problem 
of equation startup. The integration method requires several calculated solution 
points before it can be used. Therefore a one step block m ethod was used to 
obtain these starting values. An analysis o f the integration results fo r the 
startup using the one step method indicated that the results for the one step 
m ethod were more stable and could use a larger steplength than the block 
predictor corrector method.
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Therefore the parallel one cylinder Diesel engine sim ulation was changed to use 
the one step block integration method. Using this the stability o f the Diesel 
engine model was found to be greater and a larger integration steplength could 
be used. This confirm ed the results indicated by the initial analysis o f the 
startup equations. The block one step method was im plem ented using a fixed 
integration steplength. The length o f this fixed integration steplength can easily 
be altered through the engine cycle to take account o f the change in the Diesel 
engine equation complexity. The block one step m ethod can be applied iteratively 
to improve the integration solution. However it was found that the application of 
the one step block m ethod equations only once gave comparable stability to the 
Euler predictor corrector method.
The use o f the one step block m ethod also allowed the processor synchronisation 
routines to be sim plified. The clearance o f the block maximum error was no 
longer necessary. The synchronisation method used by the fourth  processor could 
be made the same as the other synchronisation routines.
6.7.4. P ractical results for the single cylinder one step block im plicit 
model.
The block one step method was successfully im plem ented fo r the whole o f the 
engine cylinder cycle. The simulation results fo r an engine cycle fo r the block 
one step method is given in figure 6.7.
Using the block one step method a speed up o f about two has been achieved. 
However fu rther work will need to be carried out into the effec t o f integration 
steplength on the solution. The m ethod has only been used at one engine 
condition point. The effect of d ifferen t engine conditions on integration stability
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and steplength will need to be fu lly  investigated.
6.8. A discussion of how the block predictor corrector method can be applied to
a full six cylinder Diesel engine simulation.
The one step block predictor corrector method has been shown to give a speed 
up o f about two using four processors. With the present MC68020 parallel 
com puter it is not feasible to use such a method for a larger Diesel engine 
simulation as the m ethod is only o f use when there are enough processors to 
give one processor per block point calculation. It is envisaged that a m ulti­
control volume model may be developed with four processors for each engine 
control volume. The larger engine simulation requires not only com m unication 
between processors in each block but also between each block. Points in each 
block would however only need to communicate with the equivalent points in the 
other control volume blocks. The complete system would therefore proceed as 
two distinct inter-processor comm unication systems:
Communication between each integration block member,
Communication between the engine control volumes for each block point.
The comm unication in the latter is similar to that for the parallel Diesel engine 
simulation described in chapter 4.
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6.9. Conclusions.
The increased parallelism identified in this chapter can only partially be 
im plem ented on the present MC68020 based parallel computer. This is because of 
the lim itations in the num ber of processing elements and the inter-processor 
comm unication speed. The new Transputer parallel com puter, at present being 
developed for Diesel engine simulation, will have a m uch larger num ber of 
processing elements and a higher inter-processor speed. The present Diesel 
engine sim ulation parallelism based on engine control volumes will only use a 
fraction o f the num ber o f processing elements in the new Transputer com puter. 
Only increased parallelism in the Diesel engine simulation will allow the full 
power o f the new com puter to be obtained.
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Figure 6.1 A diagram illustrating the possibilities for calculation o f  the
cylinder control volum e sub-equations in parallel.
dQwall
dt
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Figure 6 .2  A flow  diagram for the heat transfer calculation and the gas
properties calculation in parallel.
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Figure 6.3 Data flow diagrams for the Miranker and Liniger method equation
6.1 (Figure 6.3a) and the Euler predictor corrector method 
equation 6.2 (Figure 6.3b). The diagrams indicate the widening of 
the computation front.
Figure 6.3a Figure 6.3b
/
n - 2 n _ l  n in+1
Figure 6.4 The sequence of computation for the Miranker and Liniger 
integration method (equation 6.1.)
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Figure 6 .5a A comparison o f  the integration results for the block predictor
corrector method and the modified Euler predictor corrector 
method for the equation d v / d x  = cosfx). v(0) = 7. Figure 6.5a 
shows the results for an initial steolength of 0.1.
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Figure 6.5b A comparison o f  the integration results for the block predictor
corrector method and the modified Euler predictor corrector 
method for the eguation j y/djx  f  £ Qs(xJ, y (0) = 1. Fiftur_e 6J b  
shows the results for an initial steplength of 0.01.
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Figure 6 .6 .  The integration contributions from each calculated block point for
the calculation o f  the average temperature and pressure values
for the calculation o f  ignition delay.
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Figure 6.7a
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Figure 6.7b
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Figure 6 .7c  The results for the cylinder fuel-a ir  ratio for a complete cylinder
simulation cycle for the block one step method.
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Figure 6.7d
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The results for the cylinder mass for a complete cylinder
simulation cycle for the block one step method.
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CHAPTER 7.
TH E INSTRUMENTATION AND DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM FOR THE
TL11 TRUCK DIESEL ENGINE.
Page 7.1
7.1. Introduction.
In chapter 2, a parallel Diesel engine simulation based on the Leyland TL11 truck 
engine was described. This chapter describes the Leyland TL11 engine in the 
Wolfson laboratory o f the School o f M echanical Engineering at the University of 
Bath. This engine has been thoroughly instrum ented for the purpose o f validating 
the parallel Diesel engine simulation in this thesis. Subsequent to this the 
instrum ented engine will be used in the investigation o f engine fault conditions 
for use in condition m onitoring. A discussion o f engine condition m onitoring is 
given in chapter 9. The present chapter describes the instrum entation used on 
the TL11 engine. It also describes the com puter data acquisition system which 
was designed as part o f the research for this thesis.
7.2. The Leyland TL11 truck engine.
The Leyland TL11 is a high speed Diesel engine used in trucks and buses. Figure
7.1 shows the TL11 engine in the Wolfson laboratory. The engine has six ‘in -line’ 
cylinders and has a volumetric capacity o f 11.1 litres. It is a four stroke engine 
with a maximum power output of 190kW at a maximum speed o f 2100rpm.
The TL11 engine has direct fuel injection into the engine combustion chambers. 
The fuel injection is driven by a fuel pum p which is shown in figure 7.2. The 
fuel pum p, driven at half engine speed from  the engine crankshaft, is controlled 
in two ways: in the amount o f fuel injected into the engine, the rack control, 
and in the time at which the fuel is injected into the engine, the timing control. 
The fuel pum p is controlled hydraulically.
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The Wolfson laboratory TL11 engine has been fitted  with a variable geometry 
turbocharger which is shown in figure 7.3. The turbocharger has a normal 
compressor section which supplies air to the TL11 engine inlet m anifold through 
an intercooler which is shown in figure 7.4. The charge air is w ater cooled in 
the intercooler. The turbine section of the turbocharger has a variable geometry. 
The variable geometry allows some control o f the turbine characteristics and 
hence the supply of air to the engine. It is believed that the variable geometry 
is achieved through the use o f a variable area nozzle ring im m ediately upstream  
of the turbine. However the precise m anner in which it is achieved is 
confidential to the company who supported the developm ent o f the turbine. The 
variable geometry ring is controlled by a hydraulic actuator which can ad just the 
reduction in the turbine nozzle area from  0% to 50%. The turbine is supplied 
w ith exhaust gases from  the two exhaust m anifolds of the engine through a 
single entry into the turbine.
The power from  the TL11 engine in the Wolfson laboratory is absorbed by a 
hydrostatic dynamometer. The dynamom eter is shown on the right o f figure 7.5. 
The dynamom eter can absorb power from  the engine in three modes: constant 
speed, constant torque and with torque proportional to the square o f the engine 
speed which is known as ‘windage’.
A complete description o f the Leyland TL11 engine and its behaviour is given by 
Roberts A brief description o f the main parts o f the TL11 engine system is 
given in appendix C.
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7.3. The instrum entation of the Leyland TL11 engine.
The TL11 engine has been extensively instrum ented to give as full a picture of 
the operation o f the engine as possible. All o f the signals from  the engine are 
fed  through trunking out of the engine test cell to an instrum entation rack. This 
rack contains all the transducer signal conditioning electronics, the engine 
control electronics and the engine safety m onitoring electronics. The 
instrum entation rack is shown in figure 7.6. A fu ll description o f all the 
instrum entation on the engine and the interface electronics is given in the 
Leyland TL11 instrum entation manuals ^ 1 .
The following sections describe the transducers that have been attached to the 
TL11 Diesel engine, with a brief description o f the purpose o f each o f the 
transducers.
7 .3 .1 . The cylinder pressure transducers.
The dynamic measurement o f the engine cylinder pressure is im portant for the 
analysis o f the process of combustion in the engine. The TL11 engine has been 
equipped with two K istler 6121 piezo-electric pressure transducers and their 
associated charge amplifiers. A brief specification o f these is given in table 7.1. 
The pressure transducers have been mounted at the top of cylinders three and 
six. Due to the extreme conditions in the cylinders, the pressure transducers 
cannot be used continuously in the cylinders. They are therefore removable to 
allow the deposits from  fuel combustion to be rem oved. The pressure transducers 
have a fast response and can therefore measure the changes in cylinder pressure 
through the engine cycle. The two cylinder pressure transducers are m arked as 
num bers 5 and 6 in the pressure transducer schem atic diagram , figure 7.7.
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7.3.2. The in jector needle lift transducers.
The needle lift transducers indicate the dynamic tim ing o f the in jection o f fuel 
into the cylinders of the engine. The needle is the non-re tu rn -valve  in  the 
cylinder fuel injector which prevents the gas from  the cylinder passing back into 
the fuel pum p. When fuel is in jected  into the cylinder, the needle is forced open 
by the pressure from  the fuel pum p. The needle lift transducers m onitor the 
m ovem ent o f the needle. Needle lift transducers have been fitted  to cylinders 
three and six. The needle lift transducer is an inductive-capacitive displacem ent 
transducer. The transducer is driven locally by an oscillator box to reduce 
problems with long cables. The oscillator box drives an FM  am plifier which is in 
the instrum entation rack outside the test cell.
7.3.3. The A.V.L. optical engine c rankshaft angle transducer.
To m onitor the crankshaft position o f the engine and to derive the engine speed, 
an A.V.L crankshaft optical encoder type 360C/600 has been m ounted on the 
fron t o f the TL11 crankshaft. The encoder has two rings o f dark and bright 
bands which are m onitored by two sets o f in fra  red transm itters and receivers. 
The first ring has 600 b right-dark  bands and this gives a crankshaft angle 
resolution o f 0.6°. The second ring has just one bright m ark which has been 
adjusted to give an output when the engine cylinder one is at top dead centre. 
The signal from  the first ring is frequency m ultiplied using a phase locked loop 
to give an output pulse for every 0.2° of engine revolution.
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7.3.4. The top dead centre (TDC), the firing  top dead centre (FTDC) 
and cam shaft transducers.
On the flywheel side o f the TL11 engine a num ber o f magnetic pickups have 
been mounted. One o f these is used to detect the engine top dead centre (TDC) 
position. The engine flywheel has a metal tag fixed to it which when it passes 
the TDC magnetic pickup indicates that cylinder one is passing through top dead 
centre. The rem aining cylinders are at multiples o f 120° relative to this cylinder. 
The engine flywheel also has 360 teeth. Five magnetic pickups m onitor this 
toothed wheel. A t present only one of these is connected and this is used to 
derive the engine speed for the engine instrum entation rack safety electronics. 
The rem aining pickups have been fitted to allow improved accuracy detection o f 
the passing of each flywheel tooth. These will be used to cross reference the 
engine speed measurement derived from  the AVL optical engine crankshaft 
transducer described in section 3.3.
The TDC signal is conditioned by the instrum entation rack electronics to give a 
TTL compatible pulse output. The TL11 engine is a four stroke engine and does 
two engine revolutions per engine cycle. It will therefore pass through top dead 
centre twice per cycle. To determine which half o f the cycle the engine is in, a 
digital TTL level signal is generated from the engine camshaft. The cam shaft 
rotates once for each engine cycle. The signal from  the engine cam shaft 
transducer is logically gated with the TDC signal to obtain a firing  top dead 
signal (FTDC) which indicates the top dead centre at which combustion takes 
place in the first cylinder of the engine.
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7.3 .5 . Turbocharger speed transducer.
The turbocharger rotational speed is measured optically. The turbocharger rotor 
has a small hole drilled through it. On either side o f this hole a light em itting 
diode and a photo detector have been mounted. When the hole passes the LED, 
light falls on the detector and generates a signal. This signal is buffered  to give 
a TTL com patible digital output. Two output pulses are generated for each 
turbine shaft revolution and from  this the turbine rotational speed may be 
calculated.
7 .3 .6 . The pressure transducers.
Pressures in the engine are measured at the inlets and outlets o f the m ajor 
components o f the engine. A schematic representation of the placing o f the 
pressure transducers on the engine is given in figure 7.7. The num bers in 
brackets in the following lists of pressure transducers refer to the num bers in 
figure 7.7. Two types of pressure transducer have been fitted  to the TL11 
engine. The Furness differential pressure transducer, type FCO40 Mk.2 is used 
for small pressure differences. A b rief description o f this transducer is given in 
table 7.2. The following pressures are measured using the d ifferential pressure 
transducers:
The d ifferential pressure across the air flow orifice. (1)
The compressor inlet pressure relative to atm ospheric pressure. (2)
The turbine outlet pressure relative to atm ospheric pressure. (8)
All o f the air introduced into the TL11 engine is passed through an orifice 
w ithin the engine air box. By measuring the pressure d ifferential across the 
orifice the rate of air flow into the engine can be calculated.
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For the higher absolute pressures in the engine, the D ruck PDCR 811 general 
purpose pressure transducer has been used. The details of this transducer are 
given in table 7.3. The following pressures are measured using these transducers:
The compressor outlet pressure. (3)
The inlet m anifold pressure. (4)
The rear exhaust m anifold pressure. (7)
All of the steady state engine pressure transducers are m ounted outside the 
engine test cell and are connected to the m easuring points using plastic tubing. 
Due to the length o f this tubing, the pressures m easured by the transducers can 
only represent pressure averages. The pressures from  the engine are also
m onitored by manometers with which the results from  the pressure transducers 
may be compared.
7.3.7. The engine tem perature transducers.
The tem peratures in the engine are m easured using Crom el-Alum el (K  type) 
thermocouples. These are robust and are used all over the engine. The
thermocouples are buffered  using conditioning cards. Two types o f conditioning 
cards have been used and these are described in table 7.4.
The conditioning cards have sixteen therm ocouple inputs with iso-therm al 
term ination. These are m ultiplexed onto an am plifier w ith auto cold-junction
compensation using a platinum  resistor. The voltage outputs from  the
conditioning cards are fully linearised. The output o f the card is selected using a 
four bit binary address and a 1ms latching pulse. The cards have been 
interfaced to allow the user to present tem perature readings to a display on the
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engine instrum entation rack or to remotely read the channels using a com puter.
A schem atic representation of the placing o f the m ajor tem perature transducers 
on the TL11 engine is given in figure 7.8. The numbers in brackets in the 
following lists of tem perature thermocouples refer to the num bers in figure 7.8. 
The following tem peratures are m onitored by the two therm ocouple conditioning 
cards:
The OC to 1000C Signatrol TCK5021a therm ocouple card.
1. The front exhaust m anifold tem perature. (12)
2. The rear exhaust m anifold tem perature. (11)
3. The compressor outlet tem perature. (3)
4. The turbine outlet tem perature. (13)
5. The exhaust stack tem perature. (14)
6. The Celesco smoke m eter tem perature.
7. The dynamom eter hydraulic oil cooler water inlet tem perature.
8. The dynam om eter hydraulic oil cooler water outlet tem perature.
9. The hydraulic actuator servo tem perature.
The -50C  to 100C Signatrol TCK5021b therm ocouple card.
1. The engine coolant inlet tem perature. (9)
2. The engine coolant outlet tem perature. (10)
3. The air box orifice inlet tem perature. (1)
4. The air box orifice outlet tem perature. (2)
5. The engine test cell tem perature.
6. The engine fuel tem perature after the fuel lift pump.
7. The engine oil sump tem perature.
8. The inlet m anifold tem perature 1. (7)
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9. The inlet m anifold tem perature 2. (8)
10. The engine oil cooler water outlet tem perature.
11. The intercooler air outlet tem perature. (6)
12. The outside tem perature.
13. The fuel tank tem perature.
14. The intercooler water inlet tem perature. (4)
15. The intercooler water outlet tem perature. (5)
7.3.8. The Exac fuel flow meter.
The Exac fuel measurement system gives a continuous reading of fuel flow into 
the engine. The system consists o f a EXAC EX 12 mass flow sensor and the EX 
8100 flow transm itter. The transm itter is an intelligent processing unit which for 
this application has been configured to give a display read out o f fuel flow and 
a current output proportional to fuel flow. This signal is conditioned to give a 
±10V output signal. The details for the system are given in table 7.5.
7 .3 .9 . Engine torque m eter.
The torque generated by the T L 11 engine is m easured by a V ibro-m eter TG -220/B  
in-line  torque m eter which is m ounted at the rear of the engine between the 
engine and the dynamometer. The torque transducer uses rotary transform ers. 
The details o f the torque transducer are given in table 7.6.
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Table 7.1 The K istler 6121 piezo-electric pressure transducer and
Table 7.2
Table 7.3
K istler 5007 charge am plifier.
L inearity ±0.05%
Accuracy over range. ±1%
Frequency range 0 -1 80kHz










The D ruck general purpose pressure transducer. PDCR 811.
Input range 0 -  3.5 bar
Linearity ±0.1%
Thermal stability ±1.5% in -20C - 80C
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Table 7.4. The Signatrol thermocouple conditioning cards.
The Signatrol TCK 5021a conditioning card.
Tem perature range 0 -  1000C 
Accuracy ± 1C
O utput 0 -  10V
The Signatrol TCK 5021b conditioning card.
Tem perature range 0 - 100C 
Accuracy ± 0.5C
Output 0 - 10V
Table 7.5 The EXAC EX 12 flow sensor and 8100 flow transm itter.
Mass flow range 0.907 - 136.05 gs“ * ( 0.12-18 lb /m in) 
Accuracy 0.15%
Response time 0.1 - 50 s (adjustable)
Table 7.6 The V ibro-m eter T G -220/B  torque meter.
Torque range 0 - 2000 Nm ( 4000 Nm maximum )
Linearity ± 0.1%
Frequency range 0 - 1000 Hz 
Speed range 0 - 28,000 rpm
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7.4. The engine data  acquisition system hardw are.
To m onitor, record and present results from  the TL11 engine a com puter data 
acquisition system has been designed and built as part o f the research in this
thesis. The following sections describe the design aims for such a system and
describes in detail the acquisition system designed.
7.4.1. The specification for the engine data  acquisition computer.
The TL11 engine uses a large range of transducers with varying outputs. These 
outputs are pre-conditioned in the TL11 engine instrum entation rack and the 
outputs from  the rack may be split into two groups:
L. Analogue voltage outputs in the range -10V to +10V
2* Digital TTL pulse train  outputs, such as:
a. C rankshaft angle.
b. TDC, FTDC and camshaft.
c. Turbine speed.
The analogue voltage outputs may be fu rther sub-divided into three sub-groups:
L. Analogue outputs with a high frequency range which require a high 
acquisition rate, such as:
a. The in-cylinder pressures.
b. The needle lift outputs.
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2* Analogue outputs with a lower frequency range which require a slower 
acquisition rate, such as:
a. The fuel mass flow rate.
b. The engine gauge pressures.
c. The engine differential pressures.
d. The engine hydraulic actuator control outputs.
2. Analogue outputs from  the thermocouple conditioning cards which require
external selection of their output.
The engine data acquisition com puter has been designed to handle all o f these 
types o f output.
Using the high speed transducers, it is possible to analyse the process of 
combustion in the engine. For this analysis, a data acquisition rate o f at least 
once per 0.5° o f crankshaft rotation is im portant The TL11 engine has a 
maximum speed o f 2100 rpm and to give 0.5° resolution at this speed a high 
speed acquisition rate o f 25kHz is needed.
7.4.2. The computer system.
The data acquisition system has been based on the MC68000 single board 
com puter system designed by Dale [23] which is described in chapter 3. The 
com puter uses standard Bath University computing boards and two new data 
acquisition interfaces, for analogue and digital data from  the engine. The engine 
data acquisition com puter has been designed using the following standard boards:
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L. A ‘master’ MC68000 processor board.
The ‘master’ processor board provides the following facilities:
a. The com puter terminal interface.
b. The com puter floppy disc interface.
c. The com puter 80Mbyte hard disc interface.
d. The transfer o f data from  the analogue data interface to the memory.
2* A ‘slave’ MC68000 processor board.
The ‘slave’ processor board provides the following facilities:
a. The transfer o f data from  the digital data acquisition interface to the 
memory.
b. The memory for the storage o f data from  the digital data acquisition 
interface.
c. The 25kHz data acquisition clock for both the analogue and the digital 
data interface.
A two megabyte back-plane memory board.
The back-plane memory board is used for the following:
a. The m ulti-processor TRIPOS processor work queues.
b. The memory for the storage of data from the analogue data acquisition 
interface.
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fh A M ultilink [31] local area network board.
The M ultilink board is used for the communication o f results between the 
acquisition com puter which is sited in the Wolfson laboratory and the sim ulation 
com puter in the School of Electrical Engineering.
Sj, An EFCIS colour graphics board.
The EFCIS graphics board is used for the display of collected data by the 
acquisition com puter on a colour graphics screen.
7.4.3. The analogue data  acquisition in terface.
In the design o f the analogue data acquisition interface the following points 
were considered important:
F  The num ber of analogue input channels should be easily expandable to allow 
for a possible increase in the num ber of transducers on the engine.
Z  The analogue interface should allow two data acquisition rates, a high speed
acquisition rate of 25kHz and a lower acquisition rate for slower 
transducers.
3. Because the analogue signals from  the engine are pre-conditioned to be in
the range -10V  to +10V, the analogue interface should be general purpose 
and useable in applications other than the TL11 engine.
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4. Any increase in the num ber o f analogue input channels should not cause a 
degradation in the high speed data acquisition rate o f 25kHz.
5- The analogue to digital convertors used should be greater than 10 bits wide. 
This will give a small error due to digitising and will allow low level input 
signals to be interfaced more easily.
The analogue input circuitry  to the analogue in terface should reflect the 
accuracy o f the analogue to digital convertors used.
An analogue interface has been designed based on standard analogue data 
acquisition boards. These standard boards have been designed to be used in 
multiples to obtain the required num ber o f analogue inputs. Figure 7.9 shows one 
o f the analogue data acquisition boards. Each analogue data acquisition board has 
three analogue to digital (A /D ) convertors. These A /D  convertors are the twelve 
bit Analog Devices AD574J 1^8] which have an eleven bit accuracy. Two of the 
A /D  convertors on each board are used directly fo r fast data acquisition. The 
input to the th ird  A /D  convertor is m ultiplexed using the National Semiconductor 
LF13508 analogue switch to give eight slower analogue inputs. The fast data 
acquisition channels have a conversion rate o f 25 kHz and the slow data 
acquisition channels have an effective data acquisition rate o f 3.125 kHz.
7.4.3.1. The choice of sample and hold am plifier for the analogue 
boards.
The AD574 is a successive approxim ation type A /D  convertor with its own 
internal clock. In the analogue acquisition boards, the A /D  convertor is used in 
its free-runn ing  mode and is started by a pulse on its R /C  input. The subsequent
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conversion time of the AD574 is variable with a maximum conversion time of 
35/xs. The completion of the conversion is indicated by the AD574 status output. 
The input to each o f the A /D  convertors uses a National Semiconductor LF358 
sample and hold am plifier. This holds the analogue voltage input to the A /D  
convertor steady during the A /D  conversion. The use of a 25kHz acquisition rate 
gives a AOps conversion time. With a maximum A /D  conversion time of 35ps this 
allows a m inimum  sample time for the sample and hold am plifier of 5ps. The 
hold capacitor o f the sample and hold am plifier has therefore been chosen to 
give a sample time o f 5/xs with 0.001% accuracy. The 0.001% accuracy is 
compatible with the eleven bit accuracy o f the A /D  convertor.
The tim ing diagram  for a AD574 conversion in free running mode is given in 
figure 7.10. This figure also shows the associated timing fo r the LF358 sample 
and hold am plifier in the analogue data acquisition boards.
7.4 .3 .2 . The analogue board input an ti-aliasing  filters.
To prevent aliasing o f the analogue signals, the inputs to the two fast channels 
and the eight slow input channels are all low pass filtered using a six-pole 
Butterworth filter. A six-pole Butterworth filter gives an aliasing error o f 0.04% 
at the filte r cut o ff  frequency which is appropriate to the eleven bit accuracy o f 
the A /D  convertor.
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7.4.3.3. The choice of data  transfer m ethod between the analogue
acquisition boards and memory.
In a simple computer data acquisition system it is usual for data to be 
transferred from  the A /D  convertor to the memory using the microprocessor. The 
analogue acquisition board requests that its data be read by interrupting the 
processor. The rate of the data acquisition and the possibly large num ber of 
analogue channels precludes the use o f the MC68000 with in terrupt control for 
the transfer o f data between the analogue data acquisition boards into memory. 
A minimum in terrupt cycle time o f 30ps is achieved under TRIPOS and one 
transfer o f a sixteen bit value by the MC68000 takes 2fis. This would only allow 
a maximum of 5 transfers for each data acquisition cycle o f 40/j s . The analogue 
data acquisition boards have therefore been designed to use a direct memory 
access (DMA) controller for data transfer.
The MC68000 processor board has a DMA controller the HD68450 The 
HD68450 has four DMA channels, two o f which are already used by the 
Winchester hard disc driver and the floppy disc driver on the ‘master’ processor 
board. The fourth  DMA channel on the ‘master’ processor board has been 
dedicated to data transfer between the analogue acquisition boards and memory.
The HD68450 DMA controller allows two modes o f data transfer between a device 
and memory and these are known as dual addressing and single addressing. In 
the dual addressing mode, both the data source and the data destination in the 
data transfer are MC68000 memory addresses. Data is read from  one address into 
the controller and then w ritten to the other address. Data transfer using single 
addressing is faster than using dual addressing as either the source or the 
destination device is directly controlled by the DMA controller. The device is
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controlled using the DMA channel control lines o f DMA request and DMA 
acknowledge. In a single addressing transfer, only one memory location is 
accessed and simultaneously data is transferred to or from the directly coupled 
device. The sequence of actions perform ed by all the components involved in a 
single addressing mode data transfer is given in figure 7.11.
The single addressing mode has been used for the data transfer between the 
analogue boards and the memory as it is the most efficien t data transfer method 
and therefore allows the greatest possibility for expansion o f the num ber o f 
analogue input channels in the data acquisition system. The use o f the fastest 
transfer method also means that the MC68000 on the ‘m aster’ processor board 
has a greater tim e to process data and display results when the DMA controller 
is not using the processor bus for data transfers.
7 .4 .3 .4 . The m odification of the ‘m aster’ processor board to allow 
the use of the  DMA single addressing mode on the back­
plane.
To allow the use o f the single addressing mode of the DMA controller with the 
analogue acquisition boards, a m odification has been made to the ‘master’ 
processor board. When transferring data the DMA controller will access memory 
locations in the back-plane memory through the com puter back-plane. This has 
the effect of enabling the back-plane data buffers of the ‘m aster’ processor 
board. The output o f these buffers will therefore clash with the data buffers o f 
the analogue acquisition board which will be enabled at the same time. The data 
on the back-plane will therefore be corrupted and this corrupted data will be 
placed in the back-plane memory. To avoid this, the back-plane buffer enable 
signal on the ‘m aster’ processor board has been changed to disable the backplane
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bu ffer w hen a DMA acknowledge (DACK) is generated by the fourth  channel of 
the DMA controller. This m odification means that data from  the analogue boards 
can only be read into back-plane memory and not directly into the memory o f 
the ‘m aster’ processor. A circuit diagram of the m odification to the ‘master’ 
processor board is given in appendix A.
7 .4 .3 .5 . The data  transfer structure of the analogue data  acquisition 
boards.
In  the single addressing mode the DMA controller directly controls the data 
transfer device. All o f the analogue input channels on all o f the analogue 
acquisition boards have therefore been designed to appear as one directly 
readable device to the DMA controller on the ‘master’ processor. To achieve 
this, five new  back-plane signals have been used which link all o f  the analogue 
acquisition boards and control the combined actions o f them. These new signals 
are:
STSO (Status output)
STSI ' (Status input)
PHBO (Previous board Has Backplane Output.)
PHBI (Previous board Has Backplane Input.)
A C LK (25kHz acquisition clock.)
Table 7.7 gives a list of the data acquisition com puter backplane signals w ith the 
positions o f the new signals shown in bold. The purpose o f each o f the signals is 
outlined in the following sections. Figure 7.12 shows the DMA tim ing diagram  for 
a three analogue board system showing the sequence in which data is enabled 
onto the com puter back-plane by the analogue boards.
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The analogue acquisition boards are arranged in descending order o f priority  
from  left to right in the card fram e of the acquisition com puter. The STSO and 
the PHBO signals from  each analogue board are wired respectively to the inputs 
STSI and PHBI o f the next lower priority board. A schematic diagram  o f the 
back-plane w iring for the analogue acquisition system is shown in figure 7.13.
The STSO and STSI lines control the generation o f DMA requests to the DMA 
controller by the analogue acquisition boards. A DMA request (DREQ) is only 
generated when all the analogue convertors in the system have completed their 
conversions. The STSI input to an analogue board when asserted indicates that 
all o f the higher priority  analogue boards have completed conversion. The STSO 
output from  an analogue board indicates that this board and all o f the higher 
priority  boards have completed their conversions.
The PHBO and PHBI lines control the sequence in which the data from  each o f 
the analogue boards is transferred by the DMA controller into memory. Data is 
transferred from  the analogue boards in order of board priority  w ith the highest 
priority  board having its three convertor outputs read first. The PHBI input o f 
each board when asserted indicates that a higher priority  board has still not 
been read. The PHBO output of each board is asserted when the DMA request is 
generated. The PHBO output is negated when all o f the convertor channels on 
that board have been read.
This section outlines in detail the steps that occur on each data acquisition cycle 
for the analogue acquisition boards . The component num bers given refer to 
those on the analogue acquisition board circuit diagrams in appendix A. For each 
acquisition cycle the following sequence of actions occurs:
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1_. All o f the A /D  convertors are started by a pulse on their R /C  inputs. This
is derived from  the system 25kHz acquisition clock (ACLK) using monostable 
C9.
The A /D  convertors (D1,D2,D3) assert their status output (STS) which set 
the respective sample and hold am plifiers (F1,F2,F3) on their analogue input 
into hold mode.
3,. When the conversion is complete, each A /D  convertor negates its status
output (STS) which puts the sample and hold am plifier into sample mode. 
The STS signal also latches the data output from  each o f the A /D  
convertors into the twelve bit latches (C2/C3, C4/C5, C6/C7).
The status outputs (STS) from  all three convertors on each board are 
combined with the status signal from  the higher priority boards (STSI) by 
the NAND gate B5a. This signal is outputed as the status signal (STSO), 
which is fed to the (STSI) input o f the next lowest priority analogue board.
5L The assertion o f the combined status output (STSO) is used to set the flip -
flop A8b which generates a DMA request (DREQ). The DREQ signal output 
to the com puter back-plane is through a removable link. The link is only 
connected on the least priority  analogue board. The DREQ is therefore 
generated when all o f the A /D  convertors in the system have completed 
their conversions.
The assertion o f the combined status output (STSO) sets the flip -flop  A8a 
which sets the Previous Has Backplane O utput (PHBO) of the board. This 
signal is connected to the Previous Has Backplane Input (PHBI) o f the next
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lowest priority board through the com puter back-plane. The PHBI and PHBO 
signals are used to determ ine the sequence in which data is presented to 
the DMA controller by the analogue boards.
2*. The fourth  channel o f the DMA controller on the ‘master’ processor board,
has been programmed to operate in its burst transfer mode. The DMA 
channel will therefore (after arbitrating for the ‘master* processor board 
bus) continue to generate DMA cycles as long as its DMA request (DREQ3) 
input line is asserted.
L. For each DMA cycle the DMA acknowledge signal (DACK3) is asserted. Each
assertion of the DACK signal enables one of the A /D  output latches on one 
o f the analogue acquisition boards.
9i Data is transferred by the DMA controller from  the highest priority
analogue board first. The highest priority  analogue board has its PHBI input 
perm anently disabled by its input pu ll-up  resistor. The PHBI signal is gated 
with the DACK signal on each analogue board. This prevents lower priority  
analogue boards from  being read until the higher priority  boards have been 
read.
10. On each analogue board, the PH BI/D A CK  signal is used to clock a shift
register B6. This shift register enables each of the convertor latches 
(EN1,EN2,EN3) in turn  onto the internal analogue board data bus 
(IDATABUS). The combined PH BI/D A CK  signal also enables the internal data 
bus output buffers (A4,B4a), thus placing the data onto the back-plane 
where it is transferred into the back-plane memory.
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11. The assertion o f the EN3 signal on the analogue board is used to clear the 
DREQ flip -flop  (A8b). Only the DREQ signal from  the lowest priority board 
is connected to the DMA controller. Therefore the DREQ signal is only 
negated when the last A /D  convertor output is about to be read.
12. The subsequent negation o f the EN3 signal on the analogue board clears the 
PHBO flip -flop  (A8a) and negates the PHBO output. This indicates that all 
of the data from  the A /D  convertors on that analogue board has been 
transferred and that the next analogue board may now be enabled for data 
transfer.
It should be noted that while the data is being transferred  from  the analogue 
boards to the memory by the DMA controller, the next A /D  cycle on all o f the 
analogue boards can continue. This is because the outputs from  the A /D  
convertors are latched and it is these latched outputs which are transferred by 
the DMA controller.
The circuit'd iagram s for the analogue convertor board are given in appendix A. 
The m ethod of data transfer from  the analogue boards to the memory means that 
data from  each channel is separated by data from other channels. The structure 
o f the analogue data when transferred into memory is shown in figure 7.14.
7.4.3.6. The interface to the engine therm ocouple conditioning cards.
The thermocouple conditioning cards have a sixteen way m ultiplexed output. 
Therefore the reading o f the individual tem peratures on the conditioning card 
involves the external selection of which tem perature is placed on the output of 
the card. In the design o f the analogue acquisition boards, this thermocouple
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selection has not been incorporated as a standard feature o f the boards. Instead, 
one o f the standard analogue acquisition boards has been m odified to interface 
with the thermocouple conditioning cards. The circuit diagram  for this 
m odification is given in appendix A.
The output from  the thermocouple conditioning cards is selected by a four bit 
selection code and a 1ms latching pulse. This allows a maximum  rate o f switching 
between the thermocouple inputs of 500Hz. The selection code and the latching 
pulse are derived from  the 25kHz clock using a counter circuit (A9,A2). The 
outputs from  the thermocouple conditioning cards are connected to the first two 
slow analogue data inputs on the highest priority analogue acquisition card. The 
slow analogue outputs have a data acquisition rate o f 3.125kHz whilst the 
therm ocouple inputs are switched at a rate of 390.625Hz. Therefore the outputs 
from  the therm ocouple cards are eight times oversampled.
The inputs to the slow analogue data channels are low pass filtered  to prevent 
aliasing. However, these filters will have the effect o f smoothing the outputs 
from  the m ultiplexed thermocouple conditioning cards. Therefore, the anti-aliasing 
filters on the slow data channels, which are used for the therm ocouple inputs, 
have been removed. The thermocouple inputs are directly connected to the eight 
way m ultiplexing switch (E2) on the analogue board.
7.4.4. The digital pulse train data  acquisition board.
Unlike the analogue inputs, the digital inputs are very specific in nature. For 
this reason, the digital board is not general purpose and is only designed to 
handle the digital inputs from  the TL11 engine. The digital board has been 
designed to read three signals from  the TL11 engine. These are the output of the
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A.V.L. angle encoder, the firing top dead centre (F.T.D.C.) pulse train , and the 
turbocharger shaft pulse train. From these two outputs are derived, an engine 
crankshaft angle counter and a turbocharger half revolution counter. The circu it 
diagrams for the digital acquisition board are given in appendix A. A picture o f 
the digital acquisition board is shown in figure 7.15.
The digital acquisition board is used in conjunction with the ‘slave’ processor 
board of the acquisition com puter. The ‘slave’ processor board has no connection 
to hard discs and so does not use its SASI interface. The MC68230 parallel 
in terface tim er (PIT) which is usually used for the SASI interface may therefore 
be used as a  parallel port. To use the PIT directly some m odifications have to be 
made to the MC68000 board and these are described in appendix A. The PIT on 
the ‘slave’ processor board is configured as a sixteen bit input port and is 
connected to the digital acquisition board directly through a fo rty  way ribbon 
cable.
7 .4 .4 .1 . The engine c rankshaft angle counter.
The crankshaft angle counter is increm ented by the A.V.L optical encoder output 
and reflects crankshaft angle in multiples of 0.2° from  0° to 720°. The 
crankshaft angle counter is cleared by the FTDC signal on every engine cycle. 
As the crankshaft angle count for a full engine cycle only requires twelve bits, 
the upper four bits o f the counter have been used as an engine cycle counter. 
These four bits are clocked by the FTDC input.
The PIT sixteen bit input port is used to read the crankshaft angle counter. The 
angular position o f the engine needs to be read at the same rate as the high 
speed analogue acquisition channels. The crankshaft angle counter is therefore
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read by the PIT at a 25kHz acquisition rate. When the PIT is program med in 
sixteen bit input mode, the reading of data is controlled by the assertion o f the 
H3 input to the PIT. The H3 input is derived from  the 25kHz data acquisition 
clock (ACLK ). The PIT on the ‘slave’ processor board has been interfaced to 
generate DM A request cycles when data is read by the PIT. The PIT is memory 
m apped and so the DMA controller transfers the PIT value to memory using its 
dual addressing mode.
The increm enting o f the crankshaft angle counter is asynchronous to the 25kHz 
data acquisition clock (ACLK). The digital board has therefore been designed to 
ensure that the crankshaft angle counter cannot be increm ented at the same time 
as it is read by the PIT. This would cause inconsistent data because o f the time 
delays in the counter circuit. When the increm enting o f the crankshaft angle 
counter and  the 25kHz negative clock edge coincide, the assertion o f the PIT H3 
line, and therefore the reading o f the counter, is prevented until the crankshaft 
angle counter has been increm ented. This is achieved using the shift register g5 
which is clocked by the 8MHz system clock. The input to the shift register is 
the AVL pulse input. This pulse input is delayed by the sh ift register and the 
following functions are perform ed by the delayed signals:
L The assertion o f the AVL pulse input is used to disable the generation of 
an H3 PIT read output.
2± The AVL pulse input delayed by 250ns is used to clock the angle counter 
and possibly clear the crankshaft angle counter.
The AVL pulse input delayed by 1000ns re-enables the generation o f an H3 
PIT read output.
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7.4.4.2. The turbocharger h a lf  revolution counter.
The turbocharger pulses are counted and are used in the derivation of 
turbocharger shaft speed. As the counter is not used to derive angular position, 
the turbocharger counter can be read less often than the crankshaft angle 
counter. The turbocharger counter is clocked by the turbocharger pulse input 
which occurs for every half revolution o f the turbocharger. A 96.66 Hz clock, 
which is derived from  the 25 kHz clock (ACLK), is used to latch the 
turbocharger counter for reading and to clear the turbocharger counter. The 
turbocharger counter is read by the ‘slave’ processor under in terrupt control. 
From the 96.66 Hz turbocharger acquisition clock, a ‘slave’ processor interrupt 
cycle is generated using the PIT H4 handshake line. The PIT H4 input is 
programmed to generate a PIT in terrupt to the ‘slave’ processor. The latched 
turbocharger counter is memory m apped onto the com puter back-plane. When the 
‘slave’ processor board is in terrupted by the PIT the latched turbocharger 
counter is read and this result is w ritten into the memory of the ‘slave’ 
processor board.
The turbocharger counter has been designed to ensure that the clocking of the 
turbocharger counter does not occur at the same time as the latching of the 
counter by the 96.66 kHz clock. This is achieved using a synchronous state 
machine (C3,C4). The state diagram  for the turbocharger counter state machine is 
given in figure 7.16.
The circuit diagrams for the digital acquisition board are given in appendix A. A 
list o f the PIT interface lines with the descriptions o f how these are used for 
the interface to the digital acquisition board interface is given in table 7.8.
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7.4.4.3. The system 25kHz data  acquisition clock (ACLK).
Both the analogue and the digital acquisition boards use the 25kHz clock (ACLK) 
as the basis of their data acquisition cycles. This clock is generated by the tim er 
section of the PIT on the ‘slave’ processing board. The PIT tim er is programmed 
to produce a 25kHz square wave on the PIT TO UT output line. This signal is 
buffered on the digital acquisition board and this buffered  signal drives the 
ACLK line on the com puter back-plane. The presence o f the clock on the 
backplane automatically starts acquisition cycles. Therefore the signal is 
controlled using the PIT clock input line TIN which is program m ed as a clock 
enable signal. Data acquisition may be started by an internal software trigger or 
by an external trigger. The PIT PCO output signal is used to enable the external 
trigger input. When enabled, the external trigger is latched by flip -flop  G4b. The 
PIT PCI output signal is used as an internal trigger input. The external trigger 
and the internal trigger (PCI) signals are combined and are used as the clear 
input to the flip -flop  G4a. The clock enable output TIN is generated by the 
output o f flip -flop  G4a and is clocked by the FTDC pulse. The flip -flop  is held 
cleared by the combined internal trigger and external trigger inputs. When either 
trigger signal is asserted, the flip -flop  clear is negated and the acquisition clock 
is started on the next FTDC pulse. This synchronisation o f the start of data 
acquisition with the FTDC pulse means that the data read by the acquisition 
system always starts at the same crankshaft angle.
It is often useful to read data from  the engine acquisition system when the 
engine is not running. As the trigger input is started by the engine FTDC pulse, 
the triggering arrangem ent described above cannot be used when the engine is 
not running. However, the clock output may be program med to start without 
reference to the TIN input. This triggering facility is program m ed as part of the
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digital device driver described in section 5.3. It is particularly  useful when 
calibrating the engine instrum entation.
5. The engine data  acquisition system software.
The data acquisition com puter uses the operating system m ulti-processor TRIPOS 
The interface between the data acquisition boards and the operating system 
consists o f two MC68000 assembly coded device drivers fo r the analogue and 
digital acquisition cards and a BCPL coded rem ote-device handler routine. The 
rem ote-device handler routine is for the control of the digital acquisition driver 
on the ‘slave’ processor board by the ‘master’ processor board. These in terface 
routines are outlined in the following sections:
5.1. The use of array  chaining to allow the DMA controller to handle large 
memory transfer counts.
The acquisition com puter has a large back-plane memory fo r the storage o f data 
from  the ahalogue acquisition cards. This memory allows the storage o f up to 
1048576 16 b it data values. This data has to be transferred  by the DMA 
controller which only has a sixteen bit memory transfer count (MTC) which only 
allows 65536 memory transfers. To allow larger transfers, DMA chaining has to 
be used, where the whole data transfer is made up o f several smaller transfers. 
In both the analogue and the digital acquisition drivers, DMA array chaining is 
used. This is where the sequence of memory transfers is specified in a memory 
array. Each elem ent in the array consists o f a four byte m emory address and a 
two byte m emory transfer count. The structure of the chain array is shown in 
figure 7.17a. The DMA controller is programmed into array chaining mode. Its 
base address register points to the beginning of the memory array and its base
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transfer count (BTC) is programmed with the num ber o f elem ents in the chain 
array. When the DMA is started, the first memory address and memory transfer 
count in the chain array are read into the memory address register (MAR) and 
the m emory transfer count (MTC) of the DMA controller. A t the same time the 
BTC is decrem ented. When the MTC is exhausted, the next elem ent from  the 
chain array is read into the DMA controller. This continues until the BTC is 
exhausted.
For the analogue and digital drivers, each driver has a predefined chain array 
which is large enough for the transfer of up to 2097152 values. The chain array 
is pre-program m ed for a series of maximum memory transfer counts o f 65536. 
The device driver is responsible for the filling in of the m em ory address values 
and the last memory transfer count in the array. The last memory transfer count 
in the array represents the rem ainder of the memory transfer count when it has 
been divided into a num ber o f 65536 transfer counts. An example o f an array 
chain m em ory structure is shown in figure 7.17b where the values in the array 
which are filled in by the driver are shown in bold.
7.5.2. The analogue data acquisition board driver.
The driver initialisation. (IN IT)
The following sequence o f action is perform ed when the analogue acquisition 
driver is initialised:
Is. The DMA controller channel four is set up for the following:
(i) Burst transfer mode.
(ii) Single addressing mode.
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(iii) Sixteen bit transfers.
(iv) Transfers between device and memory with the memory counter being 
increm ented.
2. The device driver start, stop and interrupt addresses are patched in the 
device driver DCB.
The driver packet handling routine. (START)
The TRIPOS device drivers are designed to handle comm unication packets from 
TRIPOS tasks. The analogue device driver is designed to handle only one type of 
packet, the acquisition packet. The structure of this packet is given in figure 
7.18. The packet gives a BCPL pointer to the beginning of a data area in the 
back-plane memory and the length o f this piece o f memory and hence the 
num ber o f data transfers that can occur. The back-plane memory is obtained 
using the global memory allocation routine getcomvec.
The device* driver executes the following sequence o f actions on receiving a 
packet.
JL The BCPL memory address is converted into a machine address.
2. The memory length in BCPL words is converted into the num ber of sixteen 
bit word transfers.
3̂ . The num ber o f word transfers is divided into the num ber of 65536 transfers 
and a rem ainder.
4. From the num ber o f 65536 transfers the value of the DMA BAR array 
pointer is calculated.
5̂ . The chain array memory address locations are filled using the machine
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memory address as the starting address.
6. The DMA controller is set up for array chain type data transfer.
2* The analogue acquisition boards are reset.
8. Channel four of the DMA controller is started.
The driver in terrupt handling routine.
The analogue device driver only handles one type o f in terrupt. This comes from  
the DMA controller and indicates that the data transfer has been completed. The 
in terrupt routine does the following:
L. It clears the DMA interrupt.
2L It resets the analogue acquisition boards.
3i It reads the DMA controller error register and puts this in the result field
of the acquisition packet.
4. It returns the analogue acquisition packet.
7 .5 .3 .4 Digital data  acquisition board driver.
The driver in itialisation. (IN IT)
The following sequence of action is preform ed when the digital acquisition driver 
is initialised:
h  The DMA controller channel two is set up for the following:
(i) Cycle steal transfer mode.
(ii) Dual addressing mode.
(iii) Sixteen bit transfers.
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(iv) Transfers between a device and memory with the memory address 
counter being incrememted.
(v) The DMA device address register is set to point to the PIT port 
register.
2,. The PIT device is set up for the following:
(i) As a 16 bit input port.
(ii) To generate DMA requests when the input port is read on the 
PIT H3 line being asserted.
(iii) To generate in terrupt requests when the PIT H4 line is asserted.
(iv) To generate a 25khz square wave output from  the PIT tim er 
output.
(v) The internal trigger and external trigger enable outputs are 
disabled.
^  The device driver start, stop and the two device in terrupt addresses for the 
DMA controller and the PIT device are patched into the driver DCB.
The driver packet handling routine. (START)
The digital device driver is designed to handle only one type o f TRIPOS packet, 
the acquisition packet. The structure of this packet is given in figure 7.19. The 
packet gives two BCPL pointers to the beginning o f two m em ory areas in the 
‘slave’ processor board memory. It also gives the length o f these areas of 
memory. The memory areas are for the storage of results from  the angle counter 
and the turbocharger counter respectively. The memory is obtained using the 
memory allocation routine getvec. The last packet argum ent o f the acquisition 
packet specifies the type o f triggering that will be used to start the data
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acquisition clock. The device driver executes the following sequence o f actions 
on receiving a packet:
L. Both BCPL m emory addresses are converted into a machine addresses.
2. The memory length in BCPL words is converted into the num ber of sixteen 
bit word transfers.
3. The num ber o f word transfers is divided into the num ber o f 65536 transfers 
and a rem ainder.
4. From  the num ber o f 65536 transfers the value o f the DMA BAR chain array 
pointer is determ ined.
5- The chain array memory addresses are filled using angle counter machine
address as the starting address.
6. The DMA controller is set up for array chain type data transfers.
T  The turbocharger data area pointer (TDAP) is initialised with the machine
address o f the turbocharger counter memory area.
8. The m ethod o f triggering the clock (ACLK) is program med.
9* The DMA controller is started.
The driver in terrupt handling routine.
The digital device driver handles two types of interrupt. These come from  the 
DMA controller and the PIT driver. The interrupt from  the PIT device indicates 
that the turbocharger counter should be read. An in terrup t from  the DMA 
controller indicates the completion of the angle counter data transfer. The DMA 
in terrup t routine does the following:
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L. The DMA in terrupt is cleared.
T  The DMA error register is read and this is w ritten in the result field of
the acquisition packet. 
y  The digital acquisition packet is returned.
The PIT in terrupt routine does the following:
L  The PIT in terrupt is cleared.
T  The value o f the turbocharger data area pointer (TDAP) is read.
3* The turbocharger counter address is read and is stored in the address
pointed to by TDAP.
4L The value of TDAP is incremented.
7.5.4. Digital data  acquisition board remote device handler.
The digital board driver is loaded onto the ‘slave’ processor using the m ulti­
processor TRIPOS routine REM DEV. The control o f the data acquisition is all 
done by the ‘master’ processor board. However, the tasks on the ‘master’ ' 
processor cannot comm unicate directly with a remote device. They can only 
comm unicate with a task on the ‘slave’ processor. Therefore a digital acquisition 
board handler task has been written. This is loaded onto the ‘slave’ processor 
and is used to handle packets to the remote device from  the ‘m aster’ processor. 
The rem ote handler is also designed to manage the memory on the ‘slave’ 
processor board which is used to store the results from the crankshaft angle and 
turbocharger speed counters.
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7.5 .5 . Menu based data collection and processing software.
A  menu based system has been developed for the Diesel engine acquisition 
computer using the data acquisition hardware and software described in this 
chapter [60] aiiows the user to easily record and display inform ation from
the engine. The system has the ability to monitor the running of the engine and 
to save complete logs of data. At present there are three analogue acquisition 
boards in the computer and therefore it is possible to store up to 4.66 seconds 
of information in one go using the two megabytes of back-plane memory. For an 
engine running at 1500 rpm this can allow the storage of up to 58 engine cycle.
Table 7.7 The Bath University Parallel Computer backplane pin descriptions.
Edge connector J1 Edge connector J2
Pin No. R ow  a Row c Row a Row c
32 +5V +5V +5V +5V
31 -5 V -5V + 15V -15V
30 D14 D15 FC0 DLY1
29 D12 D13 FC1 DLY2
28 D10 D ll FC2 DLY3
27 D8 D9 FC3 DLY4
26 D6 D7 /IAK OC DLY5
25 D4 D5 /POR DLY6
24 D2 D3 DLY7
23 DO D1 /IRQ7 DLY8
22 /A SO L D /IRQ6 /IOPG
21 EOLD ACLK /IRQ5 /68PG
20 /R E SET /BR O /IRQ4 STSO
19 R/W /D T A C K /IRQ3 /B R 3
18 /V M A /V P A /IRQ2 /B R 2
17 /B E R R /BPG A /IRQ1 /BR1
16 /U D S /LD S /BGOUTO /B G IN 0
15 CLK A20 /IA O U T /IA IN
14 A18 A19 /BGOUT3 /BG IN 3
13 A16 A17 /BG OUT2 /BG IN 2
12 A14 A15 /BGOUT1 /BGIN1
11 A12 A13 /A S ECLK
10 A10 A l l /PH BO /P H B I
9 A8 A9 PCL3 STSI
8 A6 A7 PCL2
7 A4 A5 PCL1 /H IBYTE
6 A 2 A3 PCL0 /D O N E
5 A21 A1 /DREQ3 /DACK3
4 A22 A23 /DREQ 2 /D A C K 2
3 -12V -12V /DREQ1 /D A C K 1
2 + 12V + 12V /DREQ 0 /D A C K 0
1 OV OV OV OV
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Table 7.8 The digital acquisition board PIT bus description.


























Angle counter DO 
Angle counter D1 
Angle counter D2 
Angle counter D3 
Angle counter D4 
Angle counter D5 
Angle counter D6 
Angle counter D7
Angle counter D8 
Angle counter D9 
Angle counter DIO 
Angle counter D 11 
Cycle counter DO (D12)
Cycle counter D1 (D13)
Cycle counter D2 (D14)
Cycle counter D3 (D15)
Turbocharger count interrupt request 
(unused)
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Figure 7.1. The Wolfson laboratory Levland TL11 engine.




























Figure 7 .4 .  The Levland TL11 engine inter-cooler.








Figure 7.5. The flywheel end of the Levland TL11 engine showing the 
hydraulic dynamometer.
Figure 7.6. The Levland T L 11 engine instrumentation conditioning and control 
rack.

















Figure 7.7 A schematic diagram of the Levland TL11 engine pressure 
















14 13 12 11
Figure 7.8 A schematic diagram of the Levland TL11 engine tem perature 
thermocouples. For details of the thermocouples see text.
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Figure 7.10 The timing diagram for the AD574 A /D  conversion in free 
running mode.
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Figure 7.11 The DMA timing for three analogue data acquisition cards. The 
numbers in brackets indicate the board from which the signals 
originate.
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DMAC Memory Analog boards
Address memory
1. Place address on A1-A23
2. Place function codes on FC0-FC2
3. Assert Address strobe (AS)
4. Set R/W  to write
5. Assert Acknowledge (ACK)
I---------------------------------
Enable data
1. Assert upper data strobe (UDS) 









1. Assert device transfer complete (DTC)
2. Negate UDS and LDS
3. Negate AS,ACK and DTC




Figure 7.12 The sequence of actions performed during a single addressing 
mode transfer from  the analogue boards to the memory.
Present data 
1. Place data on D0-D15
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Figure 7 .13 . The backplane structure for the engine data acquisition computer.
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Fast channel 1, Card 1. 
Fast channel 2, Card 1. 
Slow channel A, Card 1. 
Fast channel 1, Card 1. 
Fast channel 2, Card 1. 
Slow channel B, Card 1. 
Fast channel 1, Card 1. 
Fast channel 2, Card 1. 
Slow channel C, Card 1. 
Fast channel 1, Card 1. 
Fast channel 2, Card 1. 
Slow channel D, Card 1. 
Fast channel 1, Card 1. 
Fast channel 2, Card 1. 
Slow channel E, Card 1. 
Fast channel 1, Card 1. 
Fast channel 2, Card 1. 
Slow channel F, Card 1. 
Fast channel 1, Card 1. 
Fast channel 2, Card 1. 
Slow channel G, Card 1. 
Fast channel 1, Card 1. 
Fast channel 2, Card 1. 
Slow channel H, Card 1. 
Fast channel 1, Card 2. 
Fast channel 2, Card 2. 
Slow channel A, Card 2.
Figure 7.14 The analogue data memory structure.










Figure 7.15 The digital data acquisition board.
10/010
Inputs/Outputs
Inputs = Turbine, 97.66Hz clock
Outputs = Counter clock, Interupt request, Clear counter
Figure 7 .1 6 . The digital acquisition  board turbine counter state diagram.
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38
Memory location 4
DMA transfer count 4
Memory location 3
DMA transfer count 3
Memory location 2
DMA transfer count 2
Memory location 1
DMA transfer count 1
Memory location 0
DMA transfer count 0










Figure 7.17b. The memory structure for a HD68450 DMA chained array memory 
transfer of length H31000 and starting at memory location H1000.
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pkt.link 




BCPL pointer to result memory area 
Length of result memory area in BCPL words.
Figure 7.18 The analogue acquisition driver packet structure.
pkt.link 




BCPL pointer to angle result memory area 
Length of result memory area in BCPL words.
BCPL pointer to turbine result memory area 
Trigger.
Trigger = 0: external trigger enable.
Trigger = negative: internal trigger without engine running.
Trigger = positive: internal trigger with engine running
Figure 7.19 The digital acquisition driver packet structure.
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H840040 ADC board trigger. 
H840041 ADC board reset.
H840050 Turbine counter location
H840060
Figure 7.20 The memory mao for the data acquisition computer 
analogue and digital cards.
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CHAPTER 8.
TH E VALIDATION OF TH E PARALLEL ENGINE SIM ULATION.
Page 8.1
8.1. Introduction.
For the purposes o f validation the new parallel engine sim ulation, described in 
chapter 4, has been compared w ith an equivalent serial engine sim ulation and 
with results from  a real engine. These comparisons are described in the following 
sections.
8.2. Comparison o f the  parallel engine sim ulation with an equivalent serial 
com puter engine sim ulation.
The results from  the DISC parallel diesel engine simulation have been compared 
to those fo r a serial com puter diesel engine simulation. A serial engine simulation 
has been developed by White I***] and this is coded in ANSI *C\ The sim ulation 
runs on an IBM PC compatible com puter with an Intel 80386 processor. The 
serial sim ulation uses the Euler predictor corrector m ethod o f integration with a 
stability criterion o f 0.1%. It has been verified against SPICE the serial engine 
simulation program  developed by Charlton
The serial sim ulation developed by White has no facility fo r variable wall 
tem perature in the cylinder control volumes, neither does it calculate heat 
transfer in the m anifold control volumes. To allow a comparison betw een the 
simulations, the parallel sim ulation was m odified to make the calculation of 
cylinder wall tem perature and the calculation o f m anifold heat transfer 
conditionally compilable. The serial simulation was initialised to use the 
Hohenburg calculation for heat transfer coefficient and to use the same 
effective valve area tables as the parallel simulation.
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The results from  both sim ulations are given in tables S.l and 8.2 and the two 
sets o f results are nearly identical. The calculated values o f turbine speed are 
slightly d ifferen t. However this can be explained by the d ifferen t m apping o f the 
compressor perform ance m ap ( figure 2.6 ) in the two simulations. The difference 
in turbine speeds is small when superimposed onto the compressor map. The value 
fo r Pum ping M ean E ffective Pressure (PMEP) is also d ifferen t. This is because 
the two sim ulations calculate PM EP differently . The parallel sim ulation calculates 
PM EP from  exhaust valve open to inlet valve close. The serial sim ulation 
calculates PM EP for the open half o f the engine cycle from  top dead centre to 
top dead centre.
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Table 8.1. The results from  the parallel DISC diesel engine sim ulation.
Cylinder inform ation
IM EP (bar) 14.064
PM EP (bar) 0.10953
FM EP (bar) 1.9886
BMEP (bar) 12.075
M echanical E fficiency 85.86%
Indicated power (kW) 195.4
Brake power (kW) 167.77
ISFC (g/kW hr) 176.81
BSFC (g/kw hr) 205.92
Indicated E fficiency 47.573%
Brake E fficiency 40.847%
Volum etric E fficiency 95.107%
Fuel flow (g/s) 9.5963
Exhaust Energy (J) 2037.2
Fuel Energy (J) 5476.3
Output Work (J) 2236.9
Friction Work (J) 368.38
Wall Energy (J) 826.35
Energy Balance 1.0014
Inlet Mass (g) 3.2154
Fuel Mass (g) 0.12795
Exhaust Mass (g) 3.3382
Mass Balance 1.0015
Engine Speed (rpm ) 1500
M aximum Pressure (bar) 133.54
M anifold inform ation
Turbine speed (rpm ) 71163
In. man pressure (bar) 1.6221
E xl man pressure (bar) 1.7656
Ex2 m an pressure (bar) 1.7654
Com pressor power (kW) -17.09
Turbine efficiency 50%
In. m an mass in (g) 19.266
E xl man mass in (g) 10.012
Ex2 m an mass in (g) 10.014
In. m an Energy in (J) 5804.6
E x l m an Energy in (J) 9027.3
Ex2 m an Energy in (J) 9023.5
In. man mass balance 1.0018
E xl m an mass balance 0.99964
Ex2 m an mass balance 0.99964
Compressor E fficiency 75.62%
In. man tem perature (K ) 304.29
E xl man tem perature(K ) 813.84
Ex2 man tem perature(K ) 813.42
Turbine 1 power (kW) 8.528
Turbine2 power (kW) 8.522
In. man mass out (g) 19.231
E xl man mass out (g) 10.016
Ex2 man mass out (g) 10.018
In. man Energy out (J) 5793.7
E xl man Energy out(J) 9030.1
Ex2 man Energy ou t(J) 9026.4
In. man Energy balance 1.0019
E xl man Energy balance 0.99968
Ex2 man Energy balance 0.99968
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Table 8.2. The results fo r the White serial diesel engine simulation.
Cylinder inform ation
IM EP (bar) 14.1
PMEP (bar) -0.23
FM EP (bar) 1.99
BMEP (bar) 12.1
M echanical Efficiency 85.85%
Indicated power (kW) 195.6
Brake power (kW) 168.0
ISFC (g/kW hr) 176.2
BSFC (g/kw hr) 205.2
Brake E fficiency 40.99%
V olum etric E fficiency 95.7%
Fuel flow (g/s) 9.5785
M axim um  Pressure (bar) 133.0
M anifold inform ation
Turbine speed (rpm ) 73529.7 Compressor E fficiency 75.79%
In. man pressure (bar) 1.648 In. man tem perature (K) 305.0
E xl man pressure (bar) 1.757 E xl man tem perature(K ) 803.0
Ex2 m an pressure (bar) 1.766 Ex2 man tem perature(K ) 800.0
Com pressor power (kW) -17.85 T urbine 1 power (kW) 8.59
Turbine efficiency 50% Turbine2 power (kW) 8.75
Svstem mass balance Svstem enerav balance [ J ] [%]
A ir in 0.01959659 Energy o f fuel 32796.9 100.00
Fuel in 0.00076628 Energy to exhaust 10832.2 33.03
Exhaust out 0.02036373 Energy to coolant 4876.8 14.87
Mass balance 1.0000 U seful work 13445.0 40.99
Friction work 2215.9 6.76
Intercoolers 1419.6 4.33
Shaft losses 41.6 0.13
Energy balance 0.9990
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8.3. The comparison of the parallel engine simulation with the TL11 engine.
8 .3 .1 . T he comparison of the engine and the sim ulation fo r steady state  
operating points across the engine torque range.
The parallel sim ulation was compared with the TL11 engine described in chapter 
7. The steady state operating param eters o f the engine and the sim ulation were 
com pared at two engine speed points for the complete engine torque range. The 
two speeds that were used are 1500rpm and 2000rpm.
For both sets o f results, the engine was run with the dynam om eter in its 
constant torque mode. The following procedure was used fo r each set o f steady 
state results taken from  the experim ental engine:
The engine fuel rack input was incremented.
This caused an increase in engine speed, as the dem anded engine torque 
rem ained constant.
The dem anded torque was increased to bring the engine speed back to the 
desired value.
The results were then taken from  the engine after a delay to allow the 
engine to reach a steady state condition.
For the com parison w ith the results from the engine, the parallel sim ulation was 
set up to give a constant engine speed. This was achieved by giving the 
sim ulated engine a large load inertia. With the sim ulation running at constant 
speed, the fuel rack input was adjusted to give the same fuel flow rates as had 
been obtained from  the engine. For each fuel flow rate point the sim ulation was
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allowed to reach a steady state before any results were taken. The sim ulation 
was judged to have reached a steady state when the mass and energy balance for 
the cylinder control volume were w ithin 0.5% of perfect balance. The sim ulation 
was run w ith an initial integration step length o f 0.5° and w ith a stability 
criterion o f 0.1%.
A comparison o f the results from  the engine and the sim ulation are shown in 
figures 8.1 fo r an engine speed o f 1500 rpm and in figures 8.2 fo r an engine 
speed o f 2000 rpm . In both sets o f figures the results from  the engine and the 
sim ulation are plotted against engine fuel flow rate. The results from  the engine 
are indicated by circles and the results from  the sim ulation by crosses. The 
turbine speed m easurem ents from  the engine could not be obtained fo r the 2000 
rpm  tests due to the m al-functioning o f the turbine speed transducer.
The graphs fo r engine BMEP figures 8.1a and 8.2a have had a Willands line 
superimposed on them . Using this line, a rough approxim ation o f the Friction 
Mean E ffective Pressure (FM EP) can be obtained. The engine FM EP is estimated 
as the negative value o f BMEP at zero output torque (zero fuel flow  rate). The 
graphs o f BMEP against fuel flow rate give values o f FM EP o f 1.5 bar and 2 bar 
for the engine speeds o f 1500 rpm  and 2000 rpm  respectively.
The graphs fo r the engine perform ance param eters BMEP, BSFC, Brake power 
and engine a ir flow  all show the simulation indicating the same trends as the 
engine. This m atch betw een the simulation and the engine should be im proved by 
adjusting the em pirical models used in the sim ulation w ith results from  the 
engine. For exam ple, the graphs for inlet m anifold tem perature indicate that the 
intercooler m odel used in the parallel simulation is too simple. With a constant 
for intercooler effectiveness, the simulated inlet m anifold tem perature virtually
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rem ains constant whereas the effectiveness in fac t varies depending on the air 
flow through the intercooler.
8 .3 .2 . The comparison of the  TL11 engine and the sim ulation for 
d ifferen t fuel injection tim ings.
On the experim ental engine it is possible to ad just the fuel injection timing. A 
comparison was therefore made between the engine and the sim ulation for 
d ifferen t fuel injection timings. The fuel injection tim ing o f the experim ental 
engine is voltage controlled from  the engine instrum entation rack. The control 
determ ines the static in jection tim ing o f the engine with a value o f 0.7V giving 
the standard injection tim ing o f 12° before TDC. The engine was run at various 
fuel injection tim ing inputs from  0 to 10 V. The high speed in -cy linder pressure 
and needle lift outputs from  the engine were recorded fo r each input as well as 
the slow speed data used in section 8.3. For each set o f results the engine was 
run w ith the dynam om eter in its constant torque mode, w ith a torque o f 500Nm. 
The injection tim ing was adjusted and the fuel rack was then adjusted to bring 
the engine speed back to the desired speed o f 1500 rpm.
The K istler pressure transducers have an output dc offset which varies with 
operating condition. The results from  the transducers must therefore be 
calibrated to a known value o f pressure. For these experim ents, the value of 
pressure in the cylinder during scavenge was taken as the value o f inlet manifold 
pressure.
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The relationship between the fuel injection input and the static injection timing 
could not be easily determ ined. Therefore using the results fo r needle lift, which 
indicate when fuel is injected into the cylinder, the dynam ic fuel injection 
tim ings were determ ined. The traces fo r needle lift against crankshaft angle for 
the injection inputs IV , 3V, 5V, 7V, 9V and 10V are shown in figure 8.3. The 
dynam ic injection timings determ ined from  these traces are given in table 8.3.
Table 8 .3 . The variation of dynamic injection tim ing w ith respect to 
injection timing control input fo r an engine speed o f 1500 rpm.
Control input. Dynamic iniection tim ing, (w .r.t. T D O
o v 368.6° (+8.6°)
IV 368.6° (+8.6°)
3V 363.8° (+3.8°)
5V 359.4° (-0 .6°)
7V 354.2° (-5 .8°)
9V 350.0° (-10.0°)
10V 347.4° (-12.6°)
The parallel sim ulation is normally controlled by a user input fo r static injection 
tim ing. The dynam ic injection tim ing is determ ined from  the static tim ing and a 
time delay which models the flow o f the fuel down the injection pipe from  the 
fuel pum p. For these experim ents, the modelled tim e delay was rem oved from  the 
calculation o f injection timing. Instead, the sim ulation was controlled by the 
dynam ic injection timings obtained from  the needle lift transducers on the 
experim ental engine. The simulation was run with a large load inertia and a
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constant speed o f 1500rpm. The dynamic tim ing and the fuel flow were adjusted 
to match the results from  the experim ental engine. The sim ulation was then 
allowed to reach a steady state before a data log was taken o f the in-cy linder 
param eters with respect to crankshaft angle.
Figures 8.4 show the results fo r the simulation and the experim ental engine for 
the d ifferen t fuel injection timings. The results show that the sim ulation models 
the combustion process in the cylinder fairly  well. Some o f the models used in 
the parallel simulation have empirical factors which may be adjusted to match 
specific engines. For the parallel sim ulation, these factors have been set to the 
default param eters suggested by the authors o f the models. The model which 
most notably could be improved is that fo r ignition delay. The W olfer model 
appears to underestim ate ignition delay fo r retarded injection tim ings.
8.4. Conclusions.
The parallel simulation has been compared to both an equivalent serial sim ulation 
and to results from  an experimental engine. The results from  the present model 
shows good correspondence with the results from  the engine. However better 
matching between the engine and the simulation will be possible w ith the use of 
improved em pirical models based on experim ental results from  the TL11 engine.
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Figure 8.1a BMEP against fuel flow  at 1500rpm for the parallel sim ulation (+)
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Figure 8.1b Brake Power against fu el flow  at 1500rpm for the parallel
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Figure 8.1c Brake e ffic ien cy  against fu el flow  at 1500rpm for the parallel
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Figure 8 .Id BSFC against fuel flow  at 1500rpm for the parallel sim ulation (+)
and the TL11 engine (o).
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Figure 8.1e A ir flow  against fuel flow  at 1500rpm for the parallel sim ulation
(+) and the TL11 engine (o).
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Figure 8 .I f  Inlet m anifold tem perature against fuel flow  at 1500rpm for the
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Figure 8.1 g Exhaust m anifold temperature against fuel flow  at 1500rpm for
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Figure 8.1h Inlet m anifold pressure against fu el flow  at 1500rpm for the
parallel sim ulation (+) and the TL11 engine (o).
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Figure 8.1 i Exhaust m anifold pressure against fuel flow  at 1500rpm for the
parallel sim ulation (+) and the TL11 engine (o).
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Figure 8.1 j Turbine speed against fuel flow  at 1500rpm for the parallel
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Figure 8.2a BMEP against fuel flow  at 2000rpm  for the parallel sim ulation (+)
and the TL11 engine (o).
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Figure 8.2b Brake Power against fuel f low  at 2000rpm  for the parallel
sim ulation (+) and the TL11 engine (o).
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Figure 8.2c Brake e ff ic ien cy  against fuel flow  at 2000rpm  for the parallel
sim ulation (+) and the TL11 engine (o).
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Figure 8.2d BSFC against fu el flow  at 2000rpm  for the parallel sim ulation (+)
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Figure 8.2e A ir flow  against fu el flow  at 2000rpm  for the parallel sim ulation
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Figure 8 .2 f Inlet m anifold tem perature against fuel flow  at 2000rpm  for the
parallel sim ulation (+) and the TL11 engine (o).
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Figure 8.2g Exhaust m anifold temperature against fuel flow  at 2000rpm  for
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The cylinder needle lifts against crankshaft angle for the variable 
fuel injection experim ent.
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Figure 8.4a Cylinder pressure against crankshaft angle w ith an injection
tim ing input o f  10V. E ngine speed 1500rpm. Torque = 500Nm .
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Figure 8.4b
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C ylinder pressure against crankshaft angle w ith an in jection
tim ing input o f  9V . Engine speed 1500rpm. Torque = 500N m .
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Figure 8.4c Cylinder pressure against crankshaft angle w ith  an in jection
tim ing input o f  7V. Engine speed 1500rpm. Torque = 500N m .
V a r i a b l e  i n j e c t i o n  t i m i n g .  ( 7 )  
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Figure 8.4d Cylinder pressure against crankshaft angle w ith an in jection
tim ing input o f  5V. Engine speed 1500rpm. Torque = 500N m .
V a r i a b l e  i n j e c t i o n  t i m i n g .  ( 5 )  
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Figure 8.4e
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Cylinder pressure against crankshaft angle w ith an injection
tim ing input o f  3V. Engine speed 1500rpm. Torque = 500N m .
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Figure 8 .4 f C ylinder pressure against crankshaft angle w ith an in jection
tim ing input o f  IV . Engine speed 1500rpm. Torque = 500N m .
V a r i a b l e  i n j e c t i o n  t i m i n g .  ( 1 )  
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CHAPTER 9.
TH E APPLICATIONS OF A H IG H  SPEED SIMULATION OF A DIESEL ENGINE.
9.1
9.1. Introduction.
Diesel engine simulation using complex engine models, such as the ‘filling and 
emptying’ method, has tended to be used in applications where the slowness and 
the ‘off line’ nature of the sim ulation can be accepted. This limits the use of 
complex engine models to areas such as basic engine design. The application of 
parallel processing to complex diesel engine simulation in this thesis has shown 
that considerable improvements in sim ulation speed can be achieved. The 
simulation user can now interact w ith the engine simulation as it runs. The 
development o f the new parallel com puting hardw are in chapter 3 and the new 
parallel software in chapter 6 gives the possibility o f an even faster ‘real tim e’ 
simulation. The engine simulation would progress at the same rate as the engine 
which is being simulated. This would fu rther enhance the possibilities for user 
interaction with the simulation.
The increase in engine sim ulation speed that the use o f parallel processing has 
given allows new applications for engine simulation to be identified. These are 
applications which were form erly precluded by the slow speed of simulation on a 
serial computer. Possible new applications for a fast engine simulation are 
discussed in the next four sections.
9.2. Engine condition m onitoring and fau lt diagnosis in marine engines.
Modern maritime diesel engines are m aintained on a ‘running hours’ basis where 
the parts of an engine are replaced after a defined lifetime. The cost of ‘running 
hours’ maintenance is high in terms o f spare parts and manpower. The ‘running 
hours’ maintenance of an engine can often mean the replacement o f non-faulty  
engine parts, and the overhaul itself may introduce new faults into the engine.
Chapter 9. 9 .2  Sim ulation applications.
The alternative strategy of ‘breakdown’ m aintenance, where the engine is 
overhauled when something goes wrong, cannot be used on a ship because o f the 
safety implications. A third type of maintenance strategy is ‘condition based’ 
m aintenance, where the overhaul of an engine is determ ined by the condition of 
the engine parts. This can extend the time between overhauls and the life of 
engine parts whilst m aintaining the reliability o f the engine. It can also allow 
fault trends to be identified  early, leading to efficien t planning o f engine 
maintenance.
The full im plem entation of ‘condition based’ maintenance is d ifficult. This is due 
to the d ifficu lty  o f finding an adequate reference with which the perform ance of 
a real diesel engine can be compared and contrasted. A complete database of 
diesel engine operating conditions acquired from  an engine test-bed  would be 
very large. Katsoulakos et al. [62] [63] note that a database of engine test-bed 
results for a large ship engine would probably be incomplete due to the huge 
variations in operating and environm ental conditions that such an engine would 
meet. Engine test-bed  measurements can also significantly d iffe r from  the actual 
perform ance recorded on board a ship. U iterm arkt [64] notes that these changes 
are due to the d ifference in operating conditions between a test-bed  cell and 
those on board the ship. The changes can include differences in the installation 
o f cooling systems and exhaust pipe lengths, differences in the types o f engine 
load, and differences in the types of fuel and lubricating oils being used in the 
engine.
Chapter 9. 9.3 Simulation applications.
It is envisaged that a complex diesel engine sim ulation could be used as a 
detailed data reference for a real diesel engine. The simulation could take 
account o f all the environm ental and load conditions giving a complete picture o f 
how the engine should be running. The detailed simulation could also be used in 
the diagnosis o f engine faults. Faults that effect the therm odynam ic and fluid 
dynam ic processes o f the engine can be simulated using a complex engine model 
such as the ‘filling and em ptying’ method. These faults can therefore be 
identified  by com paring the results from  a simulated faulted engine and the real 
faulted engine. Possible engine faults that could be simulated are listed below:
A ir cleaner and exhaust silencer blockages.
Leaking inlet and exhaust manifolds.
Fouled or blocked inter-cooler.
Sticking fuel injectors.
Poor quality fuel being burnt.
Inadequate engine cooling due to poor coolant flow.
Piston ring wear and therefore piston blow-by.
High engine and turbocharger friction.
Leaking cylinder inlet and exhaust valves.
Incorrect calibration o f fuel injection equipment.
The m ethod o f fau lt sim ulation will vary depending on the fault. For example, 
leaks in the m anifolds and the cylinders can be simulated as variable area 
orifices through which gases can flow. Blockages can be modelled as restrictions 
to gas flow between engine simulation control volumes. It is envisaged that these 
faults would be perm anently built into the simulation software. Values for the 
fau lt param eters would be set to give no effect for normal engine operation.
C hapter  9. 9.4 Sim ulation  ap p l ica t io n s .
The possible num ber of engine faults is large and the characteristics of these 
faults can vary considerably depending on the operating condition of the engine 
and the size of the engine fault. The diagnosis o f an engine fault will therefore 
require the simulation of a large num ber o f fault conditions with varying sizes of 
fault. This will take a great deal o f time using an engine simulation on a 
conventional serial computer. Using the engine sim ulation on a parallel computer, 
the time needed fo r fault identification would be greatly reduced thus improving 
the effectiveness o f the technique. O’Leary 1^5] stresses the importance o f any 
health m onitoring system operating in ‘real tim e’ to the speed of the engine 
degradation processes.
It is envisaged that a condition m onitoring system based on a reference diesel 
engine model would be used in conjunction with an expert system. The expert 
system would be responsible for the in terpretation o f the results from  the diesel 
engine. It would use the engine model during normal operation for the 
optim isation o f engine operating param eters. When the results from  the engine 
deviated from  normal the expert system would also be responsible for the 
analysis o f the fault and the selection o f appropriate fault models for the 
diagnosis of the engine fault. The order in which probable faults are selected by 
the expert system will be im portant. Sensible choice o f probable engine faults 
will m inimise the num ber of fau lt conditions to simulate and thus the time 
needed for fau lt identification. The application o f expert systems to condition 
m onitoring using a detailed engine model is described by Katsoulakos et al. 1^2] 
[6^3. a  schematic diagram of a possible engine condition m onitoring system is 
given in figure 9.1.
Chapter  9. 9.5 Sim ulation  applications.
Simple engine condition m onitoring using engine test-bed results has already been 
used commercially. The company M aK 1^6] [67] have implemented an engine 
condition monitoring scheme based on a simple engine model. This model is based 
on engine test-bed  results and makes adjustm ents to these to take account of 
operating conditions and environm ental factors. BP shipping 1^8] have also 
im plem ented a condition m onitoring system for diesel engines on board some of 
their ships. In both cases the condition m onitoring is based on indicated mean 
pressure for the engine cylinders. BP shipping achieved savings of £19,250 per 
annum  for an investment o f £30,000 using this form of condition m onitoring. 
Substantial commercial benefits are therefore already possible through the use of 
engine condition monitoring.
9.3. A high perform ance engine sim ulation as an interactive engine design aid.
Engine sim ulation using complex engine models is slow and non-interactive. This 
slowness can lim it the use of engine sim ulation as a general design tool. With a 
high speed engine simulation the diesel engine design engineer can be given 
interactive control of his designed engine. This can encourage the engineer to 
experim ent and try  novel designs. The ‘o ff  line’ nature of the present engine 
sim ulation precludes this experim entation.
C hapter  9. 9.6 Sim ulation applications.
9.4. High perform ance engine sim ulation in advanced engine control design.
The design of new engine management systems and the instrum entation of 
existing engines for advanced control is costly. However the ‘o ff line’ nature of 
present complex engine simulations make its use as a design aid rather lim ited 
since the designer would p refer a degree of interaction w ith the model. A fast 
simulation would allow the quick testing o f advanced control strategies for the 
diesel engine allowing interaction and exploration o f the problem. Interesting 
control strategies could be refined prior to full im plem entation on a real engine.
9.5. Engine operator train ing.
A detailed ‘real tim e’ sim ulation would allow in depth training for diesel engine 
operating personnel. Engine operators would be able to be trained to handle 
unforseen circumstances. Trainees would see the effect o f their actions without 
endangering a real engine and be able to learn from  their mistakes. Similar work 
has been carried out by Dale t^3] ancj Berry [24] on electrical power grid 
simulation using the Bath U niversity Parallel Com puter. This is now to be used 
fo r grid control training fo r the National G rid Company.
Chapter 9. 9.1 Simulation applications.
Figure 9.1 A possible engine condition m onitoring system .
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A high speed sim ulation o f a Diesel engine using a parallel com puter has been 
produced for this thesis. The new sim ulation has a structure in which control is 
d istributed across all o f the processors in the com puter. Previous parallel 
simulations used a centralised structure in which one processor controlled all of 
the other processors. The new simulation allows a high processor utilisation and 
very efficient com m unication between the parallel sections of the simulation. 
Because of its d istributed structure the new sim ulation is more exact than the 
previous parallel sim ulation developed by Jones at the U niversity o f Bath.
The new parallel com puter engine simulation has been compared to an existing 
serial computer ‘filling and emptying* engine simulation. The results from  both 
simulations were in agreem ent. The simulation has also been com pared with 
results from  a real engine. A good correlation has been shown between the 
engine and the sim ulation at a variety of load, speed and injection timing 
conditions. This correlation was made with no e ffo rt to specially tune the 
various empirical param eters in the simulation.
For the purpose o f validation o f the parallel sim ulation with an engine, a new 
data acquisition system has been designed. This has been successfully used for 
the acquisition o f results from  the engine.
A new graphical display has been developed to cope with the increased speed of 
the new simulation. A m enu based user interface has also been designed for the 
display o f engine cycle data and the control o f the simulation.
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10.2. Future work.
The new parallel simulation has highlighted a num ber o f limitations in the 
present hardw are design based on the MC68020 processor. A new com puter based 
on the T ransputer has been developed at the U niversity o f Bath. The new 
sim ulation described in this thesis should now be transferred  to the new 
com puter.
The new parallel sim ulation is lim ited to simulation of the Leyland TL11 engine. 
Serial com puter sim ulations, such as SPICE, allow the user to easily modify the 
type o f engine modelled. The developm ent o f an adaptable fron t end for the 
parallel sim ulation will be very im portant to its fu ture use.
BCPL has been used to w rite the parallel simulation. This is a very flexible 
program ming language but is not supported commercially. The transfer o f the 
parallel sim ulation into ANSI ‘C’, which is required for the transfer to the new 
Transputer com puter, should allow the w ider use o f the simulation.
The new parallel sim ulation has been compared to the Leyland TL11 engine for a 
few  engine operating conditions. A more complete analysis will need to be 
carried out. This should include a full m apping o f the engine across its speed 
load range and a comparison with the equivalent map for the parallel simulation.
A num ber o f em pirical models are used in the new parallel simulation. These 
empirical models have constants which can be changed to correlate with specific 
engines. The constants used at present are those suggested by the authors of the 
models. From  a thorough analysis o f results from  the TL11 engine more 
appropriate constants and possibly better em pirical models could be found.
Chapter 10. Page 10.3 Conclusions.
Chapter 6 described a num ber o f new parallel integration methods for Diesel 
engine simulation. With the increased num ber o f processing nodes available in the 
new Transputer com puter these m ethods should be applied to the solution of a 
m ulti-cylinder diesel engine simulation.
The thesis has discussed the possible use o f a high speed simulation for engine 
condition m onitoring. A natural extension o f this work will be to use expert 
systems fo r the identification o f engine operating conditions and faults in 
conjunction with the simulation.
Chapter 10. Page 10.4 Conclusions.
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DATA ACQUISITION CARD CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS.
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ANALOGUE DATA ACQUISITION CARD CIRC U IT DIAGRAMS.
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DIGITAL DATA ACQUISITION CARD CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS.
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APPENDIX A.
MC68000 BOARD M ODIFICATION TO USE BACK-PLANE DMA SINGLE
ADDRESSING.
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APPENDIX B.
A BRIEF SPECIFICATION OF TH E NEW BATH UNIVERSITY SHARED MEMORY,
M ULTI-TRANSPUTER COM PUTER.
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The Bath University shared memory. m ulti-T ransouter computer. 
Processor chip: Inmos T800-20 20Mhz transputer.
Com puter architecture: 
Physical structure:
C luster structure: 
T ransputer boards:
Link configurer board: 
Fibre optic board:
Envisaged system: 
U ltim ate system:
Shared memory
Processing clusters connected via high speed fibre 
optic links.
16 transputer boards.
L ink configurer board.
Optic fibre  board.
Overlapped cycle m ulti-processor bus.
1 T800 transputer.
1 M byte memory.
Shared memory interface which allows full speed writes 
to all processors within a cluster.
Four transputer ’link’ connections.
Allows all the transputer links w ithin a cluster to be 
configured into any desired netw ork, with upto 32 IO 
links possible.
This board is for inter cluster comm unication. The 
speed o f communication is 125Mbaud. This gives a 
latency o f 2/zs for processor w rite operations between 
directly connected clusters.
Two clusters w ith a direct fib re  optic link.
256 clusters arranged in a tree structure giving a 
maximum latency for processor w rite operations 
between clusters of 3/xs
Appendix B. Page B.2 Transputer computer.
APPENDIX C.
TH E LEYLAND TL11 DIESEL ENGINE SPECIFICATION.
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The Levland TL11 Diesel engine specification.
This appendix lists the physical param eters which are used in the simulation of a 









Effective inertia of engine:
(including flywheel)
Cylinder and piston:
Cylinder head surface area:
Piston crown surface area:
Cylinder bore surface area.
(from  top o f block to 1st piston 
ring at TDC.)
Combustion chamber surface area: 547.12 cm^ 
Cylinder Valves.
Valve tim ing, relative to TDC in open period:
Exhaust valve close (EVC): 14°
inlet valve close (IVC): 230°
exhaust valve close (EVC): 494°
inlet valve open (IVO): 710°
Valve geometry. Inlet valve.
Leyland TL11 four stroke turbocharger diesel 
engine.
M aximum power 190kW at 2100rpm 
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Appendix C. Page C.2 The TL11 Engine.
M anifolds.
One inlet and two exhaust manifolds.
Volume of inlet manifold: 4.88 litres
Volume of front exhaust manifold: 1.38 litres
Volume of rear exhaust manifold: 1.20 litres.
Internal surface area of front exhaust manifold: 817 cm^
Internal surface area of rear exhaust manifold: 681 cm^
Turbocharger.
Experim ental variable geometry unit (on turbine section)
Compressor: H2C8625N Z31U3
Turbine: Experimental M kllb  unit.
Turbocharger inertia: 0.00 lkgm ^ (estimate)
Fuel System.
Direct injection system with variable injection timing.
CAV in line fuel pump type: M ajormec P5476
Standard fuel injection timing: 22o before TDC
Length o f fuel delivery pipes: 0.72m
Load system.
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APPENDIX D.
TH E MENU UTILITY ROUTINES FOR USE IN USER INTERFACES.
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The menu utility routines for use in user interfaces, 
m enu.select ( menu )
Inputs: M enu, vector of menu strings.
Action: Displays menu vector on one line in lower display box.
Result: Returns the value selected by user using return  and cursor keys.
select.optionl ( cursor, retabulate. menu, values ^
Inputs: M enu, vector of menu strings.
Values, vector of floating point numbers.
Retabulate, TRUE/FALSE.
Cursor, TRUE/FALSE.
Action: Displays menu vector on several lines in upper display box.
R esu lt Returns the value selected by user using return  and cursor keys.
Options: Retabulate. If TR U E redraws menu options.
Cursor. If TR U E allows multiple selection o f m enu options,
with previous choices marked.
Values. If not zero this points to a vector o f values which are
displayed alongside the m enu options.
paee.form at O
Action: Creates basic menu title frame.
display.numbers ( menu, values, retabulate. o ffset 1
Inputs: M enu, vector of menu strings.
Values, vector of floating point numbers.
Retabulate, TRUE/FA LSE 
Offset, integer number.




If TR U E redraws menu options.
Indicates the num ber of characters from  left o f screen 
at which menu is displayed.
read.a.value ( string )
Action: Clears upper display area, writes string prom pt and reads floating
point number.
Result: Floating point number.
Appendix D. Page D.2 Menu Utilities.
read .a .string  ( x. v. string. length I
Inputs: x,y, integer value screen coordinates.
String, vector.
Length, num ber o f bytes in string.
Action: Clears upper display area, reads string input into string vector at
point x,y on screen.
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